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Abstract 

This dissenation devdops a conceptual framework that includes the component 

pans of competitive intelligence (CI) activities. the antecedents of CI. and the bottom

line benefits of CI activities. Specifically. a five-phase CI process was constructed that 

included recognition. prioritization. collection. interpretation. and utilization. Antecedents 

included turbulence and competitiveness in the business environment. the use of infor

mation technology (In tools. and the dynamics and attributes of the strategic business 

unit (SBU). Also. we postulated that CI activities would predict an SBU's knowledge of 

the business environment. an SBU's relations with external constituents. relations within 

an SBU. an SBU's business performance. and an SBU's confidence in its sn'ategic plans. 

The findings indicated that CI champion(s) and top management's support are very 

strong predictors of Cl activities. In terms of tangible benefits. the study indicated that 

Cl activities predict an SBU's knowledge of the external business environment. relations 

within an SBU. and product quality. In turn. an SBU's knowledge of the external business 

environment and product quality predict the SBU's business performance. Also. product 

quality and relations within ;>'0 SBU predict an SBU's confidence in its strategic plans 

which in turn predicts an SBU's relations with its external constituents (see Figure 4--1). 

In terms of managerial implications. this study provides very clear evidence of 

the benefi ts of CI activities. Funhermore. we found evidence of three key mediating 

variables: namely. an SBU's knowledge of its external business environment. relations 

within an SBU. and product quality (see Figure 4--1). 

The results of this study provides very strong suppon for organizational efforts to 

improve CI activities. Moreover, of interest in an era of tight budgets is this study's 

providing solid evidence that CI is not a tangential activity to be supponed only in good 

financial times. Rather. it is a basic intelligence activity that can facilitate the bottom-line 

performance of an SBU. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Overview of Dissertation 

1.1 Introduction: Competitive Intelligence 

Competitive Intelligence (CI) refers to "the ethical gathering and use of publicly or semi

publicly available infonnation (Gilad, 1988)" about trends, events, or players outside a 

finn's official boundaries. In different contexts. CI can mean both the process involved 

and the intelligence gathered by means of the process. Specifically. the process is a 

"method for identifying the CI requirements of a company, systematically collecting 

relevant infonnation on competitors. and then analytically processing that raw data into 

actionable knowledge about competitors' strategic capabilities. position, perfonnance, and 

intentions (Sammon et aI., 1984)." The end-product of CI is "processed infonnation of 

interest to management about the present and future environment in which the business 

is operating (Greene. 1966)" that would assist top management in its task of fonnulating 

strategy and making long-range plans (Aguilar, 1967). 
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1.2 Past Research and Implications 

Corporate survival requires both an orientation 10 the present and an orientation 10 the 

future. Nanus (1975) suggests that the former is necessary for "stability and continuity," 

and the latter for "change and adaptability." The work of Michael Poner (1980) strongly 

suggests to top management that CI is a central component of competitive strategy. 

Top decision makers should make decisions with a full awareness of their competitive 

business environment. A key precept of CI is that "90 percent of the information that 

any business needs to make key decisions about itself and to understand its market and 

competitors is in the public record or can be developed from data already there (Vella 

and McGonagle, 1988)." Gilad (1991) and others (Aguilar, 1967: Fahey and King. 1977: 

Kahalas et al.. 1976: Segev. 1977; Webber. 1974) have conluded that the difference 

between a "weB-backed decision" and one that ignores CI can be so disastrous that top 

management should be continuously concerned with the effectiveness of CI activities. 

Since 1979. 40 percent of companies in the Fonune 500 have been dropped from 

the listing (Gilad. 1991). Strong CI suppon for top decision makers is long overdue and 

is a necessity in today's competitive environment. Aguilar (1967) found in his study 

that management's understanding of CI activities was generally inadequate. His findings 

were supponed by subsequent studies (Fahey and King, 1977; Stubbart, 1982; Lenz and 

Engledow. 1986). So far, little research has been done 10 examine the "structures and 

process" of Cl activities in organizations (Ghoshal and Westney. 1991). Research in 

this area is imponant because it will help identify the critical factors under management 

control that can be influenced to enhance CI activities. 

In lerms of implementation, Cl activities should be done on a continuous basis 

partly because CI does not arrive all at once. Rather, CI must be put together over a 

period of time to yield a comprehensive picture of the environme;;; (Poner, 1980). It 

has been suggested that executives should create a specialized administrative component 
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for systematic environmental scanning(Ansoff. 1980; Poner. 1980; Wilson. 1983). Yet. 

most CI gathering processes are undenaken on an ad hoc basis (Thomas. 1974) and/or 

in reaction to some events that have already occurred (Jain. 1984). 

Many organizations are passive; they accept whatever information the environment 

gives them. As Diffenbach (1983) sugge~!s. assuming the attitude that "the future is 

beyond our control. but we and our competitors are all in the same boat" can cenainly 

stifle any serious commitment to CI activities. Organizations which believe this tend to 

accept the environment as given and respond actively only when a crisis occurs. Wil~n 

opponunities come knocking. such organizations are not able to take full advantage of 

the situation. Although some organizational theorists view corporate leaders as products 

of their environments with little power to "control structural and systemic factors" that 

influe:Jce organizational actions (Aldri~il. 1979; Perrow. 1970). there are organizations 

which are not willing to simply react to environmental events. They want to be proactive. 

These organizations are "CI-conscious." and it is peninent to ask . .... lIar are the factors 

that motivare or drh'e tizem to engage in Cl activities.' 

Why should assessment of L':e external business environment be an explicit task 

in the corporate planning process? According to Klein and Linneman (1984). there 

are two primary reasons. First. over the last decade. there is emerging interest in and 

practice of formalized strategic planning. All contemporary strategic planning systems 

begin with systematic attention to developments outside the firm's boundaries (e.g .• Day. 

1984. Sammon et al..1984). This attention enables firms to (I) match business plans 

with environmental developments (Narc hal. et al. 1987). (2) improve strategic decision

making by uncovering the actual and potential intentions of key competitors (Vella and 

McGonagle. 1987). and (3) develop structures that allow for a match between internal 

structures and external developments (Lawrence & Lorsh. 1986). Therefore. by their 

very nature. CI activities should be strategically motivated. The CI activities' end

product feeds directly into the strategic planning process of the organization (Grant and 
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King. 1982; VeHa and McGonagle. 1988). This is essential because. even if a proactive 

stand is adopted. CI activities will not make a difference if decision-makers cannot apply 

and relate CI to their srrategic decision-making process. Despite the imponance of CI 

in modern corporate planning (Thomas. 1980). evidence suggests that few organizations 

have systematically incorporated CI into their sO'ategic planning process (Fahey and 

King. 1977; Thomas. 1974). 

Second. the corporate external environment is increasing in complexity and insta

bility. Terry (1977) suggests that CI activities help focus managers' attention on what 

lies outside the organization and encourage creation of an organization which can adapt 

to and learn from the environment. Mintzberg (1973) states that one of the functions of 

managers is to monitor. This requires managers to develop a thorough understanding of 

both the organization and the external environment. 

Monitoring involves searching the environment for signals that may be harbingers 

of significant Change. identifying the possible consequences should these indications per

sist. and choosing the events and decisions that should be observed and foHowed in order 

to verify the speed and timing of the anticipated change. In shon. to monitor. a manager 

must gather information about his/her organization's srrengths and weaknesses in order 

to assess what is needed to make the organization beuer. This in turn usually entails the 

gathering of more information through a cyclical process of observing potential business 

changes. collecting information On potential changes and interpreting their ramifications 

of these potential changes. followed by more observation. collection. and interpretation. 

This brings us to the question: What "rewards" would "CI-conscious" organizations gain 

from CI activities? We have mentioned a few incentives. but. I must point out that. 

thus far. not milch work ho:s been dOl/e 10 ul/cover the benefits and consequences of CI 

activities. 
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1.3 Purpose and Contribution of Study 

This study was exploratory in nature in that it was more concerned ",;th finding out what 

is happening than in proclaiming what should be happening. 

Given the implications of past research. the purpose of the study was to (1) exam

ine the extent of CI activities in business organizations. (2) examine the impact of factors 

outside management's control (e.g., the external business environment) and within man

agement's control (e.g .. top management support, Ci championship) on the extent of CI 

activities. and (3) examine the impact of CIon the organization. More specifically. we 

investigated the extent to which CI influences its end-users' knowledge of their external 

business environment, the organization's relationship with external constituents (e.g .. sup

pliers, distributors), a strategic business unit's (SBU's) confidence in its strategic plans, 

and an SBU's business performance. 

The contributions of this study were anticipated to be: (1) definition of the com

ponents and extent of the CI activities: (2) definition of the factors that encourage CI 

activities; and (3) identification of the benefits and consequences of CI activities. 

lA Research Method 

The data were collected using a procedure adapted from Dillman(l978) to ensure a 

high response rate. We tried to maximize the survey response rate by (1) minimizing the 

"costs" for responding. (2) maximizing the "rewards" for responding, and (3) establishing 

trust that those "rewards" would be delivered. One way to minimize "cost" is to minimize 

the time respondents wculd need to spend to complete the survey. To maximize "reward," 

we promised to send the results of the survey to those who indicated an interest in our 

final analysis. Finally, to establish trust, we promised to keep the respondents' "opinions" 

strictly confidential. 
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The research methodology used involved a nation-wide questionnaire survey. The 

sample consisted multiple-infonnants in 154 pharmaceutical SB Us selected from the 

Ward's Business Directory of U.S. Plivate and Public Companies - 1992. A questionnaire 

was developed and mailed to each potential respondent. 

First, the respondents were contacted by phone to request their panicipation. Then, 

a survey packet consisting of a questionnaire, a typed personalized letter on university 

stationary, a handwritten thank you note, and a self-addressed return envelop was mailed 

to eacn potential respondent. One week later, a pre-printed post-card follow up was sent. 

The postcard was designed to thank those who had returned the questionnaire and also to 

remind those who had not. Finally, a second survey packet was mailed to nonrespondents 

three weeks after the initial mailing. 

The response rate for the national study was 67 percent. This enabled us to have 

adequate confidence In the testing of the hypotheses and the results obtained after analysis. 

The response rate was calculated by the following fonnula: 

.YR 
RR = .YS _ .YOR 

where: 

RR = response rate 

NR = number of completed questionnaires returned 

NS = tOlal number of questionnaires sent 

NOR = nonreachable potential respondents 

In developing the survey instrument, existing scales used by other researchers were 

adapted and utilized as much as possible to measure the relevant constructs. For those 

constructs for which we did nOt have existing scales, we developed survey items following 

the guidelines suggested by Converse and Presser (1986), Dillman (1978), Sudman and 

Bradburn (1989), and Weisberg et al (1989). Literature searches and the input of some 
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academic professionals and practitioners from various industries proved very useful in 

instrument development. Next. pretests involving a sample of Arizona manufacturing 

practitioners (N=39) and a sample of Society of Ccmpetitive Intelligence Professionals 

(SCIP) members (N=32) were conducted using the survey instrument. 

The objectives of the pretests were: (I) to assess the reliability and construct valid· 

ity of the constructs. (2) to obtain preliminary correlational information among constructs. 

and (3) to assess the response rate. 

1.5 Discussion 

In this section. we briefly discuss the results. managerial implications. and directions for 

future research. 

1.5.1 Results and Managerial Implications 

Our research indicated that the existence of a CI champion and suppon from top man

agement are very strong predictors of the extent of CI activities. Also. we found that the 

extent of CI activities predicts an SBU's knowledge of its external business environment. 

the relations among the corporate functions within the SBU. and the SBU's confidence in 

its strategic plans. Furthermore. we found that the use of IT tools may be a consequence 

of CI activities rather than being an antecedent variable. Finally. we found evidence 

of three key mediator variables; namely. that (1) the SBU's knowledge of the external 

business environment and product quality may mediate the link between CI activities and 

business performance. (2) the relationship among corporate functions within an SB U and 

product quality may mediate the link between CI activities and the SBU's confidence in 

its strategic plans. and (3) the SBU's confidence in its strategic plans and product quality 

may mediate the link between CI activities and the SBU's relationships with its external 
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constituents (c.g .. suppliers). These relationships are shown in Figure 4-1. 

In terms of managerial implications. this study provides very clear evidence of 

the benefits of CI activities. An SBU's knowledge of its external business enviror.ment. 

bener internal relationships among different functions. and increased confidence in an 

SBU's strategic plans are three principal benefits that were revealed. It is extremely 

important to nvte that this is the first systematic. empirical study designed to exa:nine 

the possible existence and extent of such benefits. 

From a managerial standpoint. all three benefits are clearly desirable in their own 

right. However. combined with the fact they are linked - in varying degrees - to business 

performance. the findings are very powerful. This is the first study to show the indirect 

link between CI and business performance and its results provide very strong support 

for organizational efforts to improve CI activities. Moreover. it is of special interest in 

an era of tight budgets that the study provides solid evidence that CI is not a tangential 

activity to be supported only in good financial times. Rather. it is a b2.sic intelligence 

activity that can facilitate the boltom-line performance of an SBU. 

1.5.2 Directions for Future Research 

This study has generated several future research possibilities. First. we could explore 

the use of specific information technology (IT) tools. say. the Electronic Meeting System 

(EMS). in the facilitation of CI activities. Specifically. how would EMS facilitate and 

enhance the recognition, prioritization. collection, interpretation, and utilization of CI? 

How would this compare with a non-EMS facilitated process? 

Second. what other benefits. besides those defined in this study, would CI activities 

bring to an SBU? For ex~mple. would CI activities increase the productivity level of 

the SBU? Also. how would CI activities affect the SBU's competitive posture in the 
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international marketplace? 

Third, the feasibility of creating a computer-based CI system could be studied. For 

example, how could a computer-based network be set up to identify, collect, process, 

store, and disseminate CI? What would it take to facilitate such ~ project? Fuld (1991) 

repons that some Fonune 500 organizations are beginning to establish CI systems. 

Finally, management of the CI function in an organization could be another area 

of interest. From our study, it appears that, although the majority of SBUs rely on an 

informal CI network structure, such a structure was negatively related to the extent of CI 

activities. How, therefore, could organizations manage the CI function so as to realize 

its fullest potential? 

In the next chapter. we discuss the conceptual framework and the hypotheses de

veloped for this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Conceptual Framework 

2.1 Introduction 

A conceptual framework for CI activities is represented by Figure 2-1. As illustrated 

in the middle of the figure. the proposed activities begin with recognition of the need 

for CL In response. the organization maya priori determine and prioritize its CI targets. 

after which the gathering of CI in the specified areas is carried out. Once CI has been 

collected. the threats. opporrunities. and other imminent business events facing the or

ganization can be analyzed and interpreted in order to "add value" to the CI making it 

more meaningful. In the final phase. the CI is utilized as input to strategic plans. It is the 

"value-added" CI that provides decision makers with implications and assessments which 

enable top decision makers to make strategic decisions based on a sound knowledge of 

the markerplace. 

The "value-added" transformations are sometimes accomplished by computer !ech

nology. sometimes by humans manually. and often by a combination of both. "Value

added" CI then will be conveyed to the appropriate decision makers. At any stage of 

the CI activities. CI analysts can go back to previous phase(s) if necessary. For exam

ple. when decision makers analyze the "value-added" CI. they may decide that the CI 
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provided is adequate for decision making. If not, the decision makers can ask the CI 

analysts to "expand" the scope of search for CI. More CI will be collected. interpreted. 

and passed on to the decision makers. CI activities represent an iterative process. The 

key is to ensure sound strategic planning by providing the decision makers with adequate 

and relevant CI. 
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In the present research, we have assumed that key antecedents of CI activities 

are the nature of the business environment, the use of information technology(IT), and 

strategic business unit (SBU)-level attributes/dynamics. The nature of the business en

vironment represents "government, the finn's industry, competitors, and other external 

groups and factors that are imponant to the outcomes of the firm's strategy (Grant & 

King, 1982)." In Figure 2-1, the imponant factors in this category are the extent of 

the turbulence in the industry and the degree of competitiveness in the industry. The 

infonnation technology factor focuses on the use of IT tools in supponing CI activities. 

Here, not only is IT the driving force behind CI activities, it is also expected to be a 

facilitator of the CI process. The SBU's attributes/dynamics include the size of the SBU, 

the age of the SBU, the existence of a CI champion, and top management's support for 

CI activities. 

As a result of CI activities. we hypothesize that the SBU should have a better 

understanding of its competitive business environment. the performance of the SBU 

should improve. the SBU's relationship with its external constituents should improve. 

there should be better relations among the corporate functions within the SBU. and the 

SBU should have greater confidence in its strategic plans. 

2.2 Phases of External Business Intelligence 

CI activities are concerned with "scanning for information about events and relationships 

in a company's outside environment." (Aguilar. 1967). It is a "method for identifying 

the intelligence requirements of a company. systematically collecting relevant information 

on competitors, and then analytically processing that raw data into actionable knowledge 

about competitors' strategic capabilities, position, performance, and intentions." (Sammon 

et al.. 1984). In Figure 2-1. we illustrate a "five-phase" model of CI activities. In order 

to explain its component pans, we next review each of theses phases. 
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2.2.1 Recognition 

In tOOay's marketplace, the need for timely and effective CI is recognized by many busi· 

ness leaders as being not only legitimate but also necessary for organizations if they are 

to succeed, or even to survive (Herring, 1991). Barabba and Zaltman (1992) have warned 

that organizations that "lose touch with the market" will fail in tOOay's competitive en· 

vironment. In the recognition phase, we examine the extent to which an organization 

recognizes the importance of Cr. No organization can operate effectively in a competitive 

environment unless it has a basic understanding of that environment and up·to·date in· 

formation on events within it. Unpredictable and discontinuous changes in competitive, 

technological. regulatory, political, and social environments have become important con

cerns of managers. particularly in medium and large organizations. Corporations must 

seek out informed sources to obtain information about threats and opportunities as a 

necessary condition for profitable survival (Preble, 1978). 

The primary reason a corporation must establish some form of environmental anal

ysis using CI is that it cannot function on the assumption that the future will be the same 

as the present. Narchal et aJ. (1987) define an organization as an "open system." This 

means that the growth and survival of an organization is dependent on ,he nature of the 

environment it encounters. Since the future is unknown, and often characterized by rapid 

and unexpected changes, managers must recognize the need to make necessary changes 

in business operation as the furore becomes clearer. A future-oriented organization must 

recognize that CI is one of the most important resources available to it. 

More and more corporate management functions are becoming increasingly depen

dent upon tracking changes in the competitive environment (McGrane, 1987). One of 

the factors that have encouraged explicit attention to CI is the recognition of turbulence 

in the external environment of the organization and a willingness to confront such tur

bulence explicitly within the corporate strategic planning process (Klein and Linneman, 
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1984). As the business environment has grown more complex, it also has become more 

uncertain because of environmental changes. Terry (1977) suggested that the only way 

to reduce complexity and uncertainty is by collecting and analyzing CI, so as to under

stand the environment better, and on a continuous basis. In order for CI activities to 

succeed and be useful to an organization, top management must build these activities on 

the "organization's existing needs and resources" (Fuld, 1991). 

2.2.2 Prioritization 

CI activities should. for example. enable management to develop "an extensive list of 

specific risks." These risks are events that can affect the "physical assets. personnel. and 

operations of the firm" (Roukis. 1990). From a normative standpoint. it is important that 

CI activities consider all the possible threats and opportunities in the external environment. 

Only by doing so can managers evaluate and set priorities as to the most pressing issues 

with which the organization must be prepared to deal (Terry, 1977). Conway (1990) 

suggested that all CI must be "hierarchically arranged to reflect the potentially most 

useful combinations, associations. causal relationships, and interconnections" that will 

improve corporate insights and understanding of events that are affecting its survival. 

But. how do CI personnel know what CI to collect~ Top management must identify and 

prioritize the actions and issues that require CI (Herring, 1991). In this phase, the effor! 

spent by the organization to prioritize significant business/market issues or "eI targets" 

is examined in order to direct the type of CI to be collected. 

CI activities must start with a clear identification of the users of CI and their 

needs. Godiwalla (1980) suggested that identifying the strategic issues which are vital 

and critical to the organization's long term performance is crucial. In the study conducted 

by Ghoshal et al. (1991), a majority of Cl users and persons involved in acquisition of 

CI perceived "a significant gap between what was needed by the organization and what 
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was currently being delivered by the company's competitor analysis system." One of 

the reasons given for this gap was that the users' CI needs were not specified clearly. 

Denning (1973) suggested that some effon should be made to explore areas that are 

significant to the organization. In what areas do managers need CI to assist them in 

making business decisions? Gilad and Gilad (1988) called the needs of managers "criti~al 

intelligence needs." A choice has to l:>e made regarding which areas are most scnsitive 

to the organization so that more effon and resources can be devoted to them. 

2.2.3 Collection 

This phase involves monitoring the environment, collecting and providing relevant Cl to 

CI analysts; the main concern is data collcction (Daft and Weick, 1984). The prioritization 

of the "CI targets" from the previous phase determines what pressing business/market 

issues need CI for srrategic decision making. The qualitative characteristics of the CI 

collected should be its relevance to the business issues, its conciseness. its timeliness, its 

completeness. and its accuracy. Funhermore, although one source may provide sevcral 

imponant types of CI, multiple sources should be checked for verification of the data 

(Vella and McGonagle, 1988). 

CI about the external environment can be obtained by CI personnel from external 

and internal sources, which can be further divided into personal and impersonal sources 

(Aguilar, 1967; Keegan, 1974). Sources are external when CI personnel have direct 

contact with information outside the organization. Internal sources provide data collected 

about the business environment by other pcople in the organization and then passed on 

to Cl personnel through internal channels. Examples include salespersonncl reports, con

versations with peers. and committee meetings minutes. Personal sources involve direct 

contact with other individuals. Impersonal sources are written documentation such as 

newspapers, magazines, and repons generated by the organization's information systems. 
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Useful CI requires systematic collection and dedicated analysis and interpretation to keep 

up with the everchanging competitive environment in which customers. suppliers. and 

competitors operate (Herring. 1991). 

2.2.4 Interpretation 

According to Daft and Weick (1984). managers must confront events and infonnation 

that surround the organization and actively try to make sense of them. In this phase. the 

CI collected is evaluated and interpreted to make it more usable and is compiled and 

examined to discern trends. developments. and key relationships. Less useful CI must 

be systematically culled and that which is more useful must be hierarchically arranged 

to reflect the potentially most useful combinations, associations. causal relationships. and 

interconnections of CI that will improve corporate insight and understanding of events 

and help problem solving. Area of functional responsibility (production, marketing. 

finance. and others) has been proposed as the best place to interpret panicular functional 

information (Cleland and King. 1975). With regard to analysis and interpretation of CI. 

Fuld (1991) suggested that organizations must allow persons involved in this phase to 

nunure and analyze the CI collected so as to make it useful. 

Sammon et al. (1984) described the transformation process as "the analytical pro· 

cess that transforms disaggregated competitor data into relevant, accurate. and usable 

strategic knowledge about competitors' position. performance, capabilities. and inten· 

tions." Funhermore, the CI collected must be appraised in terms of pertinence. validity, 

and reliability of its source and its content. Evaluation of peninence can include rele· 

vance to a number of people. Validity or accuracy means the probable truth of the CI 

itself. Reliability is an evaluation of the source or agency from which the CI is gathered 

or transmitted. One criterion of reliability that can be used is previous experience with 

a source. Diffenbach (1983) suggested that these factors are imponant to the effective 
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application of CI. The care "'~th which the interpretation is conducted is as important as 

the quality of the CI collected. 

2.2.5 Utilization 

Neubauer and Solomon (1977) emphasized that an "effective way for tracking the external 

environment is to measure key developments in the environment against the company's 

strategic posture." As Barabba and Zaltrnan (1992) suggest,"More than ever before. com

panies must listen to and correctly interpret the voice of the market." But this process 

goes far beyond the simple acquisition of CI; the Cl "must be integrated into the com

pany's strategic decision making process." The utilization phase concerns the use of CI 

in decision making by top decision makers. In order to be competitive, the availability of 

CI is not in itself sufficient. Zmud (1986) stated that it is the top decision maker's role 

"to be aware of things. to make sense of things. and to translate these interpretations of 

the firm's internal and external environments into meaning; e.g., mission, strategy, and 

action for organizational panicipants." 

Top decision makers have to take action based on the CI to make CI valuable 

from a cornpetitive viewpoint. CI that has been been interpreted and evaluated should be 

distributed to those decision makers and agencies entitled to receive it. This must done in 

a suitable form and in a timely manner. From a competitive viewpoint, the organizations 

best able to achieve high levels of CI sharing will be those most successful in today's 

competitive environment. 

Intuitively, the recognition of the imponance of CI, the prioritization of CI targets, 

the collection of the relevant CI, and interpretation of the collected CI will come to naught 

if the "value-added" CI is not utilized in the decision making process and the fonnulation 

of business plans. Therefore, after matching CI with an organization's strategic business 

issues, strategies that would address the imponant events confronting the organization 
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should be formulated and shared with the managers who will implement the strategies. 

2.3 Antecedents of C! Activities & Hypotheses 

2.3.1 Environmental 

Many managers may feel that they have to accept whatever the environment has to de· 

liver. They feel powerless against environmental turbulence and they plan their strategies 

according to given inputs from the environment such as interest rates, tax rates, current 

technology, and so on. Because this makes the environment appear uncontrollable and 

unaffected by any organization's actions. many organizations turn to planning models 

that yield shon·term results. Wilensky (1967) argued that the more "hostile or threaten

ing" the environment, the more organizations should attempt to develop multiple lines of 

inquiry into the en·,ironment. Cyen :illd March (1963) also stressed the imponance of CI 

because CI allows managers to have more "control" over the organization, and having 

more "control" serves to reduce uncenainties. 

Millet and Leppanen (1991) suggested that organizations cannot expect to be con

sistently successful without CI suppon, especially in today's highly volatile business 

environment. In a dynamic business environment, CI is a vital element to continued 

success and survival. Different environments impose different demands upon and/or op

ponunities to organizations. Changes in organizational strategies, policies, and resource 

allocation are affected by turbulence in the environment (Kefalas and Schoderbek, 1973). 

We define turbulence in the environment as the rate of change in a firm's external environ

ment (Miller and Friesen, 1983). Events such as the market activities of key competitiors, 

the tastes and preferences of customers. rate of innovation in the industry, and the indus

try's upswings and downswings reflect the degree of turbulence. We would expect that 

the more dynamic the environment, the more attention is paid to Cl. Thus, 
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HI: The greater the environmental turbulence. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

Besides environmental turbulence. competition greatly influences the success or failure 

of organizations (porter. 1980). Competition determines the appropriateness of an orga

nization's strategies and activities that can contribute to its performance and well-being. 

Knowledge of industry composition and performance measures can enhance su ategic 

decision-making in a variety of business contexts. Decision makers must frequently eval

uate "plans which reflect the competitive environment facing their organization. "(Young. 

1989). 

The intensity of competition is defined as the extent of hostility in a given orga

nization's competitive environment. As such. we can assess the competitiveness in the 

industry by the extent of price competition. hostility of corporate advertising. ease of 

""w entrants into the industry. the growth opportunities for the organization in the envi

ronment. the research and development (R&D) activities in the industry. and the effect 

of competitors' market activities on service, and so on (Porter, 1980; Digman, 1986, 

Miller, 1987: Jaworski and Kohli. 1991). Therefore. the more competitive the business 

environment. the greater we would expect the extent of CI activities to be. Hence. 

H2: The greater the competition in an industry. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

2.3.2 Information Technolog~' 

Keegan's (1974) study of the corporate information sources utilized by executives il

lustrated that computer-based information systems were not found and manual systems 

were insignificant as factors in day-to-day information gathering. Furthermore. Neubauer 

and Solomon (1977) also found that the tools to monitor the environment were relatively 

underdeveloped. The study done by Fahey et al. (1981) supported the conclusion that 

organizations had nat yet widely developed sophisticated CI gathering systems. :-Iowa-
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days. however. more managers who are non-information systems personnel are involved 

in the shaping of information systems' direction. These managers are taking the initiative 

in applying IT to the most important areas of their businesses (Rockan. 1988). 

In the last decade. many anicles (Benjamin. et a!.. 1984; Clemons and Knez. 

1988; Feeny and Ives. 1990; Gerstein and Reisman. 1982; Harris. 1985; 10nscher. 1983; 

McFarlan. 1984; Parsons. 1983; Petre. 1984; Porter and Millar. 1985; Rackoff. 1985. 

Straub and Wetherbe. 1989) and books (Keen. 1986; Roukis. et al .. 1990; Synott. 1987; 

Vella and McGonagle. 1987; Wiseman. 1981) called to attention a new competitive 

weapon - Information Technology (IT). 

We broadly define IT (computers. office automation. telecommunications tech

nology. data base services. and others) as computer-based methods or techniques of 

monitoring. processing. and disseminating large volumes of corporate information and 

intelligence. Management Information Systems (MISs) and Decision Support Systems 

(DSSs) are two examples of IT applications that can assist managers by both provid

ing information and identifying what information needs should be satisfied. Today. CI 

activities must cope with the changing reality produced by IT. 

In their study. Brancheau and Wetherby (1987) asked chief information systems 

executives to identify major IT issues likely to be of concern to them three to five years 

into the future. A few of the top issues identified were: (I) using IT for competitive 

advantage. (2) increasing understanding of the role and contribution of IT. (3) facilitating 

organizational learning and use of IT. and (4) promoting effective use of information 

resources. Another study by Hartog and Herbert (1986) yielded similar findings. 

IT applications have th~ potential to lower COStS and/or create a competitive ad

vantage for an organization (Royd and Wooldridge. 1990). American Airlines. with its 

highly profitable Sabre reservations system. and McKesson Drug Co. with its Economost 

distribution systems. are just two examples of successful applications of IT to shape the 
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structure of indusrries. Both companies are still reaping benefits from these systems and 

adding to them after more than a decade of use. When IT applications create a differ

ential advantage, they influence an organization's industry and become important to the 

organization's strategic p!anning and organizational performance (Ives and Learmonth. 

1984). 

Sawy (1985) wrote of the "tempo of business" becoming faster with "changes in 

technology and speedier communications making the time span of imponant changes 

critical." In fact. Main (1988) observed that, "More than being helped by computers, 

companies will live by them, shaping srrategy and srructure to fit new information tech

nology." Hence, corporate executives should view "IT as a source of change. and as a tool 

for srrategic positioning" for the organization (Clemons and Weber, 1990). Funhermore. 

the a finding of Straub and Whetherbe (1989) suggested that "srrategic planning by top 

management must take into account ways that IT can revoluntionize internal procedures 

and practices." 

The increasing competitive impact of IT has made it a new concern for senior man

agement. In fact, organizations are now creating high profile IT investigatory divisions to 

keep them abreast of technology and innovation (Zmud, 1984). Huber (1984) observed 

that the changes we have seen in IT to date may be relatively rranquil compared wlth 

the rransforming potential of IT on the horizon. For example, Integrated Services Digi

tal Network (ISDN) is only one of many promising technologies that can revolutionize 

the way people work and process critical information. Efficient and effective IT "will 

be crucial for meeting the challenge of organizational prosperity in the 1990s and early 

2000s (Straub and Wetherbe, 1989)." 

In the past, IT was used to obtain mostly internal or company-specific information 

such as sales. financial perform, nce, inventory, payroll record and so on (McGrane, 

1987). The challenge facing all major organizations today is to maximize the usefulness 

of their own internal marketing information and data. The realization has dawned that 
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stored data can be convened into valuable market-oriented intelligence_ 

Communications and IT have radically affected the area of CI activities. Today. 

more and more corporate intelligence analysts are relying on outside data-base services 

for current information on industry trends and competitors' financial performance. The 

role of telecommunications and database infrastructure in contributing to strategic ap

plications have been studied by many (Clemons et al .• 1984; Clemons and McFarlan. 

1986; Madnick and Wang, 1988, Runge. 1988). Specifically, information processing and 

telecommunications are not independent activities. Through interdependence, informa

tion can be transmitted quickly between business units within an organization (Hammer 

and Mangurian, 1987 J. The real benefit will come from "giving knowledge workers 

direct and immediate access to both formal and informal knowledge that they never had 

before." (Straub and Whetherbe. 1989). 

Over the last five years. Changes in communications technology have led to a 

50 percent increase in the number of iong-distance transmissions in the United States. 

both domestic and international. Information has been given new value as a result of the 

communication/computer technological revolution. Computers have allowed the develop

ment and processing of much more data than was possible in the past. and communication 

technology has permitted its quick transmittal and universal access. In the United States 

alor-e. there are between 4.000 and 5.000 data bases available on some 500 to 600 dif

ferent computer systems. Data bases are continually being developed and designed to 

provide more specific. tailored information (Conway. 1990). 

The exciting thing about information is that it creates change. In practice, informa

tion has value in direct proportion to what is at stake in a decision. Information directed 

at decisions becomes a part or" the decision process and contributes critical value. Infor

mation services identify the information needed by decision makers in their respective 

niche markets and then cre~!e, gather, organize. and package relevant information for 

persons to whom the information has value_ Such services recognize and act upon the 
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fact that the careful application of information is essential to winning market shares and 

achieving competitive advantage. 

Identifying opponunities and threats, and analyzing the financial consequences of 

competitive advantage and strategic necessity have received less attention than they de

serve. IT affects many aspects of company's operations and has become a critical enabler 

of many business strategies (Clemons and Weber, 1990). IT can enable other resources 

controlled by the company to be exploited to advantage (Clemons and Row, 1987). Straub 

and Whetherbe (1989) have suggested that "information transfer between organizations 

and democratization of the accessibility of information within organizations will reach 

unprecedented levels." In McGrane's study (1987), he found that most managers spend 

a significant pan of their time gathering outside information, and "20 to 50 percent" of 

their time analyzing it. 

Huber (1984) argued that organizations in the 1990s will be under enormous pres

sure to handle information efficiently and effectively. Dramatic increases in the intensity 

of competitive forces, shone ned production cycles for new products and services. and 

huge volumes of readily available information are some elements in the business en

vironment that will make IT invaluable. In fact, organizations that do not manage the 

transition from "an industrial orientation to an information orientation will very likely 

suffer extinction." (Huber, 1984). Management which understands the potential benefits 

of IT and takes steps to implement IT, will be able to respond more proactively to the 

expected turbulence of the 1990s (Straub and Whetherbe, 1989). 

All organizations are affected financially by the current economic recession. De

spite "corporate performance dips ~nd anxiety about the future," SuIIivan-Trainor and 

MagIiua (1990) have reponed that many successful organizations continue to be com

mitted to IT because it has helped them avoid various "business booby traps." In shon. 

organizational survival will be even more at stake in the future than it has been in the 

past and IT will playa crucial :ole in the process. 
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Top infonnation systems executives have exprc,sed the sentiment that their orga

nizations are counting on IT more than ever before to "shore up and even expand their 

businesses" (Sullivan-Trainor and Maglitta. 1990). To expand. an organization must eval

uate the potential threats and opponunities involved in strategic moves. CI activities will 

be needed. Infonnation is the key ingredient in modem corporate CI activi.ies. The sheer 

volume of such infonnation would make it unmanageable without the help of computer 

technology(Conway. 1990; Vella and McGonagle. 1988). To manage large amounts of 

infonnation requires the assistance of IT to receive. son. analyze. disseminate. and store 

infonnation. Therefore. it can be hypothesized that: 

H3: The greater the use of IT tools. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

2.3.3 SBU's Attributes/Dynamics 

Although large organizations may have greater interest in CI (Diffenbach. 1983). an 

organization of any size that faces strong competition in the market it serves has a practical 

need for organized CI (Bracker and Pearson. 1986; Covin and Slevin. 1989). Thomas 

(1980) concluded that CI activities in larger organizations are likely to be performed on 

a continuous basis. CI constitutes one of the key means of controlling and monitoring 

business activities in numerous business arenas (Vella and McGonagle. 1988). Fuld 

(1991) concurred that many Fonune 500 organizations have recognized the importance 

of CI. As evidence of this. many of these organizations have established "intelligence 

departments and are beginning to build databases dedicated to competitor or marketplace 

intelligence ... 

Kimberly and Evanisko (1981) suggested that the size of large organizations neces

sitates the need for coping with the increased uncertainties that accompany growth. This 

need is less apparent to medium-sized and small organizations which have fewer resources 

to engage in CI activities. However. to many small and medium-sized organizations. C[ 
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"is often the key to marketplace surviv"l." (Sammon et a!.. 1984). Medium-sized busi

nesses need good CI both to identify which are their best markets and to defend them. 

Small businesses need good CI just to make it. As organizations that are growing in size 

and complexity begin to depend more on formal strategic planning to pursue their goals. 

their need for a systematic approach to CI gathering increases simultaneously (King and 

Cleland. 1974). Thus: 

H4: The larger the SBU. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

We believe that recognizing the importance of CI represents the first step in a series of 

perceptions and actions that permit an organization to adapt to its environment. And 

top management is responsible for "the organization/environment alignment." (Daft et al. 

1988). In fact. research shows that lOp managers are frequent users of CI (Diffenbach. 

1983: Feldman and March. 1981: Kefalas and Schoderbek. 1973). The findings of 

Godiwalla et al. (1980) led them 10 conclude that decision makers need to "engage in a 

continuous and thorough situation audit analysis for correctly identifying the interrelations 

between their firms and its strategic environments." They are responsible for bringing 

together CI from various departments and functions. 

In their study. Kimberly and Miles (1980) found that young organizations tend to 

seek more information about their environment than do older ones. As the organization 

grows older. the environment may seem to be less threatening and CI activities con

sequently may diminish. A study by Engledow and Lenz (1985) failed to suppOrt the 

conventional notion that there would be steady and unambiguous growth in CI activities 

in organizations over time. Therefore. we should observe that: 

H5: The younger the SBU. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

In many U.S. companies. lOp management has relegated CI activities to low priority: 

U.S. firms have not embraced the CI profession as a business discipline (Herring. 1991). 
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In order for CI gathering to shew its potential. there must first be a champion in the 

organizatiCJn. Sustained support for CI activities by "top management or some individual 

in top management" is critical to the implementation of CI activities (Engledow and Lenz. 

1985). One of the problems with the lack of high priority given to CI gathering pointed 

out by Diffenbach (1983) is that even executives who are sensitive to the potential of 

using CI is a "lack of motivation." 

Corporate strategies can be no better than the strategic information from which they 

are derived. The question is. "Whose responsibility is it to ensure that the organization 

has the CI capabilities it needs to compete successfully in the marketplace?" Some have 

suggested that CI activities should be an independent staff function in the top levels of 

an organization's hierarchy (Lenz and Engledow. 1986). 

Runge (1988) emphasized "the crucial role often played by a project champion 

in identifying and implementing strategic applications." The role of the champion is 

"essentially political and social-to support. to sell. to lead. to urge the use of the system. 

to respond to and help overcome resistance to the change involved in its adoption." 

(Curley and Gremillion. 1983). The importance of such champions in any "strategic 

project" have been expressed in several studies (Beath and Ives. 1988; McCosh. 1984; 

Schon. 1963). Engledow and Lenz (1985) suggested that "executive champion(s)" serves 

two main functions: "to provide the power and resources required to sustain [he activity 

within the organization. and to provide personal leadership to encourage injecting results 

into executive thinking and the planning process." Therefore. we hypothesized that: 

H6: The greater the existence of internal champions. the greater the extent of CI activ

ities. 

Without sustained resource support by top management. CI activities are not likely to 

thrive or survive (Herring. 1991). Besides enabling CI activities to maintain a constant 

watch on their business environment. top managers must also give CI activities time to 
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grow. must learn from their mistakes. and must not expect an instant return on investment. 

Fuld ()991) implied that the quality of CI an organization gathers is directly proportional 

to the amount of resC"urces al10cated to the CI activities. 

In a 1985 survey of some Fortune 500 companies' gathering and analysis of in

telligence on competitors. a few of the findings were: (l) only a third of the companies 

sampled were spending over $1 mil1ion a year on competitor analysis (the average was 

$450.000). (2) many of the successful intelligence departments had not built-nor did 

they intend to build-data bases to track the competition. and (3) many large-scale com

petitor data bases had fallen into disuse (Information Data Search. 1985). In a more 

recent survey of 95 competitor intelligence managers of "Ieading-edge" organizations. 

the median budget of competitor intelligence was S2OO.000 and a range from S 15.000 to 

$6.500.000 was reported. (Prescott and Smith. 1989). The average number of years that 

organizations indicated they had had established competitor intelligence programs was 

four. 

Wilensky (1967) suggested that when an environment is perceived as hostile or 

threatening. or when an organization depends heavily on the external environment. more 

resources are and should be allocated to CI activities. This is very critical for finns 

operating in dynamic. complex. erratic and turbulent environments. A study by Greenfield 

et al. (1988) confirmed that top management in "volatile business environment" spent 

more time attending to issues external to their organizations. Engledow and Lenz (1985) 

also confirmed that "top management suppOrt is critical" when CI activities are concerned. 

Finally. Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) findings il1usrrated that top management support. 

both in words and action. was critical in developing a market-oriented organization. It is 

therefore to be expected that the more CI activities are performed. the more resources. 

both human and others. can be expected to be allocated by top management to support 

the process leading to the hypothesis that: 
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H7: The greater the support of top management. the greater the extent of CI activities. 

Another key issue is the fit of the CI unit into the organizational structure. As previous 

work has illustrated. organizations have utilized several types of CI unit structure. They 

include (I) a free-standing staff unit. (2) a corporate-level environmental scanning unit. 

(3) an ad hoc committee. (4) a functional-oriented CI unit. (5) a formal CI network. and 

(6) an informal CI network (Diffenbach. 1983; Engledow and Lenz. 1985; Fahey. King. 

Narayanan. 1981; Gilat!. 1991; Ghoshal and Westney. 1991; Jain. 1984; Sammon et a!.. 

1984; Stubbart. 1982). 

Indeed. some researchers have argued that there is a natural progression from 

irregular intelligence gathering to a more formal organizational unit (Fahey and King. 

1977). However. the evidence concerning the benefits of a free-standing unit is mixed. 

For example. Diffenbach's (1983) work suggested that the tenure of free-standing units 

is highly uncenain. The key issue seems to be the extent to which the CI activities 

are ultimately linked to the strategic planning process of an organization. A priori. it 

is difficult to speculate as to which organizational CI unit structure is best. Hence. we 

proposed a null hypothesis: 

H8: There will be no difference between the various types of organizational CI unit 

structure and the extent of CI activities. 

2.4 Consequences of CI Activities & Hypotheses 

2.4.1 Knowledge of Environment 

Within an increasingly complex and competitive global environment. in addition to relying 

on CI activities to identify opportunities and threats (Conway. 1990). corporate leaders 

should be "bridging" the external environment and their organization. thereby facilitating 
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the organization's adaptation to the environment (Andrews, 1971; Child. 1972). It might 

be expected that the corporate leaders who are more proactive will be less prone to 

external environmental "surprises." Gelb et al. (1991) suggested that CI enables decision 

makers to "develop an understanding of how the company is performing relative to the ir 

immediate competition and to plan accordingly." 

As King and Cleland (1978) suggested that, "Today's concept of good management 

should be measured in terms of opportunities lost or used to advantage, advanced planning 

for the future and the connivance, at least in pan. of the organization's future. rather than 

the simple reaction to evolving circumstances." When top management is able to chart 

a course for the organization's future endeavors with the aid of CI. it is more likely that 

the corporate leaders will feel reassured about their management capabilities. 

Staying ahead of the economic. social. political. and technological conditions of the 

business environment is one factor that distinguishes successful businesses from unsuc

cessful ones (Stoffels, 1980). Managers who are skilled in planning and adjusting to the 

threats and opportunities that result from business environmental turbulence are in high 

demand (Stoffels. 1980). Two of the "payoffs" of CI activities suggested by Diffenbach 

(1983) are "better industry and market analysis" and the "increased general awareness 

by management of environmental changes." Hence, we would expect: 

H9: The greater the extent of Cl activities. the greater the SBU's understanding of its 

business environment. 

2.4.2 Business Performance 

Miller and Friesen (1983) suggest that "the degree to which strategy making is an in

terpretive. creative. and innovative process is expected to have a strong bearing on how 

well a finn is able to perform in the face of increased environmental challenge and com-
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plexity." Also, Daft et al. (1988) repon that high-performing organizations collect CI 

via multi-media when environmental uncertainty is high and they do not have a "limited 

scanning pattern." 

Despite the fact that environmental analysis is a key component in any planning 

system, Thomas (1980) feels that the analysis of the general environment is still "largely 

an intuitive and individualistic top management exercise." But Daft et al. 's study (1988) 

shows thai top management of "high-performing companies scanned more frequently 

and more broadly" than those of low-performing companies. They also found that there 

is a correlation between the perfornlance of larger organizations and their CI activities. 

The payoffs of effective CI activities are usually not instantaneous. The payoffs to any 

organization are usually gauged by evaluating the performance of the organization over 

time (Stub ban, 1982). The study by Gelb et a!. (1991) indicates that executives believe 

that CI gathering can ultimately improve the performance of an organization. Thus, 

H 10: The greater the extent of CI activities, the higher the performance of the SBU. 

2.4.3 Relations With External Constituents 

External constituents as well as unexpected future business developments are major de

terminants in an organization's decision making process. Cleland and King (1975) sug

gested that few business firms have adequate information about their external constituents 

such as competitors, distributors, customers, and suppliers. Many organizations may be 

tempted to ignore this information void, and many are likely to pay "severe penalties" 

for doing so. We would expect successful organizations to pay more attention to their 

external constituents and thus cultivate good relationshi!,s with them. In a study by Kraut 

et a!. (1989) on the role of the manager, they reponed that top management's empha

sis is on "monitoring the business environmenl." Tasks involved include developing and 

maintaining relationships with customers, regulators, vendors, and others. 
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More than a decade ago, Montgomery and Weinberg (1979) advocated that focus 

should be placed on the external constituents, such as distributors and suppliers, of an 

organization. These are the people who influence the success or failure of an organi

zation. The Monsanto Agricultural Company offers one good example. By listening to 

"signals from the marketplace," this business unit of Monsanto Company is able to "ac

commodate the needs of current customers and capture new market as well." (Donald. 

1991). Furthermore, the business unit has forged good relationships with distributors 

"who are really capable of sharing the unit's goals and visions. especially as they relate 

to the marketplace." This has enabled the business unit and its distributors to enjoy higher 

mutual profitability. Another example is Banco Internacional. Its president has urged 

his entire organization to be more marketing oriented by constantly monitoring customer 

information. He holds his employees accountable for being informed about customer 

activities. Therefore. we hypothesized that: 

Hll: The greater the extent of Cl activities. the better the relationships between the SBU 

and its external constituents. 

2...... Relations Among Corporate Functions 

What is the extent to which the CI process plays a role in integrating the various corporate 

functions? Sammon et al. (1984) suggested that the "intelligence section's relationship to 

other business units and staff groups is crucial to the overall success of a corporate-wide 

CI system." In essence, the dissemination of CI can create a shared basis of action (Kohli 

and Jaworski. 1990). 

Jaworski and Kohli have shown that organizations that disseminate marketplace 

information have employees who are more committed to the organization and have a 

greater espirit de corps. Hence, there is evidence to suggest that the intelligence process 

car, bind functional units together. Again. we recognize the exploratory nature of the 
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following hypothesis: 

H12: The greater the extent of CI activities, the higher the quality of relations among 

corporate functions. 

2.4.5 Confidence in Strategic Plans 

Herring (1991) suggested that the main objective of CI activities is to provide the or· 

ganization a competitive advantage through "better-informed decision making and more 

effective strategies and business operations:' He also asked this question, "How can you 

be sure your competitive strategies are going to be effective unless explicit knowledge 

about competitors' capabilities and plans are accounted for in your own plans and strate· 

gies?" 

Several researchers (Aaker, 1983: Andrews, 1971; Ansoff, 1980; King and Cleland, 

1978; Summer, 1980) have emphasized the imponance of an organization's remaining 

adaptive to its environment in the strategic management planning process. In the study 

conducted by Ghoshal et al. (1991), a large number of cases of CI use cited were 

"contributions to fonnal planning processes." One classic definition of business planning 

was given by Peter Drucker in 1959: 

Planning is the continuous process of making present entrepreneurial deci

sions systematically and with the best possible knowledge of their futurity, 

organizing systematically the effons needed to carry out these decisions, and 

measuring the results of these decisions against the expectations through 

organized, systematic feedback. 

According to Digman (1986), "strategic management is a cominltoltS process that 

involves attempts to match or fit the organization with its changing environment in the 
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most advantageous way possible." This continuous process enables top management to 

make correct choices pertaining to the organization's future business scope and manner of 

doing business with its relevant business environments (Godiwalla et aI., 1980). Strategic 

planning's main purpose is the determination of an organization's relationship to its 

environment in pursuit of its goals (Bourgeois, 1980). Hence, the key is to ensure 

that the organization is capitalizing on its distinctive competences to take advantage of 

any opportunities the environment may provide. CI is the most important input for the 

strategic management, the "sine qua non" of strategic management (Gardner, 1984). CI 

is essential in decision-making and "organizational adjustments (Kefalas and Schoderbek, 

1973). As Diffenbach (1983) indicated in his study, one of the "payoffs" of CI activities 

is "better strategic planning and decision-making." 

A key reason why organizations fail to conduct good strategic planning appears to 

be related to a lack of awareness of the significance of appropriate and relevant types of 

CI to facilitate the process (Rhyne, 1985). A strategic plan can be no better than the CIon 

which it is based (Montgomery and Weinberg, 1979). The emphasis in strategic planning 

has been moving away from the predictive, mathematical models based on extrapolation 

of past trends. to a "holistic scanning of the total environment, economically, socially, 

culturally, technologically, and politicaily." (Trowbridge, 1988). Laczniak and Lusch 

(1986) also concur that more organizations are doing external envir:Jnment analysis as 

part of the planning process. This is necessary in order for organizations to identify the 

potential hazards on the horizon in order to seek a safer passage into the future. 

Strategic planning involves both obtaining appropriate and relevant CI and deciding 

on a course of action which reflects that CI. The planning process will help an organiza

tion prepare for the future as well as deal with the present, key components of producing 

sound strategic plans (Sammon et aI., 1984; Thomas, 1980). An organization will acquire 

knowledge about demands and/or opportunities through the gathering of CI about envi

ronmental events and through subsequent CI that results from the analysis and evaluation 
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of event data. This trend suggests that CI gathered from external environment assess

ments have a much greater impact in decision making by top management (Kennedy. 

1984). And Laczniak and Lusch (1986) observed that "the more that is known about 

the external environment. the more confident managers are about their strategy choice." 

Therefore: 

H13: The greater the extent of CI activities. the greater the SBU's confidence in its 

strategic plans. 

2.5 Summary 

A conceptual framework for CI activities is represented in Figure 2-1. As illustrated 

in the middle of the figure. the activities begin with the recognition of the need for 

CI. In tum. the organization will a priori. determine and prioritize its CI targets. After 

determining these targets. the gathering of CI in the specified areas is carried out. Once 

the CI has been gathered. the threats. opponunities. and other imminent business events 

facing the organization can be analyzed and interpreted to produce "value-added" CI that 

provides decision makers with implications and assessments which enable them to make 

strategic decisions based on knowledge of the marketplace. 

We have identified the key drivers of CI are as being: external environment (tur

bulence in industry and competitiveness in industry). information technology (use of IT 

tools). and SBU's attributes/dynamics (size. age. CI champion. suppon of top manage

ment. and types of CI units). 

In terms of consequences of CI. we undenook to demonstrate that the benefits 

include: better knowledge of the business environment. better business performance. 

better relationships between the SBU and its external constituents. better relationships 

among corporate functional units with the SBU. and the SBU's confidence in its strategic 
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plans. 

In the next chapter, we discuss the research methodology used in this research. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 

Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the methodology employed in the research conducted for this dis

senation. First. we discuss the scales that were used to measure the constructs. S~.cond. 

we review the process we followed to arrive at the measures. 

A survey research methodology was employed. The study was conducted in three 

phases. Phase I involved initial interviews with Tucson practitioners of CI and a pretest of 

the survey instrument using a sample of Arizona manufacturing finns. Phase II involved 

interviews with Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) practitione~ 

and pretest of a revised survey instrument using a sample of SCIP membe~. Phase 

III involved a large-scale national study to test the hypotheses in the pharmaceutical 

industry. 

3.2 Measurement of Constructs 

In Appendix A. we present all the scale items used to measure each of the constructs 

in the national study. Below. we discuss the reliability of the scales for the antecedent 
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variables, CI activities elements, and the consequence variables, 

3.2.1 Antecedents of CI Activities 

The antecedent variables were divided into three main groups: Environmental, Informa

tion Technology (In, and Strategic Business Unit's (SBU) Dynamics. 

The Environmental group included: (I) Turbulence in the Industry and, (2) Com

petitiveness in the Industry. The scale to measure the former was adapted from Miller 

and Friesen (\983). We defined Turbulence in the Industry as the rate of change in an 

organization's external environment. The four-item scale's alpha (0) was 0.71. The items 

were anchored by Strongly Di3agree and Strongly Agree. In terms of Competitiveness in 

the Industry, we defined it as the extent of hostility in an organization's competitive en

vironment. The four-item scale was adapted from Miller (1987) and Jaworski and Kohli 

(1991). It's alpha (0) was 0.52. The items were also an-::hored by Strongly Disagree and 

Srrongly Agree. 

As for the IT variable, we were looking at the use of computer-based tools in Cl 

activities. The five groups of IT tools that we selected for further examination were: 

(I) fax machines, electronic mail services, (2) management information systems, (3) data 

base systems, (4) voice mail services, and (5) group decision support systems. The items 

had two possible responses: Use and Do Not Use. Our index of IT tools was a summed 

scale of use, ranging from 0 to 5. 

For SBU's dynamics, we examined: (I) Size of the SBU, (2) Age of the SBU, 

(3) Champion of CI, (4) Top Management Support of CI Activities, and (5) Types of CI 

Units. In terms of the Size of the SBU, we solicited the previous year's sales figures of the 

SBU and how many persons the SBU employed. For the Age of the SBU, we asked how 

many years the SB U had been in business. For the Champion of CI, we created a new 
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three-item scale. The scale's alpha (a) was 0.89. In terms of Top Management's Support 

cf CI Activities, we adapted five items from Jaworski and Kohli (1991). The five-item 

scale's alpha (0) was 0.77. As for Types of CI Units, we proposed the following: (I) 

Free-standing CI Unit, (2) Functional-oriented CI Unit, (3) Formal CI Network, (4) Top 

Management CI Committee, and (5) Informal CI Network, based on research done by 

Diffenbach (1983), Engledow and Lenz (1985), Fahey, King, Narayanan (1981), Gilad 

(1991), Ghoshal and Westney (1991), Jain (1984), Sammon et aI., (1984), and Stubbart 

(1982). 

3.2.2 CI Activities 

We proposed that the CI process consists of five phases: (1) Recognition, (2) Prioritiza

iion, (3) Collection, (-\) Interpretation, and (5) Utilization. 

In the Recognition phase, we investigated the extent to which the SBU recognized 

the importance of CI. We created a new three-item scale to measure this phase and the 

scale's alpha (0.) was 0.91. In the Prioritization phase, we attempted to determine the 

amount of effort spent by the SBU in prioritizing significant/strategic marketplace issues 

so as to direct the type of CI to be collected. We created a new four-item scale for 

this phase and the scale's alpha (0.) was 0.76. In the Collection phase, we measured the 

effort invested in CI acquisition by the SBU. We adapted a five-item scale from Jaworski 

and Kohli (1991) to measure this phase and the scale's alpha(o) was 0.82. For the next 

phase, Interpretation, we were interested in examining the amount of effort invested by 

the SBU in trying to make sense of the CI collected. We created a new four-item scale 

to measure this phase and the scale's alpha (a) was 0.79. The final phase was Utilization 

and the main emphasis was on the use of CI in the strategic decision making process 

by the SBU. We adapted a four-item scale from Deshpande and Zaltman (1982) and the 

scale's alpha (0.) was 0.74. 
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3.2.3 Consequences of CI Activities 

The Consequences of CI Activities involved five variables: (I) Knowledge of Environ

ment, (2) Business Perfonnance, (3) Relations with External Constituents, (4) Relations 

Among Corporate Functions, and (5) SBU's Confidence in Its Strategic Plans. 

We defined Knowledge of Environment as the SBU's awareness of environmental 

changes in the industry. We adapted a six-item scale from Miller and Friesen (1983) and 

the scale's alpha (0) was 0.77. For Business Performance, we examined the economic 

well-being of the SBU. We created a new three-item scale and the scale's alpha (0) was 

0.84. We also solicited quantitative responses from the SBUs for four other items (market 

shares, profit last year, Return on Assets, and Return on Investment). For Relations with 

External Constituents. we looked at the quality of relationships between the SBU and its 

suppliers. distributors. customers. and others. We adapted a five-item scale from Specht 

(1987) and the scale's alpha (0) was 0.73. Besides the SBU's relations with its external 

constituents, we also were interested in the Relations Among Corporate Functions within 

the SBU. For that, we adapted a seven-item scale from Jaworski and Kohli (1991). The 

scale's alpha (0) was 0.84. Finally. we investigated the SBU's Confidence in its strategic 

plans. We created a new three-item scale to measure it and the scale's alpha (n) was 

0.62. 

3.2.4 Control Variables 

In order to investigate the reiationship between the antecedent and consequence variables 

and the CI elements. we had to take into account other factors that might influence 

the results. We considered the effects of: (I) Buyers' Power, (2) Product Quality. (3) 

Suppliers' Power, (4) Ease of Entry into the industry, and (5) the impact of Substitute 

Products. 
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We adopted items from Jaworski and Kohli (1991) and the alphas were as follows: 

Buyers' Power (0 = 0.81). Product Quality (0 = 0.81). Suppliers' Power (0 = 0.49), Ease 

of Entry (0 = 0.58), and Substitute Products (0: = 0.64). See Appendix A for the specific 

scale items. 

3.3 Fieldwork and Pretests 

We discuss below the initial survey preparations done (1) in Arizona and (2) with SCIP 

members. The pretest in Arizona was done in the fall of 1991. The pretest with SCIP 

members were conducted in the spring of 1992. 

3.3.1 Pretest in Arizona and Feedback 

In the fall of 1991, we began our survey preparation. This phase starred with indepth 

interviews conducted with 10 practitioners of the Arizona business community who were 

either producing and/or using CI. Those interviews helped sharpen the research hypotheses 

and provide initial qualitative suppon (or counter-suppon) for the hypotheses. Once we 

completed these interviews. a more formal questionnaire was designed. 

A pretest to evaluate the survey instrument was conducted during winter 1992 to 

complete Phase I. A sample of 60 diverse organizations (i.e .• manufacturing, service, 

packaged goods) was selected from the Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona business commu

nity. We targeted two high-level executives from each organization for our mailing. The 

first executive was someone who had formal responsibility in CI activities. either full- or 

part-time. The second was an end-user of CI. Both perspectives were important to our 

pretest. 

In the initial mailing, we sent survey packages to executives who were end-users 
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of CI. The survey package included a cover letter. two questionnaires. a second letter to 

the second respondent. and two self-addressed. stamped envelopes. In the cover letter. 

besides stating the objective of the study and expressing our gratitude. we also requested 

that the executive forward the second questionnaire to a second executive who was a 

provider of CI. Our total respondent base was 120. Of these. 39 returned the completed 

questionnaire. The majority of the respondents were the executives to whom we mailed 

the survey package. The response rate of 32.5 percent indicated to us that forwarding of 

the second questionnaire by the end-users of CI was not successful. However. we were 

able to utilize the completed questionnaires to test the reliability of the survey items. 

In addition to completing of the questionnaire. we requested that respondents com

ment on the wordin!; and formal of the survey instrument. At the same time. several 

faculty members from the Karl Eller Business School at the University of Arizona were 

also asked to comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the survey instrument. 

The practitioners reported that they felt that the survey constructs on perceived 

stability of the U.S. economy and on the influence of regulatory agencies were not useful 

and were not as significant as the other constructs. Furthermore. they said they felt that 

the questionnaire was too lengthy and suggested that if we were to delete constructs. 

these two would be the appropriate candidates. Furthermore. several other variables 

were brought to our attention. Buyers' Power. Suppliers' Power. Ease of Entry into 

the Industry. Product Quality. and Effects of Substitute Products were pointed out as 

being needed to evaluate the relationship between the Extent of CI Activities and the 

Consequences of CI Activities. These five variables were used as Control Variables in 

our next phase. 

After evaluating the reliability coefficients. appropriate modifications were made 

in item wording to clarify meaning and redundant items were deleted. The resulting 

questionnaire was used in the SCIP pretest. In Appendix B. we include the questionnaire 

used for the Arizona pretest and the reliability coefficients for the various scales. 
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3.3.2 Interviews with SCIP Members and Feedback 

The Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) is a non-profit organization 

dedicated to the advancement of CI in business. Hence. we solicited its members' 

assistance before embarking on the national survey. 

On April 28. 1992. we contacted. by phone. five practitioners from five different 

Strategic Business Units (SBUs) who represented the Pharmaceutical and Telecommuni

cations industries to request their assistance in evaluating the questionnaire. We faxed 

the questionnaire to them that day. 

Between May 1 and May 4. we received the feedback from them by phone. The 

following were their main comments and suggestions. 

1. The objective of the survey needs to be clarified funher. Primarily. what did we 

want the survey results to tell us? 

2. What is the definition of a Strategic Business Unit? We needed to help the respon

dents focus on the appropriate SBU by defining what we considered to be a SBU. 

Would we consider giving an example of a SBU? 

3. The questionnaire is too long. They estimated that the time taken to complete the 

questionnaire was about 45 minutes. 

4. Besides identifying the anchors for the scale. we needed also to define what the 

other values of the scale stood for. 

5. Items that required respondents to reveal sensitive and proprietary information such 

as sales (Section VII) and amount of funds allocated to CI activities (Section XIV) 

might get very few responses from respondents. Even if a respondent were willing 

to provide the information. he/she might not have the information handy or might 

not know where to get it. 
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6. Words such as "hostile" (# 5 of Section V), "retaliation" (in #2 of Section XI), and 

"farce" (#10 of Section XII) should be replaced with other less "emotional" words. 

7. Some items, such as # I, and 2 of Section I, #6 of Section Ill, #5 of Section VIII, 

and #3 of Section XII, hinted at unethical behavior on the part of the respondent's 

SBU. We should re-phrase those questions. 

8. #5,6, and 7 of Section I should refer to the respondent's SBU. 

9. #i, 3, and 4,5 of Section II, #1, 3, and 4,5 of Section IV, and #7,8 of Section XII 

were too similar in wording. We should either re-phrase or delete some of them. 

10. If the job of a CI analyst were to be a very specialized one, he/she might not be 

able to answer # I through 6 of Section XII. 

11. #s 7 through II of Section XII deserved to be in a separate section. 

12. In Section I. ',;,'ere we looking at "frequency of use" to indicate major sources 

of CI? If so, there was the possibility that frequency of use, such as reading the 

newspapers every day, might not indicate that the source, newspapers, is a major 

source of CI. 

13. Please give an example for #14 of Section I. 

14. In #2 of Section II, is "shared awareness" in reference to what group of people? 

15. Section II, #6's "market information" differs from competitive information. Market 

information has more to do with demographic information whereas Competitive 

information refers more to such issues as product development and strategy. 

16. "Making sense" in #5 in Section IV might imply that the analyst does not understand 

the CI collected. We should change the wording. 

17. What did we mean by "upswings and downswings" in #4 of Section V? 
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18. #9 of Section V says that "Anything that one competitor can offer. others can 

match readily." The question is, "Will they?" Some might choose to do nothing 

because it is not necessary. 

19. #8 of Section VI was too general. 

20. #6 of Section VI made it sounds as if CI were the main factor affecting the "sur· 

vival" of the SBU. 

21. Should Section VII move into Section IX? They seem to be the same. 

22. In Section IX. a dominant SBU with declining sales might still be "Much Better 

Than Competition" even though another competitor's SBU has tripled its sales. 

23. #2 of Section XIII doesn't exclude networking. We should make it. 

2.t. Words such as "incomplete" and "irregular" in #5 of Section XIII carry too negative 

a connotation. Respondents might not select this item because they don't want to 

be seen in a negative light. 

25. We should give a simple example of #5 in Section XVI. 

26. The ''3~ minutes" stated in #3 of Section XVII is too short a time. The discussion 

would last longer that that. 

The above suggestions and comments were taken into consideration before revising 

the questionnaire. The revised questionnaire used in the next phase, pretesting using SCIP 

members, is shown in Appendix C. 

3.3.3 Pretesting Using SCIP Members and Feedback 

This phase of the research involved pretesting the questionnaire with 45 SCIP members 

who were either in the telecommunications industry, the food industry, or the pharmaceu· 
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tical industry. From the feedback gathered through the interviews with SCIP members, 

we revised the questionnaire in the first week of May, 1992. 

From May 6 through May 8, we were able to contact 50 SCIP members. We felt 

that direct contact with the SCIP members was necessary to increase the response rate 

and avoid waste. On May 6, we solicited help from 12 members, on May 7 from 22 

members, and on May 8 from 16 members. Five of these later declined panicipation. 

Altogether, we sampled 26 SCIP members from the pharmaceutical industry, 13 SCIP 

members from the telecommunications industry. and 6 SCIP members from the food 

industry for a total of 45 SCIP members. 

In the initial mailing package of this phase (mailed by May 8. 1992), each SCIP 

respondent received two questionnaires. We requested the SCIP respondents to forward 

the second questionnaire to another individual in their strategic business unit (SBU). For 

example. if the member was a "provider" of competitive intelligence (CI), we asked that 

respondent to forward the second questionnaire to a "user" of CI. and vice versa. We 

also included a letter of thanks to the SCIP member and a second leiter to the second 

respondent. Two self-addressed. stamped envelops were provided to facilitate the return 

of the completed questionnaires. 

Two weeks after the first mailing. we contacted those SCIP members who had not 

responded. Since we had requested the SCIP members to forward the second question

naire. we were actually targeting 90 individuals. We received a total of 36 responses. 

of which only 4 were from non-SCIP members. Obviously. requesting that the second 

questionnaire be forwarded to another individual did not work. Furthermore, some of the 

SCIP respondents told us that the reason they did not return the questionnaire promptly 

was because they were waiting for the second respondent to complete hislher question

naire. If we take 90 as the total base, our response rate was 35.5 percent (36 out of 

90). However. if we take SCIP members only (45 total), the response rate would be 

71 percent (32 out of 45). As will be discussed shortly, we decided to use a different 
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approach in the N ationa! survey. 

Considering the findings, the most imponant result in this phase of pretesting 

was the confirmation that the measures were attaining satisfactory reliability levels. In 

Appendix C, we include the questionnaire used and the reliability coefficients for the 

various scales. Moreover, the preliminary correlations indicated that CI activities led to 

better external relations, greater knowledge of the SBU's business environment. and the 

SBU's confidence in its strategic plans. 

In sum. based upon the experience gained from Phases I and II. we decided to use 

a different approach in soliciting help from potential respondents. This new method will 

be reviewed in the next section. 

3,4 National Study: The Pharmaceutical Industry 

The main focus of the research study involved a national questionnaire survey of 154 

Pharmaceutical strategic business units (SBUs). Below, we discuss the sample selection 

procedure. the general characteristics of the insrrument. the data collection procedure. 

and the response rate. 

3.4.1 Sample Selection 

The sample was selected from the 1992 edition of Ward's Business Directory of Private 

and Public Companies. Tne sample ranged from SBUs with multi-billion dollars in sales 

to SBUs with less than one million dollars in sales. We contacted a total of 205 SBUs. 

Specifically. we were targeting the "providers" and "users" of CI in each SBU. 

Of the 205 SBUs contacted by phone. 37 were deemed unsuitable for the survey. 

For example. some of the SBUs were simply distribution centers while others were 
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contract research centers for larger pharmaceutical companies. Besides the 37 unsuitable 

SBUs. 14 declined our request for panicipation. The result was a reduced mailing sample 

of 154 SBUs. Of the 154 SBUs. we were able to contact two individuals each from 107 

SBUs and one individual each from the other 47 SBUs. The majority of the respondents 

were from a marketing depanment. market research depanment. sales department. and 

business development depanment. 

3.4.2 General Characteristics of Instrument 

In designing the survey instrument. we were very concerned with demonstrating a high 

level of professionalism. The final version of the questionnaire was in a booklet form. 

measuring 5.5 by 8.5 inches. The questionnaire was saddle· stapled. The cover of the 

questionnaire contained: (1) a title: COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE: ANTECEDENTS 

AND BOTTOM-LINE BENEFITS. (2) the University of Arizona logo. (3) the complete 

university address of this author and his dissertation advisor. and (4) a statement acknowl

edging the funding provided by the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals 

(SCIP). 

3.4.3 Data Collection Procedure 

From May 25 through June 10. 205 SBUs were contacted by phone to request their 

participation in the national questionnaire survey. The first batch of questionnaires was 

mailed on June 8. A postcard reminder was sent a week later. About three weeks after the 

first mailing. a second batch of questionnaires was sent to those who had not responded. 

The first packet included: (!) a personalized cover letter (on a university letterhead 

with a handwritten thank you note) which explained the objective of the research and 

the importance of responding; we further assured our respondents of total confidentiality. 
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(2) a questionnaire booklet. and (3) a self-addressed. stamped envelope to facilitate the 

return of the questionnaire. 

The postcard contained a pre-printed reminder notice. The second mailing packet 

was identical to the first except for the wording of the cover letter. which reminded 

the respondent of the first mailing and how imponant his/her panicipation was to our 

research. 

In Appendix D. we present the cover letter from the first mailing. the postcard 

reminder. the cover letter for the second mailing. and the questionnaire booklet. 

3.4'" Response Rate 

Since we were able to verify addresses over the phone before mailing our packets. we 

had no problems with misdirected mail. As stated earlier. we contacted 205 potential 

SBUs and 154 SBUs consented to participate in our survey. 

As of July 16. we have received responses from 103 SBUs. Since we started with 

154 SBUs. the result was a response rate of 67 percent. The high response rate obtained 

can be attributed to several factors: (I) we were able to solicit verbal commitment from 

the respondents before the actual mailing. (2) the topic was a relevant and significant 

one given the present competitive nature of the national and global business transactions. 

(3) the respondents were not asked to forward a second questionnaire as was the case in 

the two pretests. (4) the fact that the study was dissertation research and not professional 

market research. and (5) the effort put into producing a professional-looking survey 

packet. 

In the next chapter. we discuss the research findings. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Research Findings 

4.1 Descriptive Results 

In our national survey. having requested that two individuals - an end-user and a provider 

of CI - from each SBU complete the questionnaire, we took the average of the two 

responses (from each SBU) on each survey item into consideration in all our data analysis. 

Before we proceed with a detailed discussion of the findings in this srudy, we 

review the distributions of some key variables: job titles of respondents, sales figures 

of the SBU, number of employees in the SBU, age of the SBU, funds allocated to CI 

activIties by the SBU, number of full-time equivalent (FTE) CI personnel, number of 

years the SBU had been involved in CI activities, sources of CI used by the SBU, and 

type of information technology (IT) used in the SBU. We then briefly analyze some of 

the key constructs, namely the antecedents of CI activities, phases of CI activities, and 

consequences of CI activities. Finally, we discuss the research hypotheses. 
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4.1.1 Sample Characteristics 

The positions held by the sample respondents were: VP of Marketing/Sales (30.2%). 

Director of Marketing/Sales (27.5%). Market Research (14.3%). Business/Strategic Infor

mation Analyst (6.5%). Director of Market Research (6%). Director of Strategy/Business 

Development (5%). and other positions (VP of Operations. President. General Manager. 

Chief Finance Officer. Group Product Director. Director of Scientific Information. and 

Research Librarian) (10.5%). (see Table 4-1) 

In terms of SBU sales. there was considerable variance (see Table 4-2). The 

median figure was S70 million (N=97). the low was SI million and the high was 58.93 

billion. Among the SBUs sampled. 45.3% had sales of less than S50 million, 12.4% had 

sales between S50 million to 5100 million. 13.4% had sales between SIOO million and 

SI50 million. 6.2% between SI50 million and S250 million. 10.3% between 5250 million 

and S500 million. I <:'c between S500 million and 5 I billion. 10.3'7c between 5 I billion 

and 55 billion. and 2.1 <:'c had sales over S5 billion. 

We measured the size of the SBU using number of employees (see Table 4-3). The 

median figure was 350 employees. the low was 8 and the high was 42.500. Of the SBUs 

sampled. 17.3% had fewer than 100 employees. 18.4% had 100-200 employees. 9.2% 

had 200-300 employees. 7.1 % had 300-400 employees. 6.1 % had 400-500 employees. 

13.3<:'c had 500-1000 employees. 21.4% had 1000·5000 employees. and 7.1% had more 

than 5000 employees. 

The age of the SBU was measured by the number of years the SBU had been in 

business. The median was 20.5 years. the low was 1 and the high was 106 (see Table 

4-4). Of the SBUs sampled. 23.8% had been in business for less than 10 years. 19% 

from 10-20 years. 20.2% from 20-30 years, 9.5% from 30-40 years. 10.7% from 40-50 

years. 11.9'k from 50-100 years. and 4.8<:'c had been in business for over 100 years. 
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About half of the SBUs sampled were willing to disclose their funding of CI 

activities. The median figure was $50,000, the low was 0, and the high was $5 million 

(see Table 4-5). Overall, 21.6% had less than $10,000 in CI funding, 27.5% had from 

$10,000-550,000,2% had from 550,000-5100,000, 11.8% had from 5100,000-5250,000, 

3.9% had from 5250,(){)()""5500,000, 11.8% had from 5500,(){)()""5750,000, 3.9% had from 

S750,000---51 million, and 17.6% had over 51 million in CI funding. 

In terms of full-time equivalent (FrE) CI personnel in the SBU, the median figure 

was 1 FrE, the low was ° and the high was 25 (see Table 4-6). About 36% of the SBUs 

sampled had less than I FTE CI personnel, 48.6% had 1-5 FTE, 9.7% had 5-10 FfE, 

and 5.6% had more than 10 FfE Cl personnel. 

The median number of years a SBU had been involved in Cl activities was 7.75 

years. The low was 0 and the high was 90 (see Table 4-7). About 3'70 of the SBUs had 

less than one year experience in Cl, 22.9% had 1-5 years, 30% had 5-10 years. 21.4% 

had 10-15 years, 4.3% had 15-20 years, 12.9% had 20-25 years, and 5.7% had over 25 

years experience in CI activities. 

When we investigated the sources of CI. we divided the sources into two main 

categories: personal and impersonal. These were funher divided into external and internal 

sources (see Table 4-8). The personal sources most often used were customers (68%), 

trade shows. conferences, etc. (68%), suppliers/distributors (46.5'70), peers in the SBU 

(64.3%). superiors in the SBU (61.9%), and subordinates in the SBU (46.9%). The 

impersonal sources that most often used were trade publications, cat:llogs, etc. (53.5%), 

professional affiliations with associations (42%), internal repons (72.3%), and newsletters. 

memoranda (45.5'7c). The personal sources that were least often used were social contacts 

(78.8%) and consultants, bankers, etc. (58%). The impersonal sources that were least 

often used were books (75.8'7c) and academic journals (58%). In our study, we examined 

only the frequency of use and not the importance of the various sources. 
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In tenns of IT tools, the SBUs reported using: (I) Fax machines, electronic-mail 

(100%), (2) Management Infonnation Systems (89%), Data Base Systems (72.7%), and 

Voice Mail services (74%). The only IT tools that were used by less than 50% of the 

sampled SBUs was Group Decision Support Systems (see Table 4-9). 

4.1.2 Frequency Distributions 

Before discussing our research hypotheses, we review some key percentage disaibutions 

of consTrUcts, namely: (I) Turbulence in Industry, (2) Competitiveness in Industry, (3) 

Champion of CI. (4) Top Management's Support, (5) Phases of CI Activities (Recog

nition, Prioritization, Collection, Interpretation, Utilization), (6) Knowledge of Business 

Environment, (7) Business Performance. (8) Relations with External Constituents. (9) 

Relations within SBU. and (10) SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans. The disaibutions 

of responses provide insights regarding the antecedents and consequences of CI activities. 

4.1.3 Antecedents of CI Activities 

Table 4-10 presents the percentage distributions of the antecedent constructs. Regarding 

Turbulence in Industry. respondents reported that the level of uncertainty is not high 

in the pharmaceutical industry. On average. less than 20% of respondents agreed or 

strongly agreed that their business environment is turbulent but a larger percentage of 

respondents felt tha, their business environment is competitive and that their competitors 

are aggressive. 

An average of over 40% of respondents indicated that there is someone who pro

motes the importance of CI and motivates other employees to participate in CI activities 

in their SBU. Furthennore. in terms of Top Management Support, over 50% of the re

spondents indicated that tOp management often encourages the SBU personnel to pay 
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attention to the competition and be sensitive to signals in the marketplace. However. 

responses suggested that funding for CI activities. for example training of personnel to 

perform CI activities. is still lacking; only 2.9% strongly agreed that their SBU allocates 

funding for this purpose. 

4.1.4 Phases of CI Activities 

In Table 4-11. we show the percentage distributions of the five phases of CI activities. In 

terms of Recognition. over 70% of the respondents indicated that their SBU recognizes 

the importance ofCI and CI activities. Prioritization of the SBU's CI needs so as to direct 

the type of CI to be collected was generally reported as relatively important in the SBU. 

Over 50% of the respondents indicated that their SBU continually acquires information 

about their competitors and how they can provide better products and service to their 

customers. More than 55% of the respondents indicated that evaluation and making sense 

of the CI is a high priority in their SBU. but over 40% indicated that individuals in their 

SBU do nO! meet regularly to assess the value of CI. Finally. Utilization of CI in the 

SBUs was indicated to be important by over 55% of the respondents and a majority 

indicated that the CI generated is used. 

·U.S Consequences of CI Activities 

Table 4-12 displays data indicating that. in terms of Knowledge of Business Environment. 

over 60% of the respondents said that they understand their competitors and customers' 

perferences and tastes a great deal better as a result of CI. Also. the respondents indicated 

that they have a solid understanding of their suppliers' and disnibutors' needs and the 

technological developments that affect their SBUs' competitive advantage. In terms 

of Business Performance. over 50% of the respondents indicated that their SBUs are 

performing much bener than their competition; sales growth and financial returns are 
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better than their competition's. Over 60% of the respondents reponed that their SBUs 

have good relationship with their distributors, suppliers, customers, and other SBUs. 

Over 70% of the respondents indicated that inputs from one department to another are 

not rare in their SBU. that personnel from different departments in the SBU get along 

very well with one another, and that departments are supponive of one another. Finally. 

concerning the SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans, over 70% of the respondents reponed 

that strategic plans are used in their SBUs and that they have a great deal of confidence 

in them. 

4.2 Main Effects H~'potheses 

In this section, we present the hypothesized links between the antecedent variables, CI 

activities, and the consequence variables. However. we first will present the correlations 

for the antecedent variables and consequence variables. 

In Appendix E. Table 5E. we show the correlations among the antecedent variables. 

We see that CI Champion and Top Management's Support are highly correlated (1=.6336, 

p <.001). Logically. it is not sW'prising that the existent of a CI champion and top 

management's suppon of CI are highly correlated. The imponant point is that, because 

these antecedents are generally not highly correlated, collinearity will not be a problem 

as we proceed with subsequent regression analysis. 

In Table 6E. we show the correlations among the consequence variables. We see 

that SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans is highly correlated with the SBU's Relations 

with External Constituents (1=.5019, p <.001) and Relations within the SBU (1=.4022. 

P <.001). We might logically surmise that having good relationships with players external 

to the SBU and good relationships among corporate functions within the SBU do affect 

the confidence level in the SBU's strategic plans. Moreover. it is imponant to nOle 

that Business Performance is highly correlated with Knowledge of External Environment 
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(r=.378 I , p <.(01), Relations with External Constituents (r=.291I, p <.05). and the 

SBU's Confidence in its Strategic Plans (r=.3289, p <.(01). 

4.2.1 Antecedent Effects 

Appendix F repons the regression coefficients for the principal hypothesis testing. The 

dependent variable. CI Activities, was regressed on the independent variables, Turbulence 

in Industry, Competitiveness in Industry, Use of Information Technology Tools, Size of 

SBU, Age of SBU, CI Champion. and Top Management's Suppon. Since CI Champion 

alld Top Management's Suppon were highly correlated. we performed the regression with 

and without the Top Management Suppon variable (see Tables IF and 2F). 

HI posited that the greater the environmental turbulence. the greater the extent of 

CI activities. However. we found that turbulence in the industry does not predict the 

extent of C[ activities (.3=.03. p=.71). 

H2 stated that the greater the competitiveness in the industry. the greater the extent 

of CI activities. We found that competitiveness in the industry is not related to the extent 

of CI activities (3=.05. 1'=.52). 

H3 predicted that the greater the use of IT tools. the greater the extent of CI 

activities. We found that the use of IT tools does not predict overall CI activities (.3=.07, 

]>=.45). However. the use of IT tools does appear to drive the prioritization phase of the 

CI activities (3=.23. p <.05). This seems to be consistent with Brancheau and Wetherby's 

(1987) observation that one of the major issues likely to be of concern to chief information 

systems executives in the 19905 is "promoting effective use of information resource." 

H4 posited that the larger the SBU. the greater the extent of Cl activities. We found 

that the size of the SBU does not predict the extent of CI activities (.3=-.13, 1'=.18). This 

finding does not support the studies by King and Cleland (1974) and Thomas (1980). In 
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fact, the size of SBU seems to have a negative (but insignificant) relationship with the 

extent of CI activities. 

H5 noted that the younger the SBU, the greater the extent of CI activities. We 

found that the age of the SBU does not predict the extent of CI activities 0=-.10. p=.31). 

This is inconsistent with the srudy of Kimberly and Miles (1980) which states that young 

organizations tend to seek more information about their environment. 

H6 posited that the greater the "use" of an internal CI champion. the greater the 

extent of CI activities. We found that the existence of a CI champion is a strong predictor 

of the extent of CI activities <3=.55. p <.00l). Consistent with the results from previous 

work (Stubbarr. 1980; Engledow and Lenz. 1985). this finding supports the importance 

of CI champions within organizations. 

H7 posited that the more top management supports CI activities. the greater the 

extent of CI activities. We found that top management's support is also a strong predictor 

of the extent of CI activities <3=.52. p <.001). This finding is consistent with those of 

Herring (1991) and Eng1edow and Lenz (1985). which suggested that without sustained 

support from top management. CI activities are not likely to thrive or survive. 

H8 posited that there is no difference between the various types of organizational 

CI unit structure and the extent of CI activities. However. our results showed that the 

greater the use of the informal CI network structure. the lesser the extent of CI activities 

(3=.30. p <.003; 1"=-.35.}J <.001). Funhermore. the greater the use offormal CI network 

structure. the greater the extent of CI activities (3=.25. p <.012; 1"=.2871. p <.005). 

4.2.2 Consequence Effects 

H9 posited that the greater the extent of CI activities. the bener the SBU's understanding 

of its business environment. We found that CI activities increases the SBU's knowledge 
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of its business environment (3=.45. p <.(01) (see Table 3F). Our finding i~ consistent 

with that of Diffenbach (i 983). 

HIO posited that the greater the exter.t of CI activities. the higher the performance 

of the SBU. We found that CI activities do not predict business performance. Thus. HIO 

was not supponed. Our finding does not suppon that of Daft et al. (1988). 

H II suggested that the greater the extent of CI activities. the better the relationships 

between the SBU and its external constituents. We found that presence of CI activities 

was nO! a predictor of relationships between the SBU and its external constituents U=.20. 

l' <0.07). 

H 12 predicted th~t the greater the extent of CI activities. the higher the quality 

of relations among corporate functions within the SBU. We found that extent of CI 

activities was a predictor of relations among the corporate functions within the SBU 

(.:1=.22. }J <.05). Our finding is consistent with that of Kohli and Jaworski (1990). 

H\3 hypothesized that the greater the extent of CI activities. the greater the SBU's 

confidence in its strategic plans. We found that presence of CI activities increases the 

SBU's confidence in its strategic plans (.3=.34. l' <.001). Our finding seems to agree 

with Laczniak and Lusch's (1986) observation that "the more that is known about the 

external environment. the more confident managers are about their strategy choice." 

4.3 Mediators 

From our subsequent analysis. Knowledge of External Environment <.3=.3658. p <=.01) 

and Product Quality (3=.41. p <=.(01) are strong predictors of Business Performance. 

Hence. given that CI activities predicts environmental knowledge. we speculate that 

Knowledge of External Environment and Product Quality may be mediators between CI 

Activities and Business Ferformance (see Figure 4-1). 
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In addition to CI Activities, Relations within SBU (3=.2198, P <.05) and Prod

uct Quality (,3=.21, p <.05) are also predictors of an SBU's Confidence in Strategic 

Plans. Hence, Relations within SBU and Product Quality may be mediators between CI 

Activities and SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans (see Figure 4-1). 

Subsequent analysis also showed that Product Quality (.3=.27, p <.05) and SBU's 

Confidence in Strategic Plans are strong predictors of the SBU's Relations with External 

Constituents. Given that CI activities is a strong predictor of SBU's Confidence in 

Strategic Plans (.3=.34, Jl <.001), we also speculate that the SBU's Confidence in Strategic 

Plans may be a mediator between CI Activities and the SBU's Relations with its External 

Constituents (see Figure 4-1). 

From Figure 4-1, we see that except for the SBU's knowledge of the external 

business environment. the rest of the variables (product quality, relations within an SBU, 

and the SB U 's confidence in its strategic plans) are all inrerna/ to, and within the control 

of, an SBU. 

oJ.oJ Antecedent Variables \'s. Consequence Variables 

Although not pan of the fonnal dissertation hypotheses, we also found that Turbulence 

in Industry has a strong relationship with Knowledge of External Environment (1'=.3113, 

p <.01; 3=.31, p <.01). Also, Use of IT Tools has a strong relationship with the 

SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans (1=.2386, p <.05; 3=.31, p <.01). This seems to 

be consistent with Clemons and Weber's (1990) observation that corporate executives 

should view "IT as a source of change, and as a tool for strategic positioning" for the 

organization. 
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4.5 Use of IT Tools vs. CI Activities 

In our model, we posited that the greater the use of IT tools. the greater the extent of 

CI activities. We found that the hypothesis was not supponed. However. if we were to 

reverse the hypothesis: the greater the extent of CI activities. the greater the use of IT 

tools. we find an interesting result: From our analysis. we found that the presence CI 

Activities is a predictor of Use of IT Tools (3=.2300. P <.05) 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter. we have reported findings regarding Environmental (Turbulence in In· 

dustry. Competitiveness in Industry). Information Technology (Use of IT Tools). and 

SBU's Dynamics (Size. Age. CI Champion. Top Management's Support) impacts on 

the Extent of CI Activities. \Ve also have reponed the consequences of CI activities. 

namely Knowledge of External Environment. Business Performance. Relations with Ex· 

ternal Constituents. Relations within SBU. and the SBU's Confidence in its Strategic 

Plans. 

The findings indicate that existence of CI Champion(s) and Top Management Sup· 

pon are very strong predictors of the Extent of CI Activities. In turn. Extent of CI 

Activities predicts the Knowledge of External Environment. the Relations within the 

SBU. and the SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans. Also. we found four mediating vari· 

abies: Knowledge of External Environment. Product Quality. Relations within SBU. and 

SBU's Confidence in Strategic Plans. Furthermore. analysis of the data suggests that. 

instead of being an antecedent variable. Use of IT Tools may be a Consequence variable. 

In the next chapter. we present concluding remarks. study limitations. and directions 

for future research. 
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Table 4-1 

Positions Held by Sample Respondents 

AbsoluLC % 

Number (N = 182) 

VP of Marketing ISales 55 30.2 

Director of Marketing/Sales 50 27.5 

Market Research 26 14.3 

Busincss/SLratcgic Information Analyst 12 6.5 

Director of Markel Research II 6.0 

Director of Strategy!Busincss Development 5.0 

Others 19 10.5 

100 
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Table 4-2 

Strategic Busincss Unit's Sales Last Fiscal Ycar 

Sales Absolute % 

(in millions) Number (N = 97) 

<50 44 45.3 

50-100 12 12.4 

100-150 13 13.4 

150-200 4 4.1 

200-250 2.1 

250-500 9.3 

500-1000 1.0 

1000-2000 6 6.2 

2000-3000 3.1 

3000--looo 1.0 

4000-5000 0 0.0 

>5000 2.1 

100 
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Table 4-3 

Employess in the Strategic Business Unit 

No. of Employees Absolute % 

Number eN = 98) 

<100 17 17.3 

100-200 18 18.4 

200-300 9.2 

300-400 7.1 

400-500 6.1 

500-1000 13 13.3 

1000-2000 II 11.2 

2000-5000 10 10.2 

5000-10000 2.0 

>10000 5.1 

100 
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Table 4-4 

Age of the Slratcgic Business Unit 

Age Absolute % 

(in years) Number (N = 84) 

<10 20 23.8 

10-20 16 19.0 

20-30 17 20.2 

30 .... ;0 9.5 

40-50 9 10.7 

50-100 10 11.9 

>100 4 4.8 

100 
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Table 4-S 

SlImegic Business Unit's CI Fundings 

CI Fundings AbsolulC % 

(in thousands) Number (N = 51) 

<10 II 21.6 

10-50 14 27.5 

50-100 2.0 

100-250 6 11.8 

250-500 3.9 

500-750 11.8 

750-1000 3.9 

>1000 9 17.6 

100 



Table 4-0 

Full-Time Equivalent CI Personnel 

FTE CI Per$onnci Absolute % 

<1 

1-5 

5-10 

>10 

Number (N = 72) 

26 

35 

36.1 

48.6 

9.7 

5.6 

100 

79 



Table 4-7 

Years in CI Activities 

No. of Years Absolute % 

Number (N = 70) 

<I 2.9 

1-5 16 22.9 

5-10 21 30.0 

10-15 15 21.4 

15-20 4.3 

20-25 9 12.9 

>25 5.7 

100 

80 
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Table 4-8 

Sources of CI 

Sources of CI Never to OfICn to 

Rarely Sometimes Very OrICn 

Personal sources (in %) (in 'Ie) (in %) 

a. External sources 

Customers 13.0 19.0 68.0 

Trade shows, conferences. etc. 6.0 26.0 68.0 

Suppliers/distributors 22.8 30.7 46.5 

Consultants. bankers. clC. 58.0 26.0 16.0 

Social contacts. e.g .. neighbors 78.8 12.1 9.1 

b. Intern;]1 sources 

Subordinates in SBU 20.8 32.3 46.9 

Peers in SBU. meetings 11.2 24.5 64.3 

Superiors In SBU 11.3 26.8 61.9 

Impersonal sources 

a. External sources 

Trade publications, catalogs. elC. 8.9 37.6 53.5 

Business p:riodicals. c.g .. Fortune 34.3 28,4 37.3 

NcwspaP'!Ts 33.7 30.7 35.6 

Government Publications 39.6 30.7 29.7 

Books 75.8 19.1 5.1 

Academic journals. e.g .. HBR 47.5 22.2 30.3 

Inronnation Services. e.g .. Dow Jones 33.3 27.3 39.4 

Professional Associations 22.0 36.0 42.0 

h. Inlcm31 sources 

NcwlctLCrs. memoranda 21.2 33.3 45.5 

Internal reports. c.g .. S2ics 10.9 16.8 72.3 



Table 4-9 

In[onn"tion Technology Tools Used by SBU 

Fax machines. Electronic-mail services 

Management Information Systems 

Data Base Systems 

Voice-mail service; 

Group Decision Support Systems 

Absolute 

Number 

101 

89 

72 

74 

48 

N 

101 

100 

99 

100 

99 

82 

100.0 

89.0 

72.7 

74.0 

48.5 
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Table 4-10 

Percentage Distributions of Antecedent Constructs 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Turbulence in Industry I 2 5 

I. Market activities of our SBU's key competitors 

have become more predictable. 9.9 29.7 37.6 20.8 2.0 

2. The tastes and preferences of our custOmers 

have become more predictable. 10.0 27.0 41.0 19.0 3.0 

3. Rate of innovation of new products and services 

in our industry has decreased. 26.5 36.2 11.6 10.8 3.9 

4. Our industry has become morc predictable. 19.6 35.3 27.5 16.6 1.0 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagrcc Agree 

Competiti\'eness in Industry 

I. Market activities of our key compelitors have 

become far morc aggressive. 0.0 5.9 28.8 54.4 10.9 

2. Our key competitors now affect the SBU in 

many mOre areas (pricing. marketing. delivery. 

service. prcx1uction. quality. etc.) than before. 1.0 9.9 25.7 48.5 14.9 

3. Competition in our indus!Iy is cut·lI1roal. 1.0 15.7 37.2 30.4 15.7 

4. Price competition is a hallmark of our industry. 14.7 21.6 24.5 20.6 18.6 
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Table 4-10 (Continued) 

Pcn:cntage Distributions of Antccedent ConstruclS 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagrcc Agree 

Champion of CI 2 4 5 

1. In our SBU. there is an "executive champion" 

of CI activities. 16.7 22.5 25.5 24.5 10.8 

2. In our SBU. there is someone who promotes 

the importance of CI. 10.7 12.6 28.2 30.1 18.4 

3. In our SBU, [here is someone who motivates 

other employees to panicipate in CI 

activities. 11.7 14.5 31.1 33.0 9.7 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Top Management·s Suppon 4 5 

1. Top management allocates funds to promote 

the importance of CI in our SBU. 22.3 25.3 29.1 14.6 8.7 

2. Top management allocates funds to train 

personnel in pcrfomling CI activities for 

our SBU. 35.0 33.9 18.5 9.7 2.9 

3. Top management repeatedly tells employees 

that CI affcclS our SBVs well-being. 20.4 33.0 22.3 15.6 8.7 

4. Top management often tells our SBU to pay 

attention to the activities of our competitors. 5.8 10.7 24.3 37.8 21.4 

5. Top management often tells our SBU to be 

sensitive to meet market needs. 2.9 7.8 12.6 40.8 35.9 
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Table 4-11 

Percemage Disoibutions of CI Activities 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Recognition 1 2 4 

1. Our SBU recognizes Ille importance of CI. 0.0 3.9 7.9 34.3 53.9 

2. There is a common awareness among our SBU 

members that CI is a meaningful activity in 

Illis SBU. 0.0 7.8 17.7 39.2 35.3 

3. CI activities arc recognized as important in our 

SBU. 1.0 4.9 13.7 44.1 36.3 

Strongly Strongly 

Disogrcc Agree 

Prioritization 

1. We spend a grc"t deal of time prioritiling our 

CI needs wi"'!in the SBU. 6.9 32.3 42.2 11.7 6.9 

2. Minimal effort is made to asccnain what our 

most important CI needs. 13.0 24.0 38.0 20.0 5.0 

3. Much effort is put into prioritizing business 

issues to direct the type of CI to be collected. 8.8 33.4 37.2 13.7 6.9 

4. I am satisfied with how we assess our CI needs. 10.8 31.4 29.4 21.5 6.9 
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3. 
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Table 4-11 (Continued) 

Percentage Dislributions of CI Activities 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Collection I 

Our S BU spends a lot of time collecting CI. 2.9 30.4 

Our SBU continuolly acquires information 

about our customers' product and service 

preferences. 0.0 11.8 

Our SBU cantimuallyacquires information 

about our competitors' activities. 0.0 7.8 

Individuals from our SBU interact with 

customers to learn how to serve them beller. 1.0 7.8 

Our SBU docs a lot of competitor research. 4.9 28.4 

Strongly 

Disagrcc 

interpretation 

Individuals in our SBU meet regularly to assess 

the value of CI. 18.8 41.6 

Our SBU puts a great deal of effon into the 

analysis of CI. 6.9 32.3 

Evaluation of the CI collected is not a priority 

to our SBU. 19.6 23.5 

Interpreting marketplace changes is a high 

priority in our SBt;. 2.0 7.8 
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Strongly 

Agrcc 

3 4 5 

32.4 27.4 6.9 

35.3 30.4 22.5 

28.5 45.1 18.6 

31.4 26.5 33.3 

31.4 25.5 9.8 

Strongly 

Agrcc 

5 

22.8 11.8 5.0 

35.3 17.7 7.8 

36.3 15.7 4.9 

21.6 41.1 17.5 
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4. 

Table 4-11 (Continued) 

Percentage Dislributions of CI Activities 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Utilization I 2 

Without CI. the strategic decisions made by our 

SBU would be very unsound. 4.0 8.9 

Strategic decisions arc made without CI. 19.6 28.4 

The majority of the CI generated for our SBU is 

not used. 14.7 42.2 

Our SBU's strategic decision making process has 

been improved because of CI. 3.9 5.9 
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Strongly 

Agree 

4 5 

21.8 39.6 25.7 

28.5 19.6 3.9 

28.4 11.8 2.9 

30.4 42.2 17.6 
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Table 4-12 

Per<:entage Distributions of Consequence Constructs 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Knowledge of Business Environmcnl I 5 

1. Our SBU's understanding of our competilors 

has increased a great deal. 0.0 5.8 27.2 50.5 16.5 

2. We know our customers' preferences and tastes. \.0 9.7 28.1 49.5 I \,7 

3. We have a solid understanding of our major 

competitors' strategies. 2.9 12.6 53.4 28.2 2.9 

4. We have a solid understanding of our major 

suppliers' and disuibuLOrs' needs. \.9 11.7 36.9 40.8 8.7 

5. We usually perceived of regulaIO!)' changes 

before our major competitors do. 2.9 2 \.4 53.4 18.4 3.9 

6. \Vc have a good understanding of the 

technological de\,elopments that affcct our SBU's 

competitive advantage. \.9 7.8 31.1 45.6 13.6 
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Table 4-12 (Continued) 

Percentage Distributions of Consequence COnStrllCIS 

Much Worse Much Beller 

Than Than 

Competition Competition 

Business Perfonnancc 1 2 4 5 

1. Our SBU's sales growth is .... 1.0 2.1 31.3 54.1 11.5 

2. Our SBU's overall performance in the 

marketplace is .... 1.0 5.2 38.1 43.3 12.4 

3. Our SBU's financial returns, such as the 

Return on Asset (ROA) is .... 1.0 13.6 37.5 37.5 \0.4 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Relations with External Constituents 1 5 

I. We are on good terms with people and/or SBUs 

oUlSide our SBU. 1.0 0.0 26.3 59.6 13.1 

2. Our SBU can ruways coum on business associates 

and agencies (outside our SBU) for assistance. 0.0 6.1 41.4 42.4 \0.1 

3. Our SBU has good relationship with most of our 

customers. 0.0 1.0 20.2 58.6 20.2 

4. Our SBU is sensitive to the needs of our 

distributors. suppliers. and others. 0.0 5.1 35.3 41.4 18.2 

5. Our SBU has good relationship with our 

distributors.arld suppliers. 0.0 3.1 24.7 54.7 17.5 
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Tab'" 4-12 (Contin~ed) 

Percenlage Distributions of ConsC<!uence Constructs 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Relmions within SBU 1 4 5 

1. Most department in our SBU get along well 

well each other. 1.0 3.0 30.7 48.5 16.8 

2. When memb<:rs of different departments get 

together. tensions frequently run high. 19.8 47.5 26.8 5.9 0.0 

3. Employees in one department generally dislike 

interacting with those from other departments. 22.8 51.5 20.7 3.0 2.0 

4. Employees from different depanrnents feel that 

the goals of their respective dcparuncnlS arc in 

harmony with each other. 0.0 11.9 43.5 32.7 11.9 

5. Protecting information of onc's department 

from other departmems is considered to be a 

way of life in this SBU. 32.7 41.6 18.8 6.9 0.0 

6. Most of the functional departments arc 

supponive of one another. I.() 4.9 26.8 52.4 14.9 

7. Inputs from one department to another 

dcpanmcnl is VCl)' rare in this business u;'Iit. 32.7 41.6 16.8 7.9 1.0 

Strongly Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

Confidence in Strategic Plans I 4 5 

1. Top management has a great deal of confidence 

in the SBU's strategiC plans. 1.0 3.1 24.5 51.0 20.4 

2. Strategic plans arc hardly uscd in this SBU. 32.3 43.5 13.1 9.1 2.0 

3. \\'c arc vcry confident in our strategic plans. 1.0 6.1 35.8 43.8 13.3 
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CHAPTER S 

Conclusion 

5.1 Discussion 

This study was exploratory in nature in that it was more concerned with finding out what 

is happening than in proclaiming what should be happening. 

The purpose of the study was to (1) examine the extent of eI activities in business 

organizations, (2) examine the impact of factors outside management's control (e.g .• the 

external business environment) and within management's control (e.g., top management 

support, CI championship) on the extent of CI activities and (3) examine the impact of 

eI on the organization (e.g., knowledge of business environment, SBU's confidence in 

its strategic plans). 

Our research indicated that the existence of a eI champion and suppon from tOP 

management are very strong predictors of the extent of eI activities. Also, we found 

that the extent of eI activities predicts the SBU's knowledge of the external business 

environment, the relationship among the corporate functions within the SBU, and the 

SBU's confidence in its strategic plans. Furthermore, instead of being an antecedent 

variable, we found that the use of IT tools may be a consequence of eI activities. 

Finally, we found evidence of three key mediator variables; namely. that (1) an SBU's 
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knowledge of external business environment and product quality may mecliate the link 

between CI activities and business performance. (2) the relationship among corporate 

functions within the SBU and product quality may mecliate the link between CI activities 

and the SBU's confidence in its strategic plans. and (3) the SBU's confidence in its 

strategic plans and product quality may mediate the link between CI activities and the 

SBU's relationships with its external constituents (e.g .• suppliers) (see Figure 4-1). 

In terms of managerial implications. this study provides very clear evidence of the 

benefits of CI activities. An SBU's knowledge of the external business environment. bet

ter internal relationships among different functions. and SBU's confidence in its strategic 

plans are the three principal benefits uncovered in this research. It is extremely important 

to note that this is the first systematic. empirical study undertaken to demonstrate and 

evaluate such benefits. 

From a managerial standpoint. all three benefits are clearly desirable in their own 

right. However. combined with the fact they are linked - in varying degrees - to business 

performance. the findings are very powerful. Indeed. this is the first study to show the 

indirect link between CI and business performance. 

The results of this study provide very strong suppOrt for organizational efforts 

targeted at improving CI activities. Moreover. of particular interest in an era of tight 

budgets. this study provides solid evidence that CI is not a tangential activity to be 

supported only in good financial times. Rather. it is a basic intelligence activity that can 

facilitate the bottom-line performance of an SBU. 

S.Ll Study Limitations 

As with all survey research. this current study has a number of limitations. First. the 

focus of data collection was limited to a single method - a survey of two managers 
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in each SBU studied. This approach raises the issue of ~ single method bias. Second. 

the approach also raises the issue of whether two informants are sufficient to judge the 

activities of an entire SBU. In pan. this issue was addressed by selecting two individuals 

with divergent interests in CI - one an end-user and one a provider. However. this 

question can never be completely answered. At the same time. since the iocus in this 

work was not on the mean level of the variable but the relationships among variables. 

we believe that the theoretical contribution is still quite substantial. 

5.1.2 Directions for Future Research 

This study has generated several future research possibilities. Fir~t. we could explore 

the use of specific IT tools. say. the Electronic Meeting System (EMS). in the facilita· 

tion of CI activities. One of the key contributions of an EMS environment is "making 

group meetings more productive by appying information technology (IT)" which in tum 

"improve group effectiveness. efficiency. and satisfaction." (Nunamaker. et aI., 1991). A 

few of the key. specialized tools in the EMS environment are: Electronic Brainstorming, 

Idea Organization, Vote. and Topic Commenter. 

Electronic Brainstorming (EB) is an idea generation tool which allows group 

memebers to simultaneously and anonymously exchange comments and ideas regarding 

a specific issue. problem. or question. Idea Organization (10) is used to consolidate 

ideas from and EB session into an agenda of key issues. The Vote tool allows the group 

to prioritize/rank the key issues and reflects group consensus. The Topic Commenter 

(TC) enables the group to funher deliberate on the key issues/ideas so as to facilitate the 

formulation of policy statement. corporate mission. and so on. 

So, how would an EMS environment facilitate the recognition. prioritization. col

lection. interpretation. and utilization of CI? In the recognition phase. the EB tool could 

be used to generate all the CI issues that a strategic business unit (SBU) perceives to be 
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strategicQ.]ly significant. Then. the 10 tool would be used to consolidate the CI issues 

into key cr large!s. 

In the prioritization phase. the Vote tool could be used to prioritize the CI targets 

to identify the most pressing C! needs. F!nal!y~ the TC tool enables the decision makers 

to comment on each pressing CI need and define the scope for the necessary CI. 

In the collection phase. the EB tool could again be used to identify all the CI 

sources needed to complement the scope of search defined in the prioritization phase. 

The 10 tool would enable CI analysts to consolidate all the CI sources into personal. 

impersonal. external. and internal sources. Then the Vote tool could facilitate the ranking 

of the CI sources. Finally. the TC t()<)1 could facilitate the formulation of strategies 

needed to collect the necessary CI. 

In the interpretation phase. it is feasible for the CI analysts to input the CI col

lected into the 10 tool so as to consolidate them into specific CI targets identified in the 

prioritization phase. Then the TC tool could facilitate the analysis of the CI collected; 

how does it strategically affect the SBU? 

In the utilization phase. given the CI analyses. decision makers could use the EB 

tool to generate strategic solutions for each CI target. Funhermore. the 10 tool could 

organize those strategic solutions into key groups. Then the decision makers could utilize 

the TC to fonnulate the strategic plan(s) by addressing the key groups in turns. Therefore. 

the relationship between EMS and CI activities is a research topic that could enhance the 

competitive advantage of finns. 

Second. what other benefits. besides those defined in this study. would CI activities 

bring to the SBU? For example. would CI activities increase the productivity level of 

the SBU? Also. how would CI activities affect the SBU's competitive posture in the 

international marketplace? 
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Third, the feasibility of creating a computer-based CI system could be studied. 

For example, how could a computer-based network to identify, collect, process, store. 

and disseminate CI be created? Funhermore, what would it take to facilitate this project. 

Fuld (1991) has reponed that some Fonune 500 organizations are beginning to establish 

CI systems. 

Finally, management of the CI function in an organization could be another area of 

interest. From our study, it appears that the majority of the SBUs rely on an informal CI 

network structure for CI. but our results showed that the informal CI network structure 

was negatively related to the extent of CI activities. Determining how would organizations 

might manage the CI function so as to realize its fullest potential deserves much more 

research. 



Appendix A: Scales 

Antecedents of CI ACli\'ilies 

• Turbulence in Industry. (Adapted from Miller and Friesen. 1983) 

- Definition: :lIe rate of change in a SBU's external environment. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = 1 and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Markel activities of our SBU's key competitors have become morc 

predictable. 

2. The tastes and preferences of our customers have become morc 

prediclable. 

3. Rate of innovation of new products and services in our industry 

has decreased. 

4. Our industry has become morc predictable. 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

• Competitiveness in the industry. (Adapted from Miller. 1987 and Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

- Definition: The extent of hostility in a SBU's competitive environment. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = 1 and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Markel activities of our key competitors have become far more 

aggressive. 

2. Our key competitor.; now a(fect the SBU in many more areas 

(pricing. marXeting. delivery. serviee. production. quality. etc.) 

than before. 

3. CO!11pctition in OUf industry is cut-throat. 

4. Price competition is a hallmark of our industry. 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 
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• Sources of Competitive Intelligence. (Adapted frolll Aguilar, 1967) 

- Definition: The personal, impersonal. external. and internal competitive intelligence sources 

used by the SBU's decision makers. 

- Anchors: 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes. 4 = Often,S = Very often 

- Please indicate the frequency of usc of the following sources of CI. 

1. Customers 

2. Suppliers andlor distributors 

3. Consultants, bankers, lawyers. ete. 

4. Social contacts (e.g neighbors) 

5. Subordinates in the SBU 

6. Peers in the SBU 

7. Superiors in the SBU 

8. Trade publications. catalogs. etc. 

9. Business periodicals (e.g. Fonune) 

10. Newspapers 

11. Government publications 

12. Books 

13. Trade shows. conferences. ete. 

14. Academic journals (e.g. Harvard Business Review) 

15. Information services (e.g. Dow Jones) 

16. Professional associations 

17. Newsletters. memoranda 

18. Internal repons (e.g. salesperson's repons) 
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• Use of Information Technology. (New scales) 

- Definition: The use of computer-based methods or tools for CI activilies in the SBU. 

- Anchors: Usc = 1 and Do Not Usc = 2 

1. Fax machines, Electronic Mail Services~ 

2. Management Information Systems. 

3. Data Base Syslems. 2 

4. Voice Mail SysLCms. 

S. Group Decision Support Systems. 2 

• Si7.e of SBU. (New scale) 

I. Our SBU's sales last year was ___ millions. 

2. Our SBU has aboul ___ employees. 

• Age of SBU. (New Scale) 

I. Our SBU has been in business for about ___ years. 
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• Champion of CI. (New scale) 

- Definition: An individual that supports eI activities. tries to sell and minimize the reSistance 

10 the importance of CI. 

- Anchars: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. In our SBU, there is an "executive champion" of CI activities. 

2. In our SBU. there is someone who promotes the importance of 

CI. 

3. In our SBU, there is someone who motivates other employees to 

participate in CI activities. 

• Top management·s support for CI. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

_ DcfiniLion: The financial. personnel, and other resources that have been fonnally all(x:aled 

for CI activities by top management in the SBU. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Stron~ly Agree 

I. Top manasement allocates funds to promote the importance of CI 

in our SBU. 

2. Top management allocates funds 10 train personnel in pcrfonning 

CI activities for our SBU. 

3. Top management repeatedly tells employees that CI affects our 

SBU·s well-being. 

4. Top management often tells our SBU to pay attention to the 

activities of our competitors. 

5. Top management often tells our SBU to be sensitive to meet 

market needs. 

3 4 

2 3 4 

3 .. 

3 4 
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• Types of CI UnilS. (AclaplCd from Diffenbach. 1983; Engledow and Lenz. 1985; Fahoy. King. 

Narayanan. 1981; Gilad. 1991; Ghoshal and Weslney. 1991; Jain. 1984; Sammon et aI .• 1984; 

Stubban. 1982) 

- Definition: The structure of CI units that we perceived to be managed by different SBUs in 

the business community. 

- The respondents have to allocated 100 points among the types of C1 unit.> found in their 

SBU. 

1. Free-standing CI unic A structured. deliberate. and continuous 

crfon to conduct CI activities. The director and or at least onc 

professional analyst are assigned specific responsibility [or 

CI analysis. 

2. Functional-oricnlcd CI unit: CI staff arc part of a functional 

department. They arc not linked to other functional departments. 

3. Formal CI network: There is an organized effort to link all functional 

departments 10 collect and share CI. The management of the CI 

network is overseen by onc or more appointed staff or functional 

personnel. 

4. Top management CI committcc: A top management team convenes 

on an irregular or regular basis to analyze str.Jlcgic issues. 

Individual executives in the lOp management team initiate CI 

collection and analysis. 

5. Informal CI network: There is no organized CI effon. However. 

scattered throughout the business unit arc various "pools" of CI 

gathered by different functions or staff personnel. The 

communication channels among functional departments arc 

infonnal. CI now is infrequent. 

Extent of Usc 
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Extent of CI Activities 

Definition: 111e depth and scope of CI activities in the SEU . 

• Recognition. (New scale) 

Definition: The extent thatlhc SBU recognizcs the importance of CI. 

Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Our SBU recognizes the import.1n"" of CI. 

2. There is a common awareness among our SBU members that CI 

is a meaningful activity in this SBU. 

3. CI activities arc recognized as imponam in our SEU . 

• Prioritil..alion. (New Scale) 
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Definition: The effort spcm by the SBU in prioritizing significanllsU'31cgic markcl-;Jlacc issues so 

as to dircct the type of CI to be collected. 

Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. \\'c spend a great deal of time prioritizing our el needs within 

the SBU. 

~1inimat effort is made to 3sccnain what OUT most important CI 

needs. 

3. Much effort is put into prioritizing business iSSUeS to dircct the 

type of CI lO be collected. 

4. I am satisfied with how we assess our CI needs. 



• Collcction. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

Definition: The effon invcsted in CI acquisitions by the SBU. 

Anchors: Strongly Disagrcc = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

LOur SBU spends a lot of time collecting CI. 

2. OUf SBU continually acquires infonnaLion about our customers' 

product ~::! ~c;vice preferences. 

3. Our SBU cOnlimually acquires infonnalion about our competitors' 

activities. 

4. Individuals from our SBU interact with customers to learn how 

to serve them bencr. 

5. Our SBU docs a lot of compelitor research. 

• Interprel.:llion.(;>;ew Scale) 

Definition: The effon inveSled by lhe SBU in trying to make sense of lhe CI collecled. 

Anchors: Strongl, Disagrcc = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

L Individuals in our SBU meet regularly to assess the value of CI. 

2. Our SBU pUlS a greal deal of effon into the analysis of CI. 

3. EvatU:llion of the Cl collected is not a priority to our SBU. 

4. Interpreting marketplace changes is a high priority in OUf SBU. 
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• Utilization. (Adapted from Deshpande and Zaltman. 1982) 

Definition: The use of CI in the strategic decision making prc<:css by the SBU. 

Anchors: Slrongly Disagree = I and Slrongly Agree = 5 

I. Without CI. the strategic decisions made by our SBU would be 

very unsound. 

2. Strategic decisions arc made without CI. 

3. The majority of the CI generated for our SBU is not used. 

4. Our SBU's strategic decision making process has been impro"'cd 

because of CI. 

4 

4 

2 3 4 

3 4 
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Consequences of CI Activities 

• Knowledge of business environmenL (Adapted from Miller and Friesen. 1983) 

- Definition: The SBU's awareness of environmental changes in the industry. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Our SBU's understanding of our competitors has increased a 

great deal. 

2. We know our customers' preferences and tastes. 

3. We have a solid understanding of our major comJX:titors' 

strategies. 

4. \Vc have a solid understanding of our major suppliers' and 

distributors' needs. 

5. We u>""lIy perceived of regulatory changes before our major 

competitors do. 

6. We have a good understanding of the tcchnological developments 

that affect our SBU's competiti\'e advantage. 

104 
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• Business perfonnance. (New scale) 

- Definition: The economic wellbeing of the SBU. 

- Anchors: Much Worse Than Competition = I and Much Belter Than Competition = 5 

1. Our SBU·s sales gro ..... th is ...• 3 .. 

2. Our SBU's overall pcrfonnancc in the marketplace i5 .... 

3. Our SBU·s financial returns. such as the Return on Assets (ROA) 

is .... 3 -I 5 

4. Our SBU·s market share is ___ percents. 

5. Our SBU·s profit last year ..... as about ___ millions. 

6. Our SBU·s Return on Asset (ROA) last year ..... as about ___ . 

7. Our SBU·s Return on Invesunent (ROIl last year ..... as about ___ . 

• Relations with external constituents. (Adapted from Spc<:ht. 1987) 

- Definition: The quality of relationship between the SBU and the suppliers. distributors. 

customers. 3I1d others. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. We arc on good terms ..... ith people and/or SBUs outside our SBU. 

2. Our SBU can always counl on business associates and agencies 

(outside our SBU) for assistance. 

3. Our SBU has gtxXi relationship wilh most of our customers. 

4. Our SBU is sensitive to the needs of our distributors. supplicis. 

and others. 

5. Our SBU has good relationship with our distributors and suppliers. 

4 5 

3 .. 

.. 



• Relations amnoz corporate functions. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

- Definition: The quality of relationship among functional units in the SBU. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Most department in our SBU get along well with each other. 

2. When mcm~rs of different departments gel together. tensions 

frequently run high. 

3. Employees in one department generally dislike interacting with 

L":.OSC from other dcparuncnLS. 

4. Employees from different depanmenLS feel that the goals of 

their respective dcpanmcnLS arc in harmony with each other. 

S. Protecting information of onc's dcparuncnl from other departments 

is considered to be a way of life in this SBU. 

6. Most of the functional departments arc supponivc of onc another. 

7. Inputs from onc dcparuncnt 10 another dcpanmcnl is vcry rare in 

this business unit. 

• Top management's confidence in the st.r:llcgic management plans. (New scale) 
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3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

- Definition: How reassuring is the SBU's top management of the strate'gic plans fannulated 

are the best for the SBU. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Top management has a great deal of confidence in the SBU·s 

strategic plans. 

2. Strategic plans arc hardly used in this SBU. 

3. \Vc arc vcry confident in our strategiC plans. 



Control Variables 

• Buyers' Power. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli, 1991) 

- Definition: The extent of influence customers have on the SBU. 

- Anchors: Suungly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

J. Our major customers havc thc strength to bargain wi!.h us 

effectively. 

2. Our customers have a great dca.l of power in our relationship. 

3. ,"'e prelty much have to comply with our customers' demands. 

even if they arc unreasonablc. 

• Product quality. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli, 1991) 

- Definition: The 4uality of the SBU's products. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagrcc;: I and Strongly Agree := 5 

1. Our customers often praise our product quality. 

3. 

The quality of our products and ser .... ices is beller than that of 

our major compctilOrs. 

Our cuSlOmcrs believe we offer "cry good quality products and 

serviccs. 

• Suppliers' Power. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli, 1991) 

- Definition: Thc extent of influence supplicrs have on the SBU. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. \Vc have a large number of supplicrs to choose from for our 

essential inputs (e.g .. r.!W materials). 

, Our major suppliers have the strength to bargain with us 

effectively. 

3. Our major suppliers/vendors h::n'c the powcr to dic13tc priccs 

to us. 
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• Ease of entry. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

- Definition: 111e case with which a firm can enter the SBU's industry. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagrcc = I and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. It is easy for new players to enter our industry. 

2. Potential entrants into our induslJ)' can expect strong opposition 

from existing players. 

3. The entry costs into OUf induslry arc veri high. 

• Substitute Products. (Adapted from Jaworski and Kohli. 1991) 

- Definition: 111e availability of substitute products to the SBU's products. 

- Anchors: Strongly Disagree = 1 and Strongly Agree = 5 

1. Competitors outside of our industry offer viable substitutes 

for our products . 

.., \\'c arc constantly under pressure from substitute products offered 

by other industries. 

3. The prices we can charge for our products arc constantly under 

pressure from substitute products. J 
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Appendix B: Pretest in Arizona 

Table 18 

Reliability Cocrficients(o) for Measurements of Constructs 

Previous Arizona 

Work Pretest 

AntecedcnlC; 

Turbulence in industry .79 .48 

Competitiveness in the industry NA- .81 

Perceived stability of the U.S. economy NA .86 

Influence of regulatory agencies NA- .91 

CI champion NA .79 

Top management's support of CI NA .83 

CI Activities 

Recognition NA .81 

Prioritization NA .67 

Collection .74" .65 

InICrpretation NA .82 

ULili7.alion .63- .30 

Consequences 

Knowledge of business environment .79- .67 

Business pcrfonnancc NA .86 

Relations with external constituents .73" .72 

Confidence in sttalcgic plans NA .94 

NA = Not Applicable 

- - Combined two dirrerent scales 

- - Before adaptation 
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OB.J'ECor:IVZ: '!'hi3 re~earch i3 concerned vit.h (1) !'actcr3 o;ha,; :':".!':'~e::ce ~:;!,":!'I:..::e!!~ 
:.:-.:.ell::.gence act.iv::.t.i.e3 (e.g .• con3umer re!learch, market. ana:":l3:"3, :=::""pet.:..t:=!!! 
d::a':'y,~!'I) i:l your organi:ati:=m a!1d (2) t.hE. ":';:,:,..act cl..:.u:.e!53 .:.::te.!.l:..ge::.=-e :,:a, ::: 
yo:.:r organizat.ion. We use ':.he term Zzt.rn.~ Business Intelligence (EBl) -:.: 
=e-~~r t.~ t.he ethic.l g.atbazing and u",. o~ publicly or .sami-publicly available 
information &bout erend3, evant.", or ct.veloprDllnt'" out"ide .. firm':J bouncUrie3. 

SECTION I: ':'hi!'l !leceion concern!!! ~=eq-.Jency of use of ycur 3,:=a':~O'i= oU!'li:".e!5~ 
~ E:BI !Source!!. Please circle the appropriat.e ~u.we:. :! a "1..;es":.:...:n 
~ct aoo!.icable to you, o!.ea:se !ea*,:e it. blank. 

C~3tome=5 

2. Supplier3 and/or d!.!'It.ribut.or!'l 

3. Con3ultar:.t3, ca.:-:i<.ers, lawyers, etc:. 

4. Social contac':s (e.g .• neighbors) 

5. Subordinates i!'l ,:!".e organi:ation 

6. Peers in t,!'l.e c=;a~i::a1:.ion 

7. Superiors in the :::r;a!1i:a.::.i:m 

9. Business :::er.!.c:ii::a.1s (e.g .• :o::tur.e) 

:J. :-;'ewspaper.s 

Gover:-.r.'\ent p:.:b:i=ati.:::~!! 

:2. 3cci<.s 

:6. Professional associations 

!3. ::-.::.e::::-:.al repcr-::s (e.g., sale!!person's report.!!) 

SEC'!'ION II: :'!'1l.~ sect.ion concer:1!5 t.he i:npor::.ance 0:: =::31 act.ivit.ies in your 
s':.=~,:eC':.c !:'.!si!':ess ·,;r.i::.. Please ::ircle the apprcpria:e nu.:':".ber. 

2. 

3':.=:::-.;:y 
:!!lol<:;:ee 

Our organiz,d:.ion =~ccqni:es t.he irepo!:'t.ance of Ear. 1 2 

Our organizat.ion' s ~I1..l.rvi·.I'al dep~nd3 on EBl. 

T~ere is a shared awarer.ess of t.he importance of 
:::3: act.i .... ities. 



4. Eal activitie!5 are recognized as i;r.pott.an: 
t;l:.Si:-:e3!S ',mit.. 

::. ''':e spend a great deal 0; :i:r:e pricriti:i:1q 
E3! need!!. 

6. A great. deal of ti::-:e is spent. priori:i:::'nq 
bU3=.ne33 issues fer subsequent analy.si:s. 

j. No effort. is m.ade to ascer';ain what our ::':0.5t. 
i:r.portant. market in!or::".acion needs a=e. 

a. Much effo:t. i3 p:.:: into prioritizing bU3i:"less 
i~3ue:!J to direct ,:he type of Eer t.o be collected. 

9. I am .sati.sfied with how we asseS3 our market 
information need3. 

s: :':~G':i' 
:~.ScI.q::,ee 

~:: = ;-::.:' 

SECTION III: This section conce=n3 the collection of ESl in your !!It :cateo:'c 
bus.:.r.e!'Js un!.':.. P:easc circle t.he appropriate nu."'l".ber. 

Our orqaniza:':':;n spe::.ds a 1.:;0: cf t.i:r:e ccl!ecti:-:.g 
E3r. 

2. Ou::: organizati,:m is i:-:.creasir:.q:y aCq".Ji!'inq !":'lore 
i::.fcrmati::m al:c~t :;'..!r custc::-,e:s' product and 
se::vice pre:e:e::.ces. 

3. Our o::gani:::at'::"o:. '::"s increasingly acquiri::.q more 
info=:r:atio::. a::o;,;t ::'..!r c:::":'Ipet.itors' act.ivicies. 

... :ndividuals ::0;':'. cu::- o:ga:-.i:::acicn interact wic!':. 
CU.9t.omers to :ea=r. !'":.cw t.o serve them betce=. 

5. Ou:: or;ar.i:::at.':"o:-:. dee.9 a lec of in-hol.!3e market. 
re.sea::ch. 

6. :ndividuals i:;. our organi:::ation often calk wit.h 
or .survey these :..nc!.ividuals (e.g., retailer.s) 
t.hat can in::;,;er.ce the enc.-;,;ser'" ?urc~ases. 

I. Cu:: o::ganization is slow to detect. fundamental 
shifts in ou:: :..ndustry (e.g., new regulation). 

9. When .so~.et.hi::.g i~portar.t happen:s ':0, say a major 
::".a=x.et. or CU!ltc:ner, the whole organizat.lon kno·.J.s 
about it. 

s::-:::-.:;:y 
:~!I:.!Iq:ee 

S::::-~_'l 
A:::ce 

III 

SECTION' IV: Thi.9 :section conce::ns the analy:sis/incer;re1:ation a::.d u,;i::':::a1::"o:-:, 
0: ssr lor:. your bt:.sir.ess "..!ni::. ?lease circle the ap?=:.priate nU.'T'.ber. 

1. Indi .... idual!! in our busine~~ unit meet regularly 
to interpret :.!":e value of marKet intelligence. 

L. Ou: business unit. put.s a great deal of effort 
in"t.o the analysis of the market intelligence. 

3:.:,:::",.gly 
::saq:-ee 

s:.:,:::nc:'y 
A.:;:,ee 



5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

9. 

:::1di· .. ic.ua:"~ in cu:' bu.~.:..:"le" '..:r.it. :-:".eet =egularly 
to eval'.lat.e Ea!. 

Hakir.g ~en5e of ::.he EBI collec:ed is ..!!.ES. a 
p:':"o::ity to ou.r bu~i!"le~!S un':':::.. 

:nte::pret.ing m.arket place developments i3 a high 
p=ior:.::.y in our bu~i!";(:~!S uni1:. . 

.... ·e ==equent.l.y have p::cblem., :"nt.erpretinq signals 
f:om the ma:ketp:'ace. 

Without. EBI, the 3tra:eqic deci5i.on!l made by 
business un':"t. would oe ve=y different.. 

~:o strat.egic decisic:1!1 a.:e made without. ESr. 

T!-:e ::1ajo::'ity cf :he E.B: generated for our 
business un.:.t. is r:.ot. '..lsed. 

:'J. Our business un':":.', 9tra::.egic decision making 
p=ocess ha!! been succe!!sful t:ecal.:!!e of E3:. 
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SECTION V: 7his se-::::.ior. ccnce::ns ':.he level of t.urbu1.ence a:-.d compet.!,':.i·¥·enes,3 
::r'ot.:.:: ;.r.cust=y. ?l.easeo c:..==:e t!1e apprcp=iat.e ~-...:.."!\Ce=, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

~a=ket. aco:io.oi:ies 0: ':::1..:::: key c:;:::?e~it.c=s ha .... e 
tec:::-:,.e ~o=e pre:::..:..c:a::;le, 

T~e o:as':.es a~d ~=e:~:::e::.ce~ :If 0':::: C~3t,O:':'le=s 
!"la'.·e becc::-.e :ilo::e p::edi=':.ab~e. 

Rao:e of i:'l:,.ova:i:::n -=-.: ::.ew ?::cd'..:c':.s and se::vices 
ir:. ou::- i:-.c.ust.::y :-.a3 :::'ec::ea!!ed :i:::ama:ically. 

CI,;,::: ?=i:-:cipal i:-:='.lst,::y':3 upswi::.gs ar.d downswings 
!:a-Je beco:r:.e ::;o=e p=edictable. 

G::-owt.h cppcrt.u::.it.ies in t.he envi=o~en':. ha ... ·e 
cec::eased dra:nat.ical~y. 

Resea::ch and developr::ent. ac':.i·Jl,:ie5 in our 
.:.:-.::i:.:s:::y ha .... e inc=easec s· ... bst.an':ially. 

7. ~a:::-ice':. ac':.i'J:.':.:"es of our key ccr..petito:::-s !1ave 
::ecome !a:: more host.ile. 

3. 

9. 

!1arket act.ivitie5 0: ou:: key co:r.petico::s now 
affect. t.he fi!i.'1. in :':'l.any more areas (p::icing, 
::'.a::ket.ing, de:i .... ery, ~ervice, p::od1.!ct.ion, 
qo..:alit.y, o;:tc.) ':.~an bt:!!'o::e. 

:c:-npet.ition in our i::.dust.ry is cut.-th::oat.. 

P::ice cOr.'.pet.itic:'l is a halll":'!.ark. of our industry. 

11. A::yt.hi::.g t!1at. or.e cc:npeci:or can offer, other3 
can mat.ch readi:'y. 

S':.:":-:::y 
:::~ ~d:;=ee 

s: ~:-:: _ i 
A,:;:"(!e 



SECTION VI: Thi!S !Sect.ion ::cncern!S your pe:-::epei=:1 == :.!":e s':;.a:.e :::: ::-.e :".3. 
e:::ncmy ana the effeCt t.hat regulatory agencie3 ~a ... e :::~ yo~= cr';a:::.:a::.:n. 
?:'-:ase circ.!.e t!":e a?p:opriate nt.:.."':".ber. 

.I. • 7~e U.S. economy i3 in gced shape. 

.2. Cur national economy ha!S ccnt.:ibuted to rna :0:::
~ajor prC"ble~.s ;'.1 ::;;u: :CU3;.ne3S . 

.;. -:~e 3tate of t.he ';).5. eccnc::-:y has decreased our 
!Jl.:3.:.ness perfc::-::-:.ance ':'ately . 

.;. Legal and political ::onstrair:.ts (e.g., govern.":'lent 
=egulations) have increased in our business. 

5. C~a:-:ges in gover:",:.:en-:. regulations have affected 
our organi:aticn. 

6. Co!.!:t. rulings !":.ave affected t.he operation of 
organizat.ion . 

..,. St.a':.e regulat.::lry agencie3 ha'/e affect.ed 
o::ganlzat;.cn. 

03. '!'!1ere ha3 t:ee:1 a ·./ery :'i:n':':cd i:l'.pact. cf 
=egu':'aticn3 en =:..:= o=;a::.:.::at..:.:m. 

5~::-:.'1 

: .s.a;:"!e 
! 2 

.:;: ::~:::. i' 
';::::ee 

S£CTIon VII: 7his se:::..:::::. concern" t!":e c::;ani:at.iona': s:.;t=port. :or E3I 
3.:::"':l.t.!.es. P:e3se =.:.==:e t.he ar:p::-cp::-:.ace !":.1.:-"':".t:e:. 

::1 cu:' organ':'::a":..:.::::"., t.he::-e i" an "exeCI.!'C:'ve 
c!":a~pi:::n" 0: ::3: .ac:..:.· .. ·:.:..:.e~. 

2, ::1. ot.:::- o:gan:'::a:.i=:"., :.::e::-e :.~ so~ec:-:.e who i~ in 
=::arge 0: :.:-.e ~pera:.:.::nal aspec":.:! 0: E:3!. 

3. 70p manage~e:1t. a::'ccace3 st.:f!:'cie:1t.. fund.s fo= 
sa: ac:.:.":i.':..:.es • 

." :'cp ~anagement a:!cear.e:! fu.:-:d~ :'0 prcr:-.or.e :.he 
i:r.pc:-:'3:1Ce 0: ::a:. 

::-:. cu.:- o:gar.:';:a:.:.on, ":.here is sc:':':eone who 
:-:-.:::.:.· .. a:.es c:.::e= e:7.ployees :'0 part..:.cipa:.e ':':1 
a.:::..:.· .. ·.:.:.:.es. 

-5. :-op ~anage~en:. all;:)cat.e!: funds :'0 :.rain pe:sc:":;:'le: 
i:'l per:cr:r.inq ::3= ac:.iv.:.:ies. 

7. '!',:::p management. :epeatedly t.e':''!'s e:::plcyee!S :.hat. 
Ol.:r bus:.ness I.!ni:.' s s\.lrvi·~"al depends on l.':.S E3!. 

Q '!'op rnanagerr.e:-.':. of:.e::. 'Cell3 employees to be 
sensi-ci'Je ':.0 :.he act..:'vi:.':'es of our cc::-.pet..i:.ors. 

9, :-"p :nanagerr.en:. keeps t.elling people around here 
t.hat t.!":ey :nt':!3t' gea: l..!? no .... :'0 ::ieet rna=ke'C needs. 

5:.::::-::::y 
:.sd;::ee 

£:::::-.:::.y 
:';:ee 
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SECTION VJ:II: -=-hi!l !lection concern!! the !lize and age cf you: b!.l~:':1~~!\ 
t=:ease f.:..1.1 .:..:1 the blank!!. 

c~= o::'qani:.ation', !lales last year Wd:S about ~i.!:':'::':.. 

2. c;.:: organization ha!l been in busines!I tor about ____ yea:s. 

3. Our organization !":as about _____ err.plcyees. 

SECTION IX: :-hi, !lection concerns you: bU!line!l!l 1.!:"l:'t'!!J knowledge cf i':!1 
!::;us.:.ne'3 envircr' .. "':':.ent. i?.!.ease circle the apprcp:.:.ate :'l":r.be::. 

1. Our organization' !I understanding of the market' !I 
characteri.st.ics (e.g. competitor tactic!!, 
cU!lto:ner need!!!) ha!l ir.crea!!ed a q::eat deal. 

2. We know cu!:' custc~.ers' preference!! and ta:ste!!J. 

3. We have a !Solid u:1der!!Jtandinq of our major 
cC;'i1petitcr~' st::-a':.egie3. 

4. ....·e have a solid ui.:ierstar.ding of ::Jur major 
su;:::pli.e::s' and :i:.s':.::ibutcrs' nee::!". 

5. 'fI'e kool./' of ::eg:..:.lat:::::r· :::hanges cef::::e o:.:r :na.jo: 
c::::-.pet:.i:.e::s de. 

6. We have a goed u:-.::!e:"t.anding of the technological 
cevelopmeno:.s that affect. the ccmpetiti'Je 
advano:.age of cur crgani::a:.ion. 

7. '!he rar.ge of en·Ji:=r-_~.ent.al factor!S which are 
CC:1"idered in dec:.sicn maidng by cur o::gani:ation 
has .... idened. 

s:.:::-c;:y ~:'=:::-;.I 
:::":I.lq:ee !It.:;=ee 

SECTION X: -rhis secticn conce:n:s yo:.:r bu~i:"le~!J ur..:.t.'s business pe:!ormance. 
?.!.ease c.:.::cle t.;-.e dFpr:::priat.e :":I..!.."'!".ber. 
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~'';=~ fI=~:se 
7~,)~ 

:;=-~e:..:.:.:o:'! 

~:';=:"'. '.:!e:.:.e!" 
:~d.~ 

:;:::'";;e:.::. ~::-. 

2. 

O-...:.r o::qani:::atic:1' s sale" ha"'e been ... 

Cc.: o:gani:::ation's o .... e::all pe::fo=:~"ance in t.he 
ma::ke:.p':'ace has l:ee:1 ... 

3. Cc.:: o:;anization's financial ret".J=n9, such 
t~e ::e:u:::1 on a3:1et!l (ROA), have :een ... 

.;. Cu: o:gani:::ation'" !Share of the market. ha" been 

SECTION XX: Thi" "ection conceri.S your b",J.!line!l!l unit.' s =elat.ion!lhip!I wit.h ;'':.!S 
-ex:.er:1al cons:.:':.uer.t.s (e.q., !lupplie=s, d~st:l.but.o:s) and. ~:3 scrateqic plans. 
?':'ea!le circle the a::propriat.e n~.be:. 

We ha .... e ~any fo:-:nali::ed relation"hips wit.h people 
and/or o::ga:1i::a':.ions outside 0: our firm. 

5:::~e:,.:;:y 
:~.s.q=ee 

S:.:or.a:'1 
;":;~ee 



2. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

e. 

9. 

C,''::: :::I::-ganizat.ion can alway~ count. on business 
d!!!!ccid:es and agencies o:.:.t.sid,e our un.:.,: !c: 
aSSlst.ance. 

Cur dist::ibl.!tor:5 are wi:li:,:g to pro·.:ide 
;..::.:::o=::-.at.ioo about. our rr.ajor compet.it.ors. 

Cur organizat.ion has a good relat.ionship wit.h 
most. of ou:: custc~e::s. 

Ou::: o::ganization is sensitive t.o the r.eeds o=: 
ou::: dist.:.:.butor:!l, supplie:::s, and ot.hers. 

Cur organization has a good rela::.ien~hip wit.h 
cur dist.ributc=3 and/or suppliers. 

Our o:ganizati::n ~as a good relationship with 
':'oca1, :5tate, and/:::::: ;overI":.:ent regulator3. 

1'op rr.anage::':.ent has a great. deal of confidence i:1 
:.he organi::a:ion's s::.=ategic plans. 

7cp ::'Ianage:'l".ent p:.:.:..5 a g=ea: deal of t.r:JSt. in our 
st.::at.egJ.c plans. 

:':1. S::::ategic plans are no:. used in t.his o::gani::aticn. 

3: :::-::.: 
:. l.a:::-ee 

l.::'. S:'::ategic ;:>1a:-:.:-:.i:".g is a farce in this or:;ani::at.ion. 
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SECTION XII: ':'his sp.cti:m c::::-:.ce:::!1 the avai1abi!i:y .. ~ in!o~a:io:1. techn:::.!.::gy 
:.cc:"s l:". your t:usiness '..:::i:.. ?:ease indicate whethe= :!":.e fo!.!.owing exis:t. 
yo-..:::: tlusi:-.ess un.!.:. cy c.:.rc.!.i:1g t.!":.e appropr.:.at.e nU:l'.be=. 

3. 

5. 

'5. 

9 • 

:2. 

::'a:.a 5ase Sys':ems:. 

=:':'e:::.:::nic Mail System,:,. 

G:::c:.;p =ecision Support. Systems. 

Eyper:.ext Sy"te:n.s. 

E:xr;:ert Sys-::.em". 

Mul.:'i.0'7.edia Sy"-::.e:,:,:,,. 

Exec~tive Suppo::.:. Syst.ems. 

voice Mail Syster;-.s. 

~x~s: .s 
1 

Othe=s: ______________________________________ __ 

=::e, ";;:;' 
:::.0:':":;' 

2 
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SECTION XIII: 'l"hi3 ~ect.i:m concern:s t!:e role of ir.:C:-:':'l.dtior. t.ec!".n:::'ogy ~::=:.!! 
::"n :.!":.e ::perl!.t:.ion of yeur =l!!!ir.e~, ·.;r.it. Please i:-:..di::a,:e how =-:7:?o=:~:-::, e;;!.::-:. __ 
~:-.e f~llowing ha3 beccme .!.:":. your oU!I.:.:-:..ess un.!.: o'} =i:=:'.:.r.g :.!1e a:::p=:;?=':'3:~ 

~~:-:--=e: • 

:-;:::=-':.l:'::' 
1. ':'el.ec::>:r::nunica:io:1s SY3tems. 1 2 

2. Manage:nent !nfo~ation SY3te::-:!!l. 

3. Data Base Sy!!It.e:ns. 

4. E:~~c,: r=~ic M.!'iJ Syste:T':. 

5. Deci!lion Support. Syste:T9. 

6. Group Deci:sion Support Systems. 

7. Hypertext:. Sy!3t.er.".'s. 

9. Hulti:r,edia Sys:.e:':'ls. 

9. Expe rt Syst.e:ns. 

1:. Voice ~ail 3'1S:<::-.5. 

:2. ~thers: ______________________________________ __ 

:e-::i" 
:-=:::1-: 
4 5 

COMMENTS: :::f :fcu !,:a":e ccr.s:r\;.c:i',;e feedbacit and/or s-..:ggesticn(!I) t::at .... i:.:. 
ce:-:.ef:.t :.;:'i3 s1.:.r· ... ey. t::c.3se p:o".':..:ie :he:r: cel::w. 

TRANX YOU FOR YOUR COOPEilATION 
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Appendix C: Pretest ",ith SCIP 

Table IC 

Reliability Cocfficients(o) for Measurements of Constructs 

Previous SCIP 

Work Pretcst 

AnlCCCdenlS 

Turbulence in industry .79 .81 

Competitiveness in the industry NA" .72 

CI champion NA .92 

Top management's suppon of CI NA .86 

CI Activities 

Recognition NA .93 

Prioritization NA .79 

Collection .74" .55 

Interpretation NA .70 

Utilization .63" .74 

Consequences 

Knowledge of business environment .79" .76 

Business performance NA .88 

Relations with external constituents .73" .75 

Rdations among corporate functions NA .91 

Confidence in strategic plans NA .66 

Other \\l.riables 

Buyers' Power NA .60 

Product Quality NA .75 

Suppliers' Power NA .50 

Ease of EnU)' NA .30 

Substitute Product NA .87 

NA = Not Applicable 

• • Combined two different scales . " Before adaplation 
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oe.J"l:CTIVZ: ':'h!.!! =~~ea=:h is c:::-.ce::ned .... i.':h (:) fac':.or3 ::-:a':. !.~!:'::.e:-:ce 

~~~~:~~~ ~~: !~~~~;~~~::f~ ;~~~ ... ~~;:~e~~~ gt~!3~~~:~~~~~ ~e:~~=~~; ~'~~~~~.r:: ~~ ::: S:3, 

:;::::".j:e:'!.:':"Je ':":-.-:.el::.;e::::e ::dS :::: ::"0":= s::.=a:eg:.= ='.;s':"::.ess :"':::'':'::. i."e ''':S~ :::e :.;:::;: 
Competitive Intelligence (eI) :.:: ::efer ::: :~e ethical gatnering ~nd U36 of 
publicly or .5c::U.-publicly available information about trend." eVent"., or 
developmenc3 in your co~titiva environment. 

SECTION r~ -:hi" sec:':.io:: ::::::ce=::s =::eqo.:e:--.cy cf :.:se cf y:::.::: $':::3:.ec::': !:·.:s:'::es~ 
~ C: so'.!::ces. ?:ease ::i::-:::e ':.~.oe apprcp::iate ::: a q::.:es':.:.cn 
n::-:. a:o:i.~abl"" ':.0 yc:.:, o:'eas~ "ea'.'e !.': !:::a::.i<. 

1. C:..:.st.c:-:':ers 

3. Con:s:..:lt.ants, ::::a:",.~e=!3. :'awye::-s, 

4. Social ccnt.ac':S (e. ,;., ::e:.;::.t:crs) 

:2. 5~cks 

SECTION :r:I: :'::':"s sec:. :"O:;"l. cc:-:=e.:~s :.!":e :"::-;:o:-:.a:-.:::e c: __ dC:'':'·Ji~:''e!3 i~ 

P:'ease :.:.:-c:'e :!":.e a.pprcp=~;l:e :-.~::-.'::;er. 

::-::-:;.jl 
.j,q':ee 

.:ou:- busir.ess ',,;:-.:"':. =e::=q:-...:.::es :.::e i;:-;por':.d.:-:.::e of C:. 1 

2. ':'!":.e::e.:.~ do :s~.a=e:i aW3.=er.ess of :.he ':'~;::.c:::.ance of 
C: ac:..:.· .. i':.ies. 

3. c: a::::.i· .. i:.':'es a:-e recog~':':::ed as i:npor:.an~ in au.: 
~usi!'l.ess u:-..i:. 

4. ;"~e spe::d a g=ea:. :ieal of ': i::'le priori:.':":::i:':; 
::: :-.eeds . 

. '; g=eac deal c: :':"~e is s:::e!':.: i='::i:::.:i:.i:i!':.q 
:::us':':':.es.s iss'..!es :: = .s:.;::seq·.!e:-.:. d:-.a':'ys':':3. 



IS. !":o e!!:l::::' is :,:"a:'e :.;:, as::e:':.ai.n what C'.l= ~O.5t 
:'::-,p:)::a::: :r:a=i(e':. :.:".!:~a':.:.=:: :'leeds are. 

7. ~:.;.::h e~::l=t. is PI.!':. ii.':.:l pri.::=i:.izi:-:g :::.:.si::es3 
l.ssues ::'0 direc: :.:-.e type of C: ':.0 ::e co1.lec':.ec.. 

e. r am sa':.isfied wi':.h how we assess cur :na:i<.e: 
i::.!ormat.ion r:.eeds. 

.:': ::~:;:y 
:: ~4::;=ee 

;;: ,:::~-;.y 
~~:'!'e 

SECTION III: T~.i:5 !lec':.i:::!'l cor-cerns :.:-.e colZ.ectiC'~ of C: i:l your S':. ::'3.':.e .... i.c 
bus!.ness t.:r..!.:. Please circle ':.he appropr:.ate ::':.!.'T'.ber. 

S,:==:,,~:y 
::. ~"q='!1'! 

1. Our busi::ess l..!:1i::. spends a :0':. of ti:ne collect.ing 
c: . 

2. O';.lr busi:'less ur.:.': is inc:easi::.gly ac~i=in9 ~o:::e 
infor:nat.ion a!:::c:;:. Ol.!:: c'.ls:.c:::e=s· p=ccuc: a::.d 
s~::vice p=e:ere:-:.ces. 

3. Ou:: b'.lsines.s :..:::i: .:..s i::::::easi:-.gly acq-..:.:..ri:"'.g :':'lore 
info~a':.ion a!:::c·...:: c:..:.r :::::~Fe:.i:ors' ac~.!.·.r.!.t:"es. 

4. r~di."id'..!als f=:::~ :"'..!= ::usi:-:.ess :';:"l.i~ i:"l.":.erac-:. wi":.h 
'.:us':.cme=~ ":.0 :ear:-. hew to ser'.'e ":.!"'.e:n ::e":.-::e::. 

5. 0',;.:: ::'..!si:-:ess :;:-::.-: ::::::es a :::-:: :;f i:-:-~o'..!se ~a=!o;e~ 
research, 

6. ::::-:.:!.i· ... iduals i:: ::-...:= b'..!si:-:ess :;:-.i': -::":.en ':.a:'k .... i:.h 
or s:.:.r· ... ey o:.!"'.cse i:::!.i· ... i.:h.:a:s (e.g .• re:.ai:ers) 
':.::'a':. car:. i:-.: :ue::=e: ':.::'e e:1:!.-:;sers' p'..!rc::'a5es. 

;. o~:: business u:-:io:. is: s:cw ~o :!.e':.ec':. :u:,,:da~enta2 
S::':"::':.5 ':":1 ::u:: :.:::::.:.s':.ry (e.g" ::ew reg-.:la':.ion). 

8. Xhen so:':',e':.hi:-:.g i~.:==r':.a:-:.~ !":a;:::e:-:.s ::'0, say a ::-:ajcr 
~a=ke:. cr C:':5::.=rr.e=~ ':.~.c w!":.c:e 'tusi:-:.ess '..!:"l.i:. j(:-:.c-..;s 
abc:.:.:. i-:., 

S::;:-;_l 
';;=ee 
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SECTION IV: ':'his sec-:.icn concer:1S :.he analysis/i:;::.e:;::::eta::.ion and utilization 
.;;: C: .:..::. '10"':':: s-::ra:ec:.= !:'..!siness :::"'.i":., ?lease ci::c.!e ':.he dpp=;:,p::ia::.e m;r..t:er. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 • 

7. 

9. 

::-.:ii· ... i:!.:.:a:s i:"l. ou:: b:.:si::.ess :.:.:-:.i":. ~.eet reg:.:la::!.y 
":.0 .:..::':.e=pre:. the ·,:a.luc of ~a=j(ec ':':-:.::.e!ligen:::e. 

Cur l::':'si::ess u:1i':. pu':.s a great. deal of e::-.::::t 
i::::.o che ar:.a.lys:.!! of the ~a::ke:. i::-:.ellig-=nce. 

:ndividl.!als i:: ::::.:.r b:Jsiness '..!~:'t :":',ee:' reg'..!larly 
:'0 eva':uate C:. 

Maid.::g sense of :!"'.e C: cc!.:ec:.ed :'9 ~ a 
p=.:.cr.:..t.y to c:.:r :::L:.s:'!".e.ss u::it. 

r:-.::.erpretir:.g :r:a::~et ;?l.ace :!evelopr.-:ents :'s a h:'gh 
pr:'o::":'Y in :;~= bt::i~f:!'~s t.::"l.i~. 

We freq-..:ently ha· ... e proble:ns incerprec:'nq signals 
:rom t!;e :nari<:e:.p.!.ace. 

Wi":.!':cut c:, ,:~.e ,:.=a:egi= decisic:".s :":',ade l:y our 
bus:'ness unit .... c!.!:.::. l:e ve::y diffe=ent.. 

Strategic decisic:-:s are made wi":.hout cr. 

2 

:.:. ::~.::.'1 
:. ~J:.;:ee 

<;-:::::-0;>' 
A::::-ee 



9. 7he maj':)ri:'Y ~f ':!":e C! generated f:::: eu:::
!::;u~ine!l!l un:.t. .lS ~ot t.:sed. 

10. Our bu.si:-:.e!l!l '.lr.i:":3 3trategic decision ~aki:-:.q 

prOCe3:1 ha!! been su::ce5sf:.:l tecause of eI. 

s:.:-::-.q:y 
:_s,,;:ee 

~:::-=-I 
.;;~~~ 
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SECTION V: This sec':.!.on ==nce=:-:..s the level of t~rbt!le:-:.ce and =o~pe':.i'::"·:e:-:.e3s 
::.n your sau'!! i:1dc.s::v. ?:ease circle the app:::opriate nu."r'.be=. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Ma::k.et activities of our key ccmpet.itor.s have 
becc:r.e more predict-able. 

The tast.es and p:e!"e::ences of our cU!ltomer:s 
have become more ?=edictable. 

Rate 0= ir:no"Ja:.i=:1 of ::ew p::oduc':.!1 and service!! 
in cur indu!!l:'::Y has decrea:5ed. 

01.1: principal in=~s:.::y· S upsw!.:1g's and cownswi:":;s 
have beccr:-:.e ::'lo:::e p::edi=:.able. 

Market ac-:.ivi:.ies cf our key c::mpet.ito:!I have 
beco~.e far :r.o::e ~=st.ile. 

Xarket. ac-::'vio;i.es c= =1.:.: key ==~,pet.ito=!5 

$::,;:",.:;:"y 
:;'~olq=ee 

affect. t.he b!.!s~:",.ess I..::"'.i-:. i:-:. ::-:a:-:.y ::-:ore are.l3 
(prici::q ma:ke-:.:'::g, ce::'ve:y, ser''::'ce, prod.:.:.ction, 

cr..:a1:':y, et.c,) :':-.a:-:. be:o:e. 

Price cc::-,pet:':ic:1 ~s a !i.al:':;:a::k. of eu:- industry. 

5:==:-:;.:; 
;';;:ee 

SEC't'ION VI: ':'his sec-::'on ::oncer::!S :::'e st=a::eaic cus.:.::ess ~ni'":.s suppo=: fer C: 
a~::,:,· .. ·.:.:.:.es. ?lease c.:.=c1.e t!i.e apprcpria-:.e !"l.\!r.'.oer. 

::-:. 0';1: b'..!si!'le~s u:1.:.:, t.here is an .. execu:i· ... e 
cha~,pion" of C: aC-:':'·J.:.t.ies. 

::1 our busi::ess unit, t.!i.ere :'3 so:r,eone who 
p:-cmctes :.he i~,po=:.a:-:.ce of C:. 

3. :0 .::l!.!= b-...:.sir:.e!Ss uni:.. t.here is sc~,ecne who 
moc.:.';a:.e!5 ether e:-r:.ployee!S co pa::::.ic:'pace in C! 
ac:.ivicies. 

4. Top r.,anaqe~ent a!~ccates f:..:nds t.o promote the 
ir:-,port.an::e of C:. 

5":.!':.:-.~:y 
: ~ !\.l::;:ee 

5. ':'op manaqeme!'lt al~=cates funds to train pe::!Sonne':' 
in pe=for::l..:.::.g C: a'::':'vi:ies. 

6. -:op ::lanage:"!',er:: ::epea-:edly ':.ell!5 employees that 
eu:: busi::e5s en:'::' s !!"..!rvival c.epend~ cn it~ CI, 

7. 'l"cp ma!"'lage:r.ent ~f:.en :.ells employee:!! to be 
sen:'!litive to the ac:,:".p..:.tie:!! of our ~or.:.peti::o:3. 

8, Top management iceeps t.el:'inq people a=ounc here 
that t.hey rrI'.lst gear up no .... -:0 :-::eet rr,a=ket r:.eed3. 

S:.=:::-::;:y 
"gree 



SECTION V'XI: ':'his ~e=t.ion conce::!"lS t!":.e .size and age ::f you:- st.=a~eg:'c 
OI.!!'3:':"'.e.s3 '-!!"I.':'':.. Please fi~l in t!1e blank!! to :.r.e best. of yeu;:, lC~cw':edge. 

=1,;.:: bt:.,sines:'3 unit '.s .selle!! last year. was about _____ :::il!:'::::.. 

2. Cu:: bU!liness un!.t. has been in bU3ine.s.s fo:: abot!:' ____ yea=,s. 

3. Cu: bU!5ines" unit. has at:out. _____ employees. 

_____ ",illio~ •. 

5. Ou:: business unit.'s Retu::n on Asset. (ROA) last. yea:: 

6. Our busines!I u!'li:.s' 3 Ret.urn on Inve"trnent (ROI) last. year 
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SECTION VIII: '!'his section concerns your !H:.rategic business uni:.'s k!"lowledge 
of it." bu.sine.ss envi=o~ent.. Please circle the app=opr.:.at.e n1.l .. :n.oe=. 

1. Cu:: c=ganizat. ion'" understanding of t.he market':5 
charact.eristics Ie.;. ccrr:petit.:Jr t.act.ics, 
cus:.orner needs) ~a.s i:-:.creased d great deal. 

2. ';-."e k:oow our c'..!s':.::::::er3' pre:e::e:oces and t.a3t.e3. 

3. We have a !!clid :.:.:,::er!5~anC!i:;q of 
cc~pet:,:0::3' s:.::a':.egie!!!. 

4. We ha· .. e a solid :.:.:-::!e::!:t.a::.di::.g of o',;r :r:ajc: 
.suppliers' a:-:d :!.is<;.:ibl.!':.o::s' needs. 

S. ;';e ~::.ow of reg:..:.!..a':..::::r:: change!!! befc::e cur major 
:::o:npe':..:.tor!!! :i:J. 

6. We have a gecd :..::-:..:!erst.an:ing cf ':.~e o;echnologica: 
ce·.:elcp::le:-.':.!!I o;!1a: a!':ect ~he c::m:pet.iti .... e 
ad·~·antage of our !:::..:.sines.s unit.. 

7. ':'he ::-a::qe of fac-:.o::-!! which a::e con!!!ic.e::-ed in 
deci!!ion ~,a;';':..nq i:::y 0-"::: OU!line!!!!!! '.!:oi':.. has widened. 

S:':~!"Iq:y 
::. ~4q:ee 

s~ ~::l:"':;. Y 
A:;::ee 

SECT!ON "IX: 7!'l.is sec':.icn ccr.cer::'!!! your s:::-ateS'ic bcs:'ne,gs unit' 5 bU!lir:.e!!l!!l 
pe:::o .... a:r.=e. please ::::.::cle t.he appropr~ate n~.ber. 

Cer !:::..:si::.e!!3 unit'.9 !!Iale3 have been .. , 

Cur bu.sine!!s ~!1i~' s overall perfo=.:a:1ce i:1 the 
:narketplace has been .. , 

3. Cur bU!!Iine33 :..:.:-.it.' s fi::.a:'1cial ::eturn!l, 3uch a" 
the ret.'.:rn on asset.s (ROA), have been ... 

~:..::: iO:::5'! 

::,_:~"~iI.~~~:::"'I 

.;. eu:, cu!Si::e!!!S '.mit.'!S !!hare ot' the tr..arket ha.!S been 

!o'::.;c~ -:;:~:e = 
:::::-::e":. ~ ':. ~::~ 

SECTION X: '!'~i!S sec-:.icn concer:1!S you:' strategic bu!Si:-:.es:5 ur.!.'!.' 9 buyer's 
powe=, p;:oduco:. qual.!.'!.y, and !!!upplier's pcwer. 

1. Cu;: ~ajor cu!!torr.ers a::e in a strong bargaining 
posit.:.cn w:.:h us, 

2. Our cust.ome::s see .!.':'':..:!e diffe::ence bet.ween our 
p::OduCt3 and these of our :::o:;:.peti:o::s. 

:;:.:,::~c;:'l' 
;:'Sil.q=ee 

S::=::l~q:y 
A::::ee 



3. i:e p:;,e~,=y much have ':.:i cc~p.!.y • ..t::':!":: ou= c":J..:s~::;me::-3' 
:::e:::ands, e .... e~ if ,:~ey a::e :...r:.:=easor'.ab:'e. 

S':.::::-:q:y 
::,s4:::;,:oe 

S. T!".e qo..:ality of ou::- p::Od:':C':.3 a~d .se::vice.:s i:l be:.te:: 
':.ha:1. that of ccr ::-:a;o.: cc::,.pe':..:.:.o::s. 

6. Our cu.:stOmer3 a::e !i=:n.ly convinced :.hat we offe:: 
very geod c:r..:a!i:.y P=::c!:"'C':.3 and services. 

7. We have a !.a::;e ~'..:..",.be:: of !lupplier.:s co choose f::c:n 
for our e3!1encia: i::.puts (e.g., raw mat-erial!'). 

9. Ou:: ~.a jor !l1.!pplie::.:s ha':e t.!":.e .:s:.=er:.g:h to bargain 
wit~ U!I effect.ively. 

9. Cu:: :r.ajor !lupplie=s/vendors ha'.:e :he powe: to 
di:::a':.e p::ices :~ :':.5. 
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';::'::-;:1' 
:':;:<!e 

SECTION XI: :'his sec:.':"::::::. conce::':." ':.he ease of ent::y into you:: .:st::a:.eC':'= 
b'..1s:..:-:ess :.;ni";'s ind...:s:.::y a:"'.d :.he availability of substi:ut.e produc':.s. 

1. It. is easy ~::r :-.e .... ;::'ayers to er-.::er :::u:: indu~t.ry 

"". ?c::e:-.t.ial e:-.t.::a;,,;':.s .:.n::o C':J:: i:-.c'.:.stry ca:1 expec: 
st::c::.g ::e:.al;,.a:..:.::": ::::::-n existing playe::s. 

3. 7he :.ec::::'~ology :e:: e:".teri::.g ot.:r indu~trjl' is 
::eadi':'y ava!.':'a:::'e. 

4. C:::-.pe::i::ors o'..:::si:::e 0: ::u:: in= .. ..:5:.:::1 of:er 'Jiable 
s'..::::s:.it'..lt.es :0:: :-.;!." ::!."::c'.:.c::s. 

5. :-:e a:::-e ccr:.s:.a:"!.::!y -':':".der p::essure from sub~tit.ut.e 
?r=duc:::3 offered '::y ot.her inc'..!s':.::ies. 

5-:'::l:-.q:y 
::,:.:!:a,:;:ee 

6, 7he prices · ... e can cha::ge fo:: our product.s are 
cO:1s:.ant:'y un':::e:: p::essu::e f:c:n s;.;bs:.itute produc,;s. 1 

S:::-:::.-{ 
.... ~:C'~ 

SECTION XII: This sec:.ion c:::":ce:::15 YO'.l.r s':rateC'ic bus iness l..:!"!io:.'!11 
re':'ao:..:..:::s:-.':';:s wi::h ':'':.5 exte::::.a.l ccns:':'t\,,;em:s (e.g., suppl!.e.::s, c!.stricuto::s) 
a:-.d. i:s s:::ateqic p!":1!5. 

~'- ~ :-:::: y 
; • .:."q:eo 

'he have :na::.y fo::-;,:,:alized ::e:'ationships wi:h people 
a::.d/o: busi:-.es:J '.:.::.':',: out-side 0: our busir:.ess :.:ni':.s . 

.2 _ Cu.:: busine3s uni'; can a':'ways cou:-:t en bU3i::.ess 
associates and agenc:.es o·..:::side ou:: unit for 
assis':.a:1ce. 

3. Cu::- dis':..::ibu:.cr:! are willing t.o provide 
i:::or:r.ation abc:..:: our major c::mpet.it.ors . 

.;. Cu:: b:..:siness :..:nit ~as a gocd relationShip with 
most of our cu,,:c~.e::s. 

5. Cur busi:'less '.!ni: :'s sensitive ':0 :~e needs of 
cur distribut.o::s, s-..:pp':'!.e::s, a::.d c,;!':.e::s. 

6. Cu:: business uni: has a good ::elat.ionship wit.h 
au.:: dist.::ibutors and/o.:: supp.!.ie::s. 

$: ~:::-:;:y 
"':;:'oe 



I. :'::p ~anagemer.:. ::'as ~ g=eat deal o~ ::cnfidence in 
:::'e c\.l.siness ;J::.it '.s s:.::atec;:'c p!ans. 

9. :'cp r:\anagemer.t put.s a g=eac deal of tru3t i!1 au.: 
,,:.::ateqic plans. 

S!;:,::-c;:y 
:~.h':;:ee 

9. S:.:::ateq':"c plans are :'lot used in this b1.l3ine3::5 uni::.. 1 

:'0. Strategi.c planning i3 a fa=ce in chi" bu.sine!'l3 unit.1 

11. We are very con!ide:1t. in our :ltrateqic plans. 
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~::::-C·f 
;'~:'"eO!.' 

S!'!CTION XIII: This :'3ection fcc~3e" on how eI activities a:e managed. P:e3se 
alloca't.e 100 points ca~H~d :::n extent cf u3e of C! app::cache.s. Note: !: ::.!'1.e 
appr~ach isn't :.:..sec., the ext.ent. of use score would be ::ero. At t::e ot.!-.er 
ex:.=eme, if on'ly one app::oach is u3ed the 3co:e would be 1.00. E'inal:y. :..f .:! 
approaches are used equally, the .sco:e would be 50 each. 

1. F=ee-.stand:':1C' ::! :::::'0:: A 3t=:::::tu=ed, delibe=at.e~ and 
c::n~:'~:JOUS e: :::c=~ ~:l c:::-:C'...lc:, C! ac':.ivit.ie:s. The di=ecto= 
a:-:d/o= at. lea!'S':. c::.e p=ofes"ional analy:st a=e d:s"igned 
spe~i!ic resI=.:::::,Si:::'i:it.y f:;;= C: analY3i:s .. 

.2. F:.;r.c~':'or.al-c=:'''':-:,:ed CI :..:n':'t.: C! staff are par':. of a 
::..:::.:::..:..o::.a.1. ce?art.~.e:::. ............... . 

3. FO_."al C: :":e-:. ..... c::<: "!'he:::e i3 an. organi::ed effort :'0 link 
all ::..::1:::t.:.o::.a: =epa=t.~.ent.s to col':'ect and sha::-e C:. 7he 
~a::age:::er:.t. cf t.he C: ::.et ..... ork :'s cverseen by one 0::: :r:o::-e 
a?pci~tec ,Sta:f == fu:':.ct.:'cnal Fe=scnnel ...... . 

4. 700 :nanace:'l':er:-: c::: =c~it.,=,.ee: A top ::tanage:nent. ':.eam 
c::::m:e:":es 0:: a:-:. ;.==~g:;':"ar =::- regula::- ba3i" t.o a:-.alyze 
"t ::-at.egi:: iss:.:es" ::-:divic:..:a: executives in ':he ~op 
:-:-.anage:r.e:":t tea.:n .:..::.it.:"a':.e C: col:ect.ion and a:-:.a:ysis. 

5. :::':0_ ... .3.1 C: :1e,:w::::=k: 7::'e::e is :-:'0 o::;ani:ed. C: effort. 
Howeve=, sca,:,':.e=ed th=ol.!ghc:..:: the !:usi:1e,,:s un':':. a::-e 
varicus ":pools" of CI gat:--"e::ed by di.fferent. funct.ions/:st.aff 
pers:::-:nel. :'::'e cC':rr.unica:.i:::n channel:s among f:.::-:.ct.ic:-:.al 

~~~:~~~.:~~s. a ~e . i.::.fo~l. _ ~:. ::c~ ~s. i~c~~.~l~:'~ ~n~ . . . ___ _ 

6. ~ (?lease ?=ovic.e desc:-':"?:.':'cn below.). _ ..... 

SECTION XIV: ':'~is sec:.':'::n foc:..:.ses 0:1. your st::-at.eg':'c =~si:"less ~::it' s s:..:.ppo=~ 
a:':.:i funo;.nq of C:: acti"J':':.ie". 

1. C-....:r bu"ines" a1.!.ccat.ed app=oxi:nately S :'0 C: 
ac:i .... it.ies :'ast. yea::-. 

Cur buslr'.e:S5 :":'r'.i':. has fu!.l-t':":-:-.e eq-.livalen't. (E'-:::, 
per:sor:ne1 invol-.·ed in e! act.;. ... :.:.ies. 

Our b:":!lines!3 -""::lit. has bee:l involved in ex act.;. .... i:.ies :or ___ ye3=!I. 



SZC'1'ION xv: Thi3 sec:.ion concern" t~e relationship among ! ... .:nctional :.:ni:'!l 
t.he S~ :,ateo:..c =:.:.si:-:e~!'I 

~os~ depa::,:::".en~s ':":1 :.::'e b:;.si:1es!I unit get al~r:.g 
....,ell wit.h each o:.::'er. 

5':.:'::-:;:Y 
:;~ "<1~:ee 

2 . Whe:l oembers of different cepa=";~er.ts .;et togethe:-, 
:.ens!.ons frecr..:er:.:.:'y :::.m high. 

3. E:-:".ployees in one cepa::.:r,em:. generally dislike 
i:1te:a.ctinq :..-i:.h tho!5 from ot!::.e::: cc~art:::ents. 

4. E:r.ployees !ro::l c!.iffe::ent depart:::ent.3 feel t.hat the 
goals of t.heir ::est:ective depart::-:er:.t.:s are in 
har:nony with each ot::'ar. 

5. ?::ot.ectinq infor::cation of ~ne' s depa:t.:r,ent. ::om 
ot.her depa:t::"en:.s is ccnsidered. :'0 be a '<Jay of 
life in this bl,.;.s:":-.ess :..:.nit. 

6, Most of t.he f:;.nc':.!.-::nal depart:nents are !luppo::t':"!e 
of one anothe.:. 

7. :n?u':.3 fr=~ c::e :ie;:ar":.::'.ent. ":.::J a:::::o:.!":.e= depa=t.r:le:lt 
is very rare i:-:. ":.::':.s b~s':"::ess :..::-.i":.. 
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SECTION XVI: :hi" sec::':':::: c::mcerns ":.~.e use 0: !.n:orma":.io:"l. techno~ogy ":.co~s .:.n 
yo..:r so::::atec:.= !:::L!s':':"'.e<>s '.;:-:':'0::. ?:ease i:-:.dicate whet.her t.!':;e following is used 
in your bus::.ness :"::"'.':':: -::y c.:.rc~i:-:.g t.he a?p=cp::ia":.e :"l.:J. ... nber. 

:ce~ >';O!. 

::x~,!.~ ::X~5!' 

1. Fax:nachines, ..;:..;:::.::::-:.:.c ~ai: ser ... ice. 1 2 

3. ~ata Sase SY!3,:e::-:s. 

4-. Voice ::-:ai1 se::·.·i::e. 

SECTION XVII: '!'his se:;":.ion co::ce=n.s y~ur fut.u=e pa::t.icipat.ion in subsequent 
::el.a":.ed ::esea:ch. 

';.;c:.:.l.d ~'ou :ike a copy of t.he ::esult.!3 of t.his research'? Yes_ 

.... Are you a Society 0: Competi::i."e Int.elligence ?::,0:es3iona13 (SCIP) 
:7.e::-.=er? Yes_ ~:o_ 

3. ~ould yo:.:. ':::e ... .:.:ling to spend 30 ::-:inut.es 0: yc:..:r t.i:':'.e discu!Jsing ":.he 
"ba::rie::,s and :acil,it.ators" 0:: c::::npetit:'ve i!'lte::engence in your 
business unit.? Ye,,_ ~o_ 

-i. ;;S5:.1.·r.in9 a writ.:,en of a:-.cnyrr:i":.y, ;.;ould you be ;.,;:.:ling t.o ~e::ve as cl 

"ca3e-~it.e" :or the construct:':n 0: a rnini-ca!!5e. 1'hi~ wculd ent:.ai1 3-4 
phone incerviews: one wit.h you a::d 2-3 ac!.ditional pl"'.one inte: ... iew~ with 
ache: per~onnel in your business unit. (!'Oote: We would provide you 
with 9 :nini-case stuc!.:'es of e::ect:. ... e and inef:!ect.:.·.·e CI practices in 
eXChange for your ti:ne.) Yes_ No_ 

COMMENTS: If vou have const::~c:.ive feedback. anc!./or s:.:ggest.ion (s) that will 
benefit. thi~ survey, please pro .... ide them below. 



Appendix D: National Study 

Table 10 

Reliability Cocfficients(a) for Measurements of Constructs 

Previous National 

Work Study 

AnlCCCdcnls 

Turbulence in industry .79 .71 

Competitiveness in the industry NA" .52 

CI champion NA .89 

Top management"s support of CI NA .77 

CI Activities 

Recognition NA .91 

Prioritization NA .76 

Collcction .74" .82 

Interpretation NA .79 

Utilization .63" .74 

Consequences 

Knowledge of business environment .79" .77 

Business ~rforrnancc NA .84 

Relations with external consLilucnts .73" .73 

Relations among corporate functions NA .84 

Confidence in strategiC plans NA .62 

Other Variables 

Buyers" Power NA .81 

Product Quality NA .81 

Suppliers· Power NA .49 

Ease of Entry NA .58 

Substitute Product NA .64 

NA = Not Applicable 

" " Combined twO different scales 

" Before adaptation 
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N01e: IF 'tOU AIU: UNABLE TO RESPONSE ':'0 AN I':'CH, PLeASE !.tAvt: I':' Dt.AN1t. 

~ 'l'hl.S :seceion concerns how frequently you u:se your serategie 
bU3lor:Q55 '.lnie· 5 eI sourCQS, Please circle the appropriate nu.:nbar. 

supplier" IInri/or distributors 

Consultants. bankers, lawyers. 

Social cone.aces (a . .;., neighbors) 

5. Subordinates in the SBU 

6. Pears in ehQ sau. lM.tin;s 

7. superio1:!'1 in the SBU 

Trade publicatl.ons. catalogs, 

Business per::,odl.cals (e.g. !'ort,une) 

1:'. C:;overnr..ant pul:llicae::.ons 

12. 

13 ':':ade ,t,ow". :onferance3. 

15 !nfo~.at.::.on :setVl.ce:s 10.9 .• Cow Jones) 

16 P:oies!I::.on.ll .Hsoc1atlons 

is Internal rapor':.s Ie 9 . salesperson' 5 raports) 

V.ry 
Oh.,.n 

5 

SEC':'ION' II ':'his soctl.on concarn, how i.:r.portant eI actlv1ties are to your 
st.rar.eg!.C:: bu:~ur:ess unlot Plaasa circle the appropriate nwnbar. 

Cur SOU :recoqni:es the siqnl.!icance of C!. 

2. 7hara ls Co=on .l!.warenes" 4r.Ionc: our SBU ~ers 
that. eI ::.s a r..e",n.l.n;ful act1v.),.ty in thHI sau. 

~: act.l.vl.tia" are rec:oqni::ed &" :..,,:,.po::tant 1n our 
SOU 

.. 0 5PQnd a groat deal of ~1,:r.Q priorit.1:1r.q ou:r 
C: need" with.l.l'\ the sau. 

Strono;ly 
Dl.. •• qr •• 

1 

HinL'Ti.41 .!!ort !.3 made to _:sc_rtaln what ou:: :nost 
::r.~ortant eI needs a:re 

6. Much affoct is put into prioriti:ing busin_:ss 
.),.ssues t.o dirac?;. tho typa of CI to be collected. 

I &m s&t.l.sf;l..d with how '-II. a&sass our CI needs. 

SttOflqly 
..qt •• 

5 
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SECTION II:: 'l'hi:s :section conc:ern:s t.he colloction of CI 10 YOUI. :s::rateg1c 
bU3l.nft33 Unl.t Plea3e c.:.rclll tl":.11 approprl.ate nl.lr.'.ber. 

Str~nqly 

01U;U. 
Our sau 3pends 4 lot of t-':"-ne collect..J.nq CI. 

2. Our seu continually acquire:! infor::-..ation about our 
CU5tOfl'lQr:s' product and 5erVl.ce prefel:ences. 

Our sau cont1nually acquires in!0rm.at10n about our 
cc:r-.petl.t.u;;.:;· act.:.vitl.Q5. 

Indiv1dual:s from cur seu interllct wl.th cu:sto~r3 
to learn how to 3erve the.."11 better. 

Our seu dces a lot of competitOr re:search. 

1 

SEC':'ION IV '1'h13 30Ct10n concern5 the analy:s1:s/interpreta.tion a.na ut.ilization 
of CI 1n your :st r.ateg!.c bus!n,,:s:s un1t Please cl.rcl. the appropri.ato nl.lr.'~.r 

1. Indiv1dual:s in our seu lr.eet reqularly to as:soss 
the value of CI. 

Our seu put:s a groat do.l of offort into the 
.n.1Y:li:l of eI 

3. Evaluation of the CI collected is ~ a pr10rity 
to our sau. 

Interpret.H1Q market placo change, is II high 
pr10rl.ty J.n our SBU 

Wi.thout c:=:. the 3tratol;I'l'c doc,:,sl.on:5 Il'.ade by our 
SBU would t:t! ur.30und 

st.rategic dt!c.:.:s~ons oIro made w.:.thou:' eI 

o;!'\o Il'.o'lJoritZ' of o:.hlil :: genarated for our seu 13 
not used 

Our SBU' s :st.rateql.C dec1310n 1l'~k.J.ng p:r~ce:s" ha" 
been .1.":'proved. becau38 of CI 

::=tr .. nqly sa~ .. nql'l 
Ol •• qr.. Aqr •• 

S£Co;:CN V' 1'l".l.~ :soc:.ion concern:s the !.ovo.l of turbuhllnco and cor..petl.tl.venoss 
l.n your S9U'!I .:.ndust.:ry. ".10&30 c1rclQ t.he app:::opriate nu."t".ber. 

MarKet. aec.ivlt1Q3 of our SBU' s key c:ornpatitor:t 
have becornQI r:;ore prt!d1ctable. 

The ta.:stos And preference" o! our ::.u"tCfl',.or:t 
have ceecr:-.e more predl.ct.ble> 

Rete ot innOv.1lt10n ot naw products 4nd ".rVl.ce:s 
1n 01,1::: indust.ry has decraa:led 

Our indu"try has becol:''' mOra pred1c't.abl.o 

Market act.ivities ot our sau':S key c::ofT".petitor:t 
hava bocome tar mo:::e aggressive 

St: .. nql'l St.ronqly 
:ll.uq~.. Aq' •• 

6. Our key cor..pet.itor!ll noW' aifect. our SEU in m.iIIny more 
arll&3 tpric:.ng ::o.arketing. delivery. service, 
product.ion, qualit.y. etc.} th&n before. 

Co:r.petit..1r:m in !:)ur indUStry ia cut.-throat. 

Pr1ce cOtr.p.t1tion 1s & hall:n.ark of our indu:stry 
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SECT!ON 'JI. 'This section concern. the s~ret.9ic bU~lI1nolis un:.ts support for C: 
.actl.Vl.:'l.Q:t. Plea:te :l.rc:le the appropriate nwr.ba=. 

Stror.qly $;tronqly 
01.~qr.e .. qr •• 

l. !n our S9U, thoro is an "o)tQcutive ehampion" of 
CI olctiovJ.t!e:r 

:n our SBU, thoro is lSCmao",!, who promotas tha 
i..,,:,.portance of CI:. 

In our SBU. :'here i:r somaon. who motivate. other 
er..ploy.es to pl:lrticipata in C: oIctivl.tia:s. 

4. Top managQZl\Qlnt allocates funds to prorr.ot. tho 
i..'T.portance of CI in our SBU. 

'top C'I.Inagllrr.ant .allocates funds to train porsonnel 
1.n portor.nin9 CI activities for our SBU. 

"!'op m&naqQtNln:, repeatedly tells "'!':ploy.e" that CI 
af!ect.:s our SBU':t w.ll-baing. 

TOp r.\I.nagamant ot'een tells our S8U to pay attention 
to the actl.v:.t:.e.:s of our compQtl.tor:l. 

a. Top manaqllrr,Qnt often tell.:s our S8U to bo :tonsl.tiva 
to rr.arkcc. nccd.:s 

S£C':'ION VII ':'hi:t sQc:.ion concerns your st:'atp.g1C business unit's )cnovlad9Q 
of its buSl.nelSS enviro!\."NI!nt Please ci::c':"e: the apprcprl.ata nu.t:'lbar 

5ttcnqly Stron~ly 
01.~qt.. A'Jc •• 

Our SOU'.:s under3t.4ndinq of our eo~.pet1t.ors hlt:s 
l.ncreillo3ed a :;rea~ delll 

We know our eus~or..ar!l· prefal:encl!!!1 and te"tl!!:I. 

3. We hAve" soll.d underst.andinq of our rr.ajor 
ce~.petl.tOr3· stratagHls. 

Wo havo a sol!.d undel:3tandinq of our m.4Jor 
suppl:.el:!I' and dl!lltr.1.butor",· needs 

Wa usual:'y Fer:::oivQ r~gulat.o:,y changas tafor. our 
~Jor cor.-.petl.tOr3 do 

We have a Qood underst.anding of the t.ec:hnoloqical 
developrr.ents th.;r;t a!!ecr our seu's cOr:':petitl.,,·e 
advantaqe. 

SECT::CN VI!::' This section concerns the Sl.:8 and parforTl'.ance ot your: strateg1c 
l:usl.nes:s .H'll.t. Plca!lle f!.ll l.n the blAnk3 to the bQ!;Cho;O;.~ur )cnowle~~~h a.ttu: 

':'h.n ':'h"n 
eOlOp_tl.l;lon COl!"pe!1':.10n 

1. CUI: S8U':I sales qrowth is 

Our S8U' 3 overall pcu:formanco l.n tha mJlrkatplaca is 1 

3. Our sou' 3 financial roturns, :such 43 the .. eturn on 
a.:s:sets (FlOA). 1:1 

OUI: SBU· s r:uu:kot share is percent!!. 

5. Our SBU's 3.a1es l.ast. year "'a" about ____ lTdl11on. 

Our SBU has about ____ L-nploy •• s 
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Our SSU'::J profit 1a:lt yea:. was about ____ m.l.ll.).on:ll 

Our SSU':lI Return on A::J::JClt IROA.) la:llt year wa::J about ____ _ 

10, Our sau'::J Roturn on !nve::!Itr..ent (RO:) 163t year wa::J about ___ _ 

SEC':'ION IX' ':'hi::J ::JQc:ion ccncorn:ll your 5trateqic::: bU::Jine::J.!!I un.).!:' s buyer':I 
po .. ar, produCt qu.1l!:.ty. and suppliQr'::J powftr. 

Stronqly 
Cl ... qr •• 

1, Our major cU.!!Itor.'.ar::J have tho :ltrength to barga!.n 
with U3 et!ect.).valy. 

2. Our cU.!!Itomer:ll have a 91:0at de.l ot: powQr in our 
relation:lhip. 

3. We pretty much have to cOr:'.ply with our custOl:\Ql:S' 
demands, even it: they are unreAsonable. 

Our cust.omers otten pra!.::JO our product. quality. 

5. Tho quality of our product::J and ::JorvicQs 1s bot tor 
than that ot our major cornpatitor:s 

G. Our cu,stcrr,er::J .beliove we offor vez:-y 900d quality 
produc:t3 and ::Jorv.).cos 

We have a lar90 nWT'.!:ar of :lIupplier:l eo choo::le fr ~m 
for our "::JsQnt1al inputs (e 9 ' raw mater.).al::ll 

Our rnajol: .!!Iupplier::J have tho !!trength :0 .b:l::-;ain 
v.).th U.!!I e!!'ect1vely 

Our t:\aJor !!upplior:!!/vendors hav_ tho powor to 
dl.Ctat;o pr.u:o!! to U!I 

~ni~~;:lI :.~~~:~~~ ~~~c~~:s il~~~:':~~~,),~; ~~t;~!~~~u~~u~r~~~~~:~iC 
St ten .. ly Str~nqlv 
:a ... qr.. A .. , •• 

It h ea:sy :0. nov players to t!:nter our industry 1 5 

Pctent.:,al ent.r~nt.s 1ntO our ir.du::lt.ry can expect 
-,tron9 OPP03l.t.).on from eXl.st:.nq playar:!! 

.he ont=y CO::Jts into our lndu:ltry ate ver high. 

Corr.petitors out::Jide ot our 1ndu::Jt.ry offer vi.bla 
::Jubsti:;.ucos for our produc'ts. 

We are constantly under pressure t'rom !luDstitute 
products of fCl:ed by ottler indu!lt r'l-a:s. 

1'ho prices va ean chal:q. for our product5 ara 
c:onstar:.tly undar p.allsul:. trem su.b5t.1.t.uta produc::'5. 1 

S£C':'ICN XI: ThiS saction concerns yQur -,tra'tQq.c bus1r:o:ls unit's 
ralatl.onsh:.p' wl.t::h :.ts oxternal constl.tuant.s (o g., suppll-ers, dl.stributor:!!) 
.. nd its 3trat:.ec;p.c plans. 

~tronqlv 
01 •• q' •• 

1. WO are on good terms w1t:.h people and saus out.::Jide 
O\!::, S!!:! 

2. Our SSU can alvay!! count on business associata::l 
and aqencia5 Out.:side our SBU tor as!listanee. 

Our Sau has A qood relAtionship with m05t of our 
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Our sau i!l !lan!ll.:.ive to the need!l o! our 
d1~t=.:.butor!l, !lupplier!l, .and ot,har!l. 

Our sau has ... goed ralOltionSh1p wl.:h our 
di!ltrl.butor!l and !luppll.er!l 

6. ':'op rnanagQ:r.Qnt hll!l .& great doal of confidence in 
t.he sau'!I strat.eg'l.c plan!l. 

Strateljlic plan3 are hardly u!lad in th1!1 SBU. 

8. We Olre vary con!l.c:!.nt in our !It.rategl-c plans. 

Stfanqly 
Dluqf •• 

Stfonqly 
A'lt .. 

S£C'!'ION XrI: 'l'h!!I section concorns the rolation!lhip amonq functional unlt!l l-n 
the !ltroltlilgl.C ou:nne!J:I un.\.!: 

Host depar'!lT.Gnts in our sau get olang wall wl-t.h 
oollch other. 

Sltranq1y 
01uqt •• 

2. :"1\on 1T.a.:nber3 of dl.fforant dapar:ment.!I ;01: together, 
t.un!ll.oo!l !requl!otly run hl.ljlh. 

3. E.,""ployollls::.n anD dapar'!:Nitnt generally di!lll.k.e 
1nt.orOlct1r.g Wl.th tho!la from other depar'!::-.ont!l 

.;. £r.ployee:l tram d.ftarant dapil.rtmant,s fool thil.t t,h. 
goal!l of thU1r ro:pective depart:r.ont!l are in 
har::-.ony wi!:h each othor. 

Protecting info~.at10n ot onO'!I depart:n.tlnt from 
ot.hor dcpartl':'.cn!:!1 1S con!ll.dorod to be a way of 
ll.!a .:.n th':'!1 SOU 

!-!O!lt of the functional departr..ant.5 ora supportl.ve 
of ono anothor 

7. :nputs !rcm cne deport.::'.t!nt. to .:anc-thor dQpart~nt 
i!l lIt!ry ril.re l.n t.hlS cu!!!!.nas!!! unlt. 

SEC':'ION X:.II ':hi!l sact.ion tOCU!lU!I on your st:rat:agl.c busl.nG!I!!! unit's !!!UPport 
.and funcl1ng cf CI ac:,.:..vlt.:..e!l 

~~=t S~~a~l!Ocat.ed .apprcxl .... n:at:.ely S _______ to CI activ:..t1l1s 

Our seu ha!l been ir,volved 1n C: actiVl.t18s for ___ year!!! 

S&C-::CN X:V· 'h1::s 3cc:t..i.on conca!:n::s t.he I.l::sa ot .:..nto~ .. at.i.Qn technol.ogy tQol, .;.n 
:tour ."I1:~at:t!lg1c bu.,ines., unl.t:.. PleAse .:.ndic:ate what.har :.:a fOlot'f.:r.nq i3 u:!uld. 

Fax mach1nos, electronic ma1.l 30::v:..ce. 1 2 

2. M.:anager...ent Ir:t.fo~.ation Systems. 

4. "101.CO rr.ail !lervica. 

5, Group Cec:"!Sl.cn Support SY!lte.~. Intormat10n ~yllte.t\l.!l 
that. anabl. a qroup ot decision makers to share 
infor.:loll.tj,on, exchanq8 idoA!I. oxplore altarnAtl.Va 
501utl.ons. vat-e. and arr::..va At a con~!II.n~u:t 
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SEC'.:ON xv· ':hi:l !lect~on focu!les on now CI activities <Aro rna.n~q.d Pleas. 
alloeat. lOa pOint!l based on extpnt ot' U:Ht of CI approAche!l Note' If tlHt 
approach i"n't >l!led. :ne extent of U!I& "core would bo O. At the ~ther 
extrOJM. i! only one approach !os u:!ed the !leor. would b. 100. Finally. if 2 
approache!l a:e u!led equally. o:.ho !lcora would ba 50 :!or eocn 

F'ree-~tar.dl.ng CI tlnl.;. A !ltruc':ured. deliberate . .lnd 
cont1nUous effort. to conduct eI aCtl.Yit1e!l. ':h. director 
and/or at la.1lst one prOfOSsl.Onal. anaIY!lt ar. a~J!lign.d 
!lp8cific ra!lponSibility for ex analys.:.s. 

2. Functional-oriented ex unit: CI staff &ro part o! a 
functlonal. dapu:tll\8nt. ':hay &ro not linked to other 
functional dapartmant!l 

3. TOnn.l eI n.twork: "l:here i!l an orqani:ed effort to link 
al.l !unct.l.onal department" to collect and !lhare eI, The 
:r.anaqernent. of the eI network i!l overseen by one or rnore 
apP0l.nted !ltaf! or func:o:ional personnel. 

4. Tot' m.an&gWl\ent CI committoe: A top manac;;e..Toent team 
convenes on an :'rrequla:; or reqular basi. to analyz:a 
!ltrateqi:: i!l!lue:l. Individlul exeeutivos in. tho top 
m.an.ag:e;'lIli!ine team init!atQ CI collect.ion and analysi!l. 

!nfo=ta1 eI network There is no orqani1:ed CI effort 
HowQver, scattered throuqhout the business unit are 
v,/Jrl.OU!I "pools" of C= qAthered by different function!l/!lt",t! 
par!lonnel The co~un1cat..1on channQls among: tunctl.onal 
dopartll'.ont:! are l.nfo%7\".al eI !low 1!! 1ntroqu8nc 

Other!!: (P!elt.30 prov1de de~crl.ption bolow J 
-'-00--

SEC":'ION xv::: ':'his !leco::.~on concerns your future part:ieipat.lon in 3W:1!1oquent. 
related re!!o.:arch 

Would you liko a copy o! tho r03ult!l of thi!l research'? Y05_ No_ 

Would you be w1111n9 to !lpend 40-'50 :n1nuto:s of your t~ discu!l8inq the 
"barrier!l and fac.Llitator!l·· of co::-.pet.~:'1Ve intellanqance in yOur 
bU!line!l3 un.:.t'? Ye!l_ NO_ 

3. As,u."!Unq a written ot anonymit.y. would 'Iou be willinq t.o :!orve a3 a 
'ca!!e-!lite" for the construct.:.on of a ::unl.-ca!le. Th1!1 would enta.l.l 3-4 
phone interviews: one w1th you and 2-3 .ldd1tional phona intervie.w!! w:.:.1'\ 
other per!!onnel in your bU!line:S!l unit.. (Note. Wa would provide you 
w1th 9 ::unJ.-CA!lQ .!Itudie!l of effe:ctivo IIond ineffective CI pract.ice!! l.n 
Qxchange for your t:..r..a.) 'ro,,_ NO_ 

CCHHl:N":'S: lf you have. constructive feedback and/or "u'1ge!l1:10n I,,) that; wl11 
bene!1t thi" !lu:;vey, pleA!I. p:ov.:.de t.h.C.:'n below 

Ttwn\. '!!'CU rOR YOUR CooPERA'l'ION 
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The University of Arizona 
OeOanr'l"er-::1 Mar'a~e""'enl ',.,10' ..... 011'01'" Sfs:e""'s 

COllege 01 Business & ~:..CIIC ACm,nrS:ratlol"1 

Tucson Ar,:ona 357'21 
;602) 52'·2748 

June 15, 1992 

Mr. Jim Viscio 
President 
Anthony Products Co. 
5600 Pack Rd. 
Arcadia, CA 91006 

Dear Mr. Viscio: 
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I am requesting your assist.ance in my dissertation research. Objectives of this 
research are: (l) provl.de qual!.t.l1t.ive and quan't.itative evidence of the eX't.ent. to 
..... hich St.rae9gic Susl.ness Unl.tB (58U8) use compee.itive int.elligence (el) to 
achieve chair strat.egic objectives and (2) what are the bott.om-line benefits of 
the CI aceivi'Cl.es? By understanding which factors have the most influence on eI 
activitiea, and the subsequent effects of CI, WQ hope to fincs \lays to promc'::e 
success for firms i.n dorne9~!'C and l.nt.ernational market.s. 

We define Strategic: Busin ••• Unit as an operating unit wit.h a distinct business, 
i':s own mission, a::d a 9,:rat.egic plan. Coapetitive Intelligence refers to the 
ethical gathering and USe of publicly or semi-publicly available inforrna-:ion 
abou~ -::rends. event.s, or develoFments in t.he SBU's compet.itive environment9. We 
are t.argeting savs !.!'1 the Phar=acButical, Foods, and -rel.communications 
industries. 

'!'he identificat::.cn nurr":er on the questionnaire is for administrat.ive purpose 
only. It enables me to check your name off the mal.ling list: when your 
ques-:ionnaire io :etlJrned. Your na..-ne will never be placed on the queotionnaire. 
YOlJr responses will never be provided to anyon.. only 9lJrr.mary, aggregat.e 
information will be reported. 

If you f •• l that you are unable to provide a re.pon.e to • particular item, 
plea •• l.av. it blank. I! feasible, please ret.lJrn your ccmple'tod quest.ionnaire 
..... ithin 10 day. upon receipt. At the and of this research (estimac.ed October, 
1992), we will send you a 9urr.mary of our findings in appreciatl.on of your 
par"::.::.c:..pat.ion. 

:n -:his research, we are targeting both u •• r. and providers of eI. 'tour 
responses are crucial to the slJccesuful complet.ion of t.h::'9 dissertation research. 
!! you have Any ques-:iona, please do no't hesitat.e to call me anytime, e.:..ther 4t. 
home (602-326-090S) or at my office (602-621-2615). Thank you for your 
att.anc.ion. Have 4 great SlJmmer. 

Sincerely, ~-

/~--~~ &'<-
;:)octcral Candidate 



The University of Arizona 
C:~car:r-e"'! 0' ·~al"'ac;el'T"enlln!or~.11101"1 S'{5lems 

COII~e;,! BuSiness & O .. ::IIIC Acm,nrstrat,on 
""..;C50n AfI.:ol'ta 35721 

,6C2) 621-2:'48 

July 7, 1992 

Mr. Wayne Philips 
Marketing 
Sobel USA Inc. 
1111 Jefferson Ave., 
Elizabeth, NJ 07201 

Dear Mr. Philips: 
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About th~ee weeks ago, I wrote to you seeking your views about the 
driving fo~ce5 behind, and consequences of, competitive 
intelligence activities in your strategic business unit. As of 
today, I have not received your completed questionnaire. 

I hac, undertaken this study because I think the outcome of this 
dissertation can have an impact on the practitioner community of 
the Pharmaceutical industry. 

I am writing to you again because of the significance each 
questionnaire has to the usefulness of this study. In order for my 
dissertation to accurately reflect the views of practitioners in 
your industry, it is important that each person in the sample 
return the questionnaire. Again, I want to stress that all 
responses are held in strict confidence - only summary data will 
ever be reported. 

In the event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a 
replacement is enclosed. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me any 
time, either at home (602-326-0905) or at the office (602-621-
2748). Your assistance is genuinely appreciated. 

Enclosure 



The L'nh'er15ih' uf Arizona 
COll1petilive I~tclligence Project 
~lIS & ~Iarketing Department 
Tucson, AZ 115721 ~ 

USA 19 

Last \\eek. a questionnaire seeking .your response about competithe 
intelligencE.' was mailed to ~ou. 

If ~·ou ha\e already completed and returned the questionnaire. we "ish to 
thank ~"ou for ~our assistance. If ~ou ha\e not returned the 4uestionnaire."e 
"Quid appreciate ~our response as soon as possible. Because this 
questionnaire was sent to only a small. represcnlati\"(~ sample. it is e\tremel:--" 
important that ~·our response be included in the study. 

If b~" some chance you did not recei\"e the questionnaire. or it was misplaced. 
please call me 1602·621·27.18) or Bernie 1602·621·7.f79) and we will mail 
another one to you. Thanks again for )"our assistance. 

Sincerel~·. 

Bernard Jaworski 
Associate Professor of 'Jarketing 
The Cni"ersity of Arizona 

Liang Chee Wee 
Doctoral Candidate. '115 Department 
The L'niversity of Arizona 
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Appendix E: Correlational Coefficients 

Table IE 

Correlational Coefficients (r): Antecedents vs. CI 

AnlCCCdcnts 

ITindex Size Age Turb. Compo Champ. TMSupp. 

CI Activities 

Recognition .0817 -.2305- -.1500 .1315 -.0774 .2767-- .3304---

Prioritization .2652-- -.1627 -.1510 .1170 .0589 .4218--- .5877---

Colleclion .1862 -.0449 -.0596 .0456 .0435 .3570--- .5153---

Interpretation .1966 -.1504 -.0725 .0975 .0752 .5302--- .6618---

Utilization .1935 -.1403 .0793 .1373 .0577 .4410--- .5606---

Cl lnde, .2299- -.1795 ·.0989 .1211 .0513 .5148--- .6766---

-I' <0.05 

--1' < om 
---I' < 0.001 



Table 2E 

CorrelJlional Cocfficients(r}: Consequences vs. Cl 

CI Activities 

Recognition 

PrioriLiz:Jtion 

Coll~ction 

Intl!fl}rCLaLIOll 

L!lIhz;.llion 

Cl Indo, 

'" < 0.05 

'." < 0.01 

' •• J' < U.OOI 

Know. Perf. 

.:!162- ·.0446 

..l362 .. •• .1409 

.5453'" .2064' 

.4003'" .0934 

.3986'·· .0004 

.50S1··· .1022 

Consequences 

Relol. SBU. PIJl1. 

.1175 .1182 .3639··' 

.2434' .3178'" .5177'" 

.2387' .2003' .3531'" 

.2609' .1665 .2806--

.1473 .3123" .4415-·' 

.~378· .277'1·" .4811-·' 
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Table 3E 

Correlational Coorficicnts(r): Antecedents vs. Consequences 

Consequences 

Know. Perf. Rel.t. SBU. PI:m. 

Anl('·.:cdcnLS 

ITind('x .1917 .0506 -.0974 .0202 .2386-

SilC -.2362- -.(}.l08 -.2186- -.1155 .0225 

Age -.1518 -.0558 -.1946 .0062 .0078 

Turb. .3113·· -.0422 -.0623 ·.0695 .1476 

Compo .0:96 ·.0703 .0513 -.0127 -.0903 

Champ. .1283 ·.0363 -.0439 .1653 .0469 

nlSupp. .3S77-- - -.0193 .0063 .22::!3· .2181-

- JI < 0.05 

-- J! < 0.01 

--- J! < 0.001 



CI AClhltIcs 

Rccog. 

Prior. 

Coli. 

Inter. 

Uti!. 

CI Index 

"f1 < 0.05 

"" Ji < 0.01 

""" f1 < 0.001 
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T"ble 4E 

Corrclalional Cocfficients(r): C[ '5. C[ 

CI Activities 

Recog. Prior. Coli. !nter. L'li!. CI Index 

1.0000 

.J981"" 1.0000 

.3814""" .6278""" 1.0000 

.-C5\)··· .6526""" .M67""" 1.0000 

.5910""" .60(W"" .5035""" .674.1""" 1.0000 

.674:! .. •• .83S:! .... · .8090""" .8585""" .R307""" I.O'JOO 
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Table 5E 

Correlalional Cocfficients(r): Antecedents VS. Antecedents 

Antecedents 

ITindex Size Age Turb. Compo Champ. TMSupp. 

Antecedents 

ITindex I.()()()() 

Size -.1175 1.0000 

Age .1016 .4813-"" I.()()()() 

Turb. .2822~~ -.2665"" -.0156 I.()()()() 

Compo -.0996 ·.1129 ·.2127 ".0414 I.()()()() 

Champ. .1890 -.0077 .0572 .0594 .0362 I.()()()() 

n.1Supp. .3102"" -.03~9 .0382 .0870 ".0068 .6336""" 1.0000 

"I' < 0.05 

""1'< 0.(,1 

"""/' < 0.001 
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Table 6E 

Correlalional Cocfficienls(r): Consequences vs. Consequences 

Consequences 

Know. Perf. Rei.!. SBU. Plan. 

Consequences 

Know. 1.0000 

Perf. .3781""· 1.0000 

Rei.!. .3422"" .2911"" 1.0000 

SBU. .1304 .1241 .3034"· 1.0000 

Plan. .3736"·· .3289·"" .5019""" .4022··· 1.0000 

"I' < 0.05 

"",,<0.01 

."" I' < 0.001 



Table 7E 

Correlational Cocfficients(r): Control Variables vs. CI 

CI Activities 

Rccog. 

Prior. 

Coil. 

Inter. 

Util. 

Cl Indcx 

'I' < 0.05 

"1'< 0.01 

'" I' < 0.001 

Buyer. Pqlty. 

.0695 .0552 

-.1623 .2226' 

-.0677 .3417'" 

.0191 .3106" 

-.0387 .0907 

-.0504 .2618' 

Control Variables 

Supwr. Entry. SupdL 

-.0321 -.0364 .0493 

-.1856 -.0067 -.0706 

-.3039" .0637 .0728 

-.0483 .0325 .0Q.l9 

-.1458 .0247 .0360 

-.1975 .0039 .0034 
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Table 8E 

Correlational Cocfficients(r): Control Variables vs. Consequences 

Control Variables 

Buyer. Pqlty. Supwr. Entry. SupdL 

Consequences 

Know. -.0911 .2536- -.1519 -.0571 .1006 

Perf. -.1215 .3495··· -.0707 .1416 -.0383 

Relat. .2181· .3534··· .1740 -.0524 .0500 

SBU. -.0033 .1777 -.0788 -.0264 -.1378 

Plan . -.1055 .2377· -.2685·· .0162 -.0589 

. " < 0.05 

.. ,,< 0.01 

••• " < 0.001 
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Table 9E 

Correlational Coefficients(r): Control Variables vs. Antecedents 

Control Variables 

Buyer. Pqlty. Supwr. Entry. Supdt. 

AntcccdcnL<i 

ITindcx -.0506 -.0664 -.1495 -.1044 .1003 

Size .0284 -.1407 -.1612 .1454 -.0288 

Age .2255- -.0743 -.1344 .0455 .0335 

Turb. -.::539- -.l41R -.002, -.2553- .0136 

Camp. .(l.I27 .0801 .3340--- .0713 .:!J92-

Champ. .0362 .0353 -.0511 .1523 .0239 

TMSupp. .0695 .1226 -.0749 .0082 .1697 

-" < 0.05 

--" < 0.01 

---I' < O'(XlI 
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Table IOE 

Correlational Cocfficients(r): ConlrOl Variables ,·S. Control Variables 

Control Variables 

Buyer. PqIIY· SUP\l.T. Entry. SupdL 

Control Variables 

Buyer. 1.0000 

Pqlly. .2168" 1.0000 

Supwr. .2144" ".0040 1.0000 

Entry. .0293 .0370 ".0185 1.0000 

Supdl. .0876 .1650 .1578 ".1185 1.0000 

"/'< 0.05 

"" /' < 0.01 

"""I' < 0.001 
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Table liE 

Correlational Cocfficients(r): CI Unit Structures vs. CI Activities 

CI Unit Structures 

FrccCI. FunCln. Formal. TopmgL Inform. Others 

CI Acti ... ilics 

Rccog. -.02('01. .0124 .1880 .0307 -.0459 ·.0051 

Prior. .1739 .0750 .3148-- .2352" -.4377""" -.0578 

Coil. .0521 .1398 .2259" .1756 -.3535--- -.0174 

Inter. .0829 .1158 .2159- .0898 -.2745"- -.1192 

Util. .1302 .0083 .2188" .0933 -.2109- -.0356 

CI Index .1075 .0998 .2871-- .1726 -.3503--" -.0643 

-I' < 0.05 

--1'< 0.01 

---1'< 0.001 



Appendix F: Regression Coefficients 

Table IF 

Relations Between Antecedenl. and Extent of CI Activities 

Regression CocfficienlS{J) 

Dependent Variables: 

E;.;:tcnl of CI Activities 

Recog. Prior. Coli. Inter. Util. Aggregate 

CI Index 

Independent Variables: 

Environmental 

Turbulence .08 .00 .04 .00 .06 .03 

Competitiveness -.09 .06 .OS .05 .07 .05 

Information Technology 

Use of IT tools -.01 .23- .04 -.02 .08 .07 

SBU's Dynamics 

Size of SBU -.23 .01 -.02 -.12 -_19 -.13 

Age of SBU -.10 -.~-l- -.09 -.05 .14 -.10 

CI champion .11 .17 .00 .29-- " .21 

Top mgmt.'s support .14 AY-- . 46-- A9--- AO-- .52 u
" • 

R' = .20 .48 .24 .54 .42 .54 

N= 78 77 78 77 77 75 

-1'< .05 

•• 1'< .01 

... ,,< .001 
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Table 2F 

Relations Between Antecedents and Extent of CI Activities 

Regression CocfficienlS(,3) 

Dependent Variables: 

Extent of CI Activities 

Reeog. Prior. Coli. Inter. Util. Aggregate 

CI Index 

Independent Variables: 

Environmental 

Turbulence .08 .02 .05 .02 .07 .05 

Competitiveness -.11 .05 .07 .().I .06 .03 

Information Technology 

Usc of IT tools .01 .29~- .11 .06 .14 .14 

SBU's Dynamics 

Size of SBU <22 .03 .01 -.10 -.17 -.11 

Age of SBU -.10 -.25- -.10 -.06 -.13 -.11 

CI champion .30-- 047--- .30-- .61-- .48--- .55"--

R' = .19 .38 .13 .42 .33 040 

i':= 78 77 78 77 77 75 

-]> < .05 

--]>< .01 

---1'< .001 
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Independent Variables: 

Control Variablos 

Buyers' Power 

Suppliers' Power 

Product Quality 

Substitute Products 

E.1SC of Entry 

CI Activities 

Aggregate CI Index 

R' = 

N= 

-I' < .05 

--1'< .01 

---1'< .001 

Table 3F 

Relations Between Canuol Variables and Consequences 

Regression CocfficienlS(J) 

Dependent Variables: 

Consequences of CI Activities 

Know. Perf. Relat. SBU. Plan. 

-.11 -.19 .19 .01 -.06 

-.07 -.03 .20 ·.02 -.17 

.11 ..11--- .27- .21 .21-

.09 -.06 -.05 -.20 -.08 

-.OR .07 -.07 -.07 .03 

.... 5··· -.03 .:0 ,,- .34--

.29 .18 .22 .15 .27 

88 84 86 87 87 
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lnocpendent Variables: 

Environmental 

Turbulence 

Competitiveness 

Infonnation Technology 

Usc or IT 10015 

SBU's Dynamics 

Size or SBU 

Age or SBU 

CI champion 

Top mgml. 's support 

CI Activilies 

Aggregale CI Inde, 

II' = 

1'= 

.1' < .05 

.-1'< .01 

._.1'< .001 

Table 4F 

Relations Between AnlCCCdcnlS and Consequences 

Regression Cocfficients(3) 

Dependent Variables: 

Consequences of CI ACLivities 

Know. Perf. Rela!. SBU. Plan. 

.31·· .04 -.09 -.14 .12 

-.08 -.01 -.02 -.11 ·.16 

.IX) ·.01 ·.17 .00 .31·-

.04 .().l -.IS ·.12 .23 

-.15 -.11 -.11 .13 -.05 

-.27- -.13 .13 .10 -.12 

.09 -.10 -.31 .03 -.16 

.51--- .10 .2.l· .28"- .58---

.44 .04 .17 .15 .37 

75 73 72 74 73 
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Table SF 

Relations Between Anlecedents and Consequences 

Regression Cocfficients(3) 

Dependent Variables: 

Consequences of CI Activilics 

Know. Perf. RcJal. SBU. Plan. 

Independent Variables: 

Environmental 

Turbulence .31'- .04 -.09 -.14 .12 

Competitiveness -.OS -.01 .01 -.11 ·.14 

Informati('~ T~~~nolog)' 

Usc of IT lools .01 • .02 '.17 .00 .31--

SBU's Dynamics 

Sile of SBU .05 .03 -.20 ·.12 .22 

Age of SBU ·.15 -.11 -.12 .13 -.05 

CI champion -.24· -.17 -.02 .11 -.19 

CI Activities 

Aggregale CI Inde, .60'-- .16 .24- .2S-· .51---

R'= .44 .04 .13 .15 .36 

N= 75 73 72 74 73 

-1'< .05 

-'1'< .01 

-'-1'< .001 



Table 6F 

Relations Between Consequences. Antecedents, Control Variables. and CI Activities 

Regression CocffieienlS(.3) 

Dependent Variables: 

Extent of CI Activities 

Know. Perf. Rclat. SBU Plan. 

Antecedents 

Turbulence in industry .33-- .12 .06 -.09 .25-

Competitiveness in induslry -.07 -.01 -.11 -.().l -.13 

Usc of IT tools .03 .05 -.09 .03 .37"--

Size of SBU .03 .05 -.O! -.08 .30-

Age of SBU -.11 -.01 -.24 .09 -.09 

CI champion -.21 -.11 .16 -.23 -.02 

Top mgmt:s support .05 -.08 -.37- -.03 -.21 

Control Vari:.l~tcs 

Buyers' power -.10 -.16 .:!5~ .00 .07 

Suppliers' power -.07 .02 .16 -.09 -.10 

Product quality .21 ,46-- .25 .20 .35-' 

Substitute products .06 -.03 .08 -.21 -.09 

Ease of entry .03 .12 .10 -.03 .10 

CI Acti'.'ilics 

Aggregate CI Index .47-- .05 .33 .14 4"--

R2 = .50 .23 .35 .21 .-17 

:-1= 72 70 70 71 70 

-p< .05 

--1'< .01 

--- P < .001 
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